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FROM

Messrs. Ruth/ Lacovara, Merrill~
Bakes, Feldbaum, Kriendler, Rient,
Palmer, Kaye, Gevlin

DATE

october 30, .1973

".Charles R. Breyer ~.~

SUBJECT:. Charles W. Cols6n.-¯- Violation of 18 U.S.C. 241 "~
This mem0randumsummarizes the facts whichwe
contend are sufficient to withstand a motion to
dismiss, and whfch prove ¯that Charles Colson participated in.the conspiracy to violate the civil rights:
of Dr. Fielding. It is divided into four sections.
SectionOne discusses those facts which we can prove¯
in our case~in-chief and whfch bear upon Colson’s
knowledge of and activity in.the conspiracy.. The "
second section outlines facts which establish Colson’s
state of mind with respect to Ellsberg and his motives
in seeking the.type of information which was being
sought by the Plumbers. Section Three discusses
¯ those facts whfch we can expect to prove on cross"
exal~nation of Krogh and Ehrlichman if add whenKrogh
and Ehrlichman testify in theiro~m behalf. The final
section discusses the potential inferences¯ thatColson
will wish to draw from the circumstantial evidence
thereby rebutting the allegation that he knowingly
and with criminal intent participated in the conspiracy.
Section I - Evidence Establishing ~nowledge of
¯.
and Participation in the Con..spiracy

:

’

": ....I. On July .28, 1971, Hunt sent to Colson a . . .....
: ....
’ memorandum in which ha proposed the following:
.-

..

destroy his public image .and credibility."’

..~

:

Rule 6 e), Federal Rules of Criminal Proceduie, Grand Ju}y

b) (3)

dated August 3, 1971. from Krogh"and Young to Colson,
after, listing four items from the July 28th memoran-~
dum which they indicated were being followed up, it
was stated that "we willolook into other suggestions
i "...
. ....
which Hunt made. ".
.

°

i. ~\: .:".;...
2. On August i0, 1971, the day before
"
¯ i \ .. :;,.. Ehrlichman approved the ’covert operation, Hunt and
i "\ " ’:Colson had a pre~arranged luncheon meeting. [Colson’s
.... !. ~\’ Logs]
.... : ":" "~’:By
""i" i:this
"- .:. ¯
date,¯ Hunt,had discussed wi~h Krogh
\

~
’
"

~.~ ¯ ahd Young the plan to’obtaln the psychiatric £iles.

i
\~. by"’..,.covert means. [Yo?ng,.D.C. Grand Jury, August 2~,
~ -~. 197"3, pp. 40-55]. Nelther Colson nor Hunt has testl. .\ fiedkas to what took placeat this.meeting.. ¯
.
~ \ -" ~.,. OnAugust 13, 1971 at ii:00 a.m. Hunt and
~ ~~i
I
t~ an
psychological
on Ellsberg "
"
¯ i ILiddv~of
h;~d.
aDDointmen~ profile
w£th Colson_l
although t~is was the day after Hunt, Young, and.
Liddy hadm4’t withthe CIA psychiatrist, Dr. Malloyi.
and had agre4d to obtain more raw data for the
profile to be"prepared by the CIA.
¯ .
.

. . .
.:" " "
"
i.".,.....
,

i

" " i " " ’" 4~ Colson]

Iknew that the"

’. ~ ,"

" " .~ CIAwas preparing a psychological profile on Daniel. "
Ellsberg as this fact was brought to his attention .....
~ .through the exchange of the July.28th and August3rd
’ .
!memoranda. In addition, Colson recalls at least one ’
discussion with Howard Hunt in either late July or
~ early August 1971 in which the matter of a psycho- ’"
.~~r° file was discussed.]
’
_

..
" ... -’.
-..
¯ ..¯ ’ "
’ ’
........:

.... ..~..: .... 5. During the.week of August 22,.-1971, Young.,i" ....
""
according to his Grand Jury testimony, had the
~ "~" :" "
.following. discussion with Co!son:
"
~.
..
.Young: Are you aware that Ehrlichman has
.~ .:"
.’~..~ ~ .approved Hunt and Liddy_going ~Q~California~ __.~__...-~ i--. ~,~~~
. . ....

....... .-’. .....

"NW#: I0110

"" ...... Colson: Yes, I am~’ " ....

. .... i . .... J ....:,: ......"? ".."<~ .......-: <"7 .. :" :!-.

. ~oung: If we go ahead witha congressional
investigation we will need some plan to getthe ’ .,..’ ’ " "
information out from the California operation...’-".-" ’ " "
~" :- "
¯
"’<’":" ’"
¯ ’
Colson: i’ll ~ake. care of thai.
’
.
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’

"¯

Young: Krogh ¯tells me that you are to provide
financing for the trip to California. .~
-~
¯ . ¯Colson: Yes, i’m going to talk to Ehrlichman
about that.
’
[Young, D.C. Grand Jury, August 22, 1973,
pp. 78, 79]
~
"
’ 6. Colson knew that the Plumbers were going
to the West Coast but maintains he did not know which¯
of them would actually make the trip..¯:. [Colson, FBI
interview, 5/8/73]

¯

7. A memorandum of August 26, 1971 to John
Ehrlichman from David Young sets out various
strategies for starting a Congressional investigation of. the Pentagon Papers and. "to identify~
.~
Ellsberg’s associates and supporters on the new ~
left with [a] negative image." Item ¯9 reads:.

~

" (9) How quickly do we want to b~in~ about ¯.
a change in Ellsberg’s image?
_ .. ..

~"¯

~
.¯

~*In connection with issue (9), it-is important to
point out that with the recent article on Ellsberg’s
lawyer,¯Boudin, we have already started on a negative
press image for Ellsberg. If the present Hunt/Liddy
¯ Project #I is successful, it will be absolutely
essential to have an overall game plan developed
for its use in conjunction with the Congressional
investigation. In this connection, I believe~that
the point of Buchanan’s memorandum, on attacking ~
Ellsberg through the press should be borne in mind;
¯ namely,¯ that the situation being attacked is .too
big to be undermined by planted leaks among the
-.. friendly press.

If there is to be any damaging of Ellsberg’s image
~ and those associated with him, it willtherefore
~¯ ¯ be necessary to fold in the press planting with
¯
¯the Congressional investigation. ¯’I mentioned these¯
¯ .~ --2o. :~.~. i..~...~ .~ .points ~to.~Colson earlier~this week, and.~his..
take care of getting the information out.~ I believe,
however, that in order to orchestrate this whole
operation we have ~to be¯.aware of preciselY¯what ..
Colson wants to do.
¯
..

NW# :I0110
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Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Grand Jury
Recommendation: That you s{gn the memorandumto
~ols’on asking~hfm to draw up a game plan (Tab. A)~
8. On August 27, 1971, Ehrlichman sends a
memorandu~ to Charles Colson. This memorandum
¯ had originallybeen prepared by Young and submitted
to Ehrlichman who had thememorandum retyped and
forwarded with his initial. .The memorandum reads...<
"SUBJECT

. HUNT/LIDDY SPECIAL PROJECT#!

On the assumptionthat the proposed undertaking by
Hunt and Liddy would becarried out and would be
successful, I would appreciate receiving from you
~.by next Wednesday a game ’plan as to how and when...
you.believe the materials should be.used."
\ "

9. When this memorandum was receive.d bycolso.n’ s. secretary,..Joan
Hall, she immed, lately"
colson who remarked
that
it was\ ..~
\ took it xnto......
:.~:__
,, /~
i0. Colson has testified that he did not
ddy Special Project #i wa.s,and
know he
what
Hunt-L~
made
no
xnquiry
of Ehrlicb~man untll after
that
Ehrlichman returned from vacation on September 7.
He further testified that he believes¯ that even
though the memo was dated August 27th, hedid not.[., i
receiveit until after the 31st. [Colson, L.A.
Grand Jury, June 8, 1973, P. 648]. By presenting
"
evidence~of custom and practice of delivery of ¯
Ehrlichman’s memos, we can establish that this memo " "
was received by Colson on August 27th which was
two weeks prior to Colson’s discussion o~~ ~’’’
almost
.............
~dumwas recelved

due by September let.thus making it improbable~’¯ "¯
that Colson would nothave discussedit with ¯ ,
’
Ehrl"
.
he memorandum.
¯..~..o~
~ ¯ t underst
and.......
the~sub3ect matter of t . ~ .....
ll. 9n Au~~0~ations firm who had partlcl-..,.

pated with Colson in.tn~ ~a~7*~[m colson requesting
"vered
House
projects.,.recezve~..a
........
-this :-~,
$5,000.cash
as soon as DOSSl
. . ¯ ...u=~
. .........
~ .........

10110
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money the following day personally toKrogh in a
plain white envelope.’ He was directed"to Krogh,soffice by Colson. Baroody-stated that he had no
knowledge as to the intended purpose for the money,
and that’this was the only occasion that he was
ever asked to provide money to the White House.
Hewas under the impression that the money was to
be an interest-free loan and was to be repaid soon.
No. receipt was given.for the funds. [Baroody, D.C.
GrandJury, August .21, 1973] ...... ~.~- ......
12. Somehime during~the last two weeks in
¯August, George Webstef~.a Washington attorney, in
charge of several Republican political funds,
.received a call from Colson to ascertain if the
political account entitled "People United for.
-Good Government Committee" was. still operative.
Webster was then. told that a $5,000 check would be
delivered to him payable to that account. [Webster,.
D.C. Grand Jury, August 21,~ 1973]’
..
13. ’During the same period of time, Colson
telephoned Marion Harrison, an attorney representing
several dairy cooperatives which had established a
political fund called "TAPE" (Trust for Agricultural
Political Education). Colson requested a.$5,000
~contribution payable to the "People United for Good
Government. Committee" which Harrison was instructed
todeliver to Geor@e Webster. I
14. On September 7th, Harrison delivered the
.check to Webster who deposited it the following day.
Around September 21st, Colson telephoned Webster
and asked him to withdraw the $5,000 in’cash and¯
that this sum of money would be picked up by Baroody.
. . .~__Bar° ° dY subsequent to the 21st picked up the $5~000

/

15. Joan Hall, as Colson’ s secretary and
...~ administrative assistant, signed Colson’s initials

¯

....... . ¯...". ..::, -~- thereby prov~.~~.ng autno~.at~on ~:or payment.o~:-~:.un~s~.
’
/ / ¯ for.Hunt and Liddy’s reconnaisance trip to Dr.F~elding’s :.
..../ ..¯ . . off’~ce. In the same manner, Colson authorized partial¯ " ’
/
payment of Hunt and Liddy’s return flight from
/ / " " .California via New York after the break-in, a hotei
. .-......_.:....
! ...
¯ a"dlnner
..... :
.... ¯ ° .:}/ ’.-: room for Barker, .Marhinez"and de. Diego .’"and
..

FOIA(b) (3") - Rule 6(e , Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Grand ~i~y ..
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Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Crimihal PrOcedure, Grand Jury

tab described as "recruitment" in Miami. This is ’ ’
" .~.
......
. in addition to Colson’s successful efforts to .
-i.. ....-.::"-..
":...get $5,000 cash in less than 24 hours,. The records
"
~¯
in.dicating whether these payments had come .from a ¯ ’ -:" " ’ "
Wh~-t.e House political account or an account drawn..
,. ’".i
~
on gb,verr~ment. .. appropriated funds
¯
.:"
~ "":,.<
the White. House. Efforts to secure these¯ records
" ..i.
by requ~st"have. .. bee~ unsuccessful to date,~ : [Colson’s ....’....-’... -..
~...
-.- \-\.~-Mem0randum...to Huntsman, September 13, 197.1;, ~ ......

: ’: 16. On t~"’"flrst ~orkin~ day afte,r ~t~.Labor "/

:

"

Day break-in, Nun~"".went to Colson’s off=ce w~th . : "~" ~¯ photographs taken a~"..Dr. Fielding’ s .office.. Hunt. ’ .... . ¯ .
..
told Colson that he h~d.. "something .that might be
’: .~
\ of interest to him" and"attempted to show the
.. .... .’.~ "
~ photographs to Colson. C~lson rebuffed this attempt
: ...- \. with the remarks that he d~dn’t want to hear anything
" ... ...
\ about it. Both Colson and Hdn.t contend that this
.
..
meetinq was not pre-arranqed, "I,
"
¯
I " ’: " " ’.
.’ ’ " ."
1
I ¯ Colson’ s appointment
book, .however, indicates a I:00 p.m, appointment-- ..
".. ..--,
with Howard Hunt.
. ...... . ..
, . . ..
. . . .. ::.

.-

:

¯ .: .- .’..,--~ ~- :-~.~.’....: .~... :.
-.~’.’.~¯ -~ ..-.
¯ ¯L ".:~..;,
...--..,.,
~’...
:’~.~."
:..,.~
..:.
,’4 -~,
.-.::~:
"::.,
- ":~
~’.~’~".......
-: ~’~" ~ -~."~.~.~’. ~-:.~,~. :-~ ~

NW#:I0110.
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.., ...

" " ..:-:

. ¯

Section II¯ Thissectionoutlines. the availableevidence -...establishing Colson’smotive in obtaining derogatory.
material about Ellsberg -- the’admissibility of any " ’
particular item of evidence will turn on whether
its probative forceoutweighs its prejudicial effect ~ .~
in addition to the~normal considerations of relevancy
.and mate~iality.
. ....... /. ~..~_ ~ . .~
~.~.~ ........
Evidence of Colson’s Motive to Obtain ..
.’.. ~
Derogatory Material about Ellsber9 ’ ¯
I. Colson tape’recorded a telephone conversation with Howard Hunt concerning Danie!Ellsberg
on July 2, 1971 in whi~ch Colson stated that he wanted
"to put this bastard in a hell of a situation and ~ ....
discredit the new left"; that "this case won’t be
"
tried in the courts but in the newspapers "
2. Colson suggested a ilist.of namesin addition
¯ to Hunt for the Pentagon Papers project. Among the
candidates listed was Pat Buchanan, a White House speech writer. At a meeting with Colson, Haldeman~
and Buchanan in Ehrlichman’s office on July 6th,
Buchanan was offered the position of c~ordinating
the Ellsberg investigation with its.focus directed .:towards the political impact of the Pentagon Papers
controversy and which might have involved leaking
~
.information to the press. After Buchanan stated ."
that he was not interested in this project(as
reflected in a memorandum of July 8) Hunt washired..’.:
" ’ 3. Colson admits that. he advised Haldeman that
in the "Pentagon Papers" matter it was necessary
to ."paint Ellsberg black." ThisadmiSsion was substantiated, by Douglas. Hallett, assistant.tg¯ Co~gQ~o.¯~..b~i~.~i~
........
~ho:f~aiZS"a"me~orahd~m fromCols0n toHai~eia~"~£o"~-~
this effect.
’
’
.
.
"
..
~ ....
4. Hallett wrote a,memo for Haldemag~in.response
to the. Colson m~mo in whlch Hallett q~stl~...n_,~t~..~.~.
¯ Pentagon Papers controversy during the time that .
the Ellsberg prosecution was pending. ~It was Hallett’s
opinion that "Colson’s Memorandum implied too close
a link between the political benefits to be derive~ .
:~...~from~the Pentagon~Papers~and¯ the..Ellsberg~pr~secut~o~,.~,~~i.~4
and the.duty of the Government to prosecute

NW#: I0110
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in a fair and just manner.". Hallett respondedto’
this strategy by declaring.it¯to be unethical for
the White House to prejudice the environment in which
the"trial of Ellsberg would have to take place. ’
[Hallett, D.C. Grand Jury, September 20, 1973, p.ll]
¯ 5. By memo dated July.¯.6, 1971, Charles Colson
.informed John Ehrlichman thatHunt was¯"dying to
get with it" and suggested that Ehrlichman should
gee together with Hunt "to assure yourself as to the
kind of .man we’re getting."
6. On July 7, 1971, Hunt,. Colson and Ehrlichman
met in Ehrlichman’s office. Ehrlichman knew about
Hunt’s CIA background. Immediately thereafter, Hunt
was hired. ~Colson says Ehrlichmanhired Hunt and
Ehrlichman says Colson hfred Hunt. ¯~_.
7. An interest, in the investigation of Ellsberg
.by. Charles Colson. is evidenced by a memorandum .dated
July 6, 1971, from Colson Go Ehrlichman.in which
Colson suggests to Ehrlichman ~hat a Brookings study ¯
project be. promptly investigated"because "Ellsberg
was named as a member of the outside advisory group.""

o.

8. On August 24, 1971, Jo~nEhrlichmansent..
a memo to Charles Colson with an attachedmemorandum.
.... that described Ellsberg’s la~er in derogatory.terms .....
. The memo read: "The attached memorandumby Howard
:t.Hunt.shOuldbe us~ful.in connection wfth the..recent..~.!~;~~:L~.~~"~
request that we get someting out on Ellsberg." .Colson
admits furnishing this. information to.terHorst.

..

This material was used as source material for¯
alater.article by terHorst.
"foil~ws :

FOIA(b) (3) - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Grand Jury
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[pp. 64-67].
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In the event that the following individuals -testify in Colson’s trial we can reasonably expect
the following testimony to be given:.
....

[Ehrlichman, D.C. Grand Jury, September ii; ,. ....
1973, p. 48] [We do not have a copy of this memo. ]

J, [Ehrlichman, D C Grand Jury, -

September ii, 1973, p.: 149]

[

...

¯ . ..

:.

I [Ehrlichman, D.C.
Grand Jury,. September ii, 1973,-pp. 211-213] o." "

.... -.-.....

-

"

" " According to Steve Shuiman, Kr~gh’s attornev,"" , ~ . -.:

-,.

to. a conversation that he had .with Colson.. He-.said :"": . ."." ’::-.
..

. ....
- ....

" . .... he (Krogh) needed $2,000 for ~unt<

¯

is interested. Government funds cannot ".,. be used, Krogh explained, because they
" - .......
"
.
.
.
...
are
traceable,
and
the
operation
can’t
"
.
.
’ . " " " ¯ . "
..- . " ....
.

.. -

"

t t Hunt s boys do not requlre payment, .. ’:
. .only expenses.. Colson told Krogh he " - ......
couldn’t give him the money without .checking."
[Interview with Steve Shulman-June 30, 1973]

¯ ., .. ¯

. :..

.. ’. ’
.-

.

~: .. ... ".

In the Government’s case we are asking the
ury to draw the following inferences whfch establish
~nowledge on Colson’s pa~t. In that ¯regard wesh0uld
anticipate that efther by cr0ss-examination of our
witnesses or through Colson’s ¯own defense witneSses~
including himself, he Will attempt to rebut those

(i) Colson will testify that he received ~"~
this memo from Hunt because, in his opinion, Hunt"
still wanted to maintain his. connectlo with Colson
even though he was. now working for another person-.
colson was a personal friend of Hunt., had secured "
the initial employment for him, and knew that Hunt
was not pleased at being .transferred to Krogh’s .~
¯
project which Hunt-had described in a memo as a .
"paper mill." ¯"~[This memo~ which was in Hunt’s ~afe,
¯ - <
’ ’
/has never su.r.,.faced.
]
¯
¯ ..""
¯
~
.." .... - ’.
[ s no recollec/ .... . ~ (2)... Hunt has. tes.tifled,tha~ he .h_a~,_..~ .. ............

"

............
/ iio WZ",i,although
ting thehe,,Ne
tral!zationthe
ot EllsDerg
/ MemorandUm
recognizes,
fact that
’’ ~ he must/have written it. Furthermore he has

:

¯
¯...:
.:~:,,~-.:..
.:’ ....... .."
OlSOn w
.... .."
. (3] .,c,__ ,,,,..-~" oneration or .Hunt .afte.r ::......~......... :..-,. . ¯
....""-.
" . trol
over ~n~ r~u~
= ........ Inves~zg. atlon-~
/ ..."/ ,-"~.:
’ H,~t,s
assigm~ent
to the Sp.ecial
¯ .. .

U~’~t on July 22, 1971, Thls contention Is reflected :’ -

......
....,..

..,,~ ........ ~ .......
an ..... .,.~:, ..... . ......................
¯ ¯ met wlth Kro
....~Ig. ¯:,.:....:._.~
.
.’
..i
’ . ,. ..,

,,:i . ,-.~-:,~;.-’,:..., ,,~i,:,:,,e.’~b~.’~:. ,..~ : ..--~..~.. ,-, ~ ,.

.-~- .., ....
~

.

¯. .- ,...
...

?FoIA(b) (3) - Rule 6ie), Federal Rules of Criminal Pr0cedu~e, Grand Ju~y ’

"
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i~’\Krogh.
.... This memorandum generally outlined¯ this
new
relationshlp and Krogh’s understanding of It ..
i ..........
i~cluding the fact. that Liddy had been assigned ¯
to"-Krogh...
.
[Colson, L.A.Grand Jury,. June.8, 1973,
pp. 6.3.1, 632]~[We do not h~ve a copy of this memo.
and ar~<reciting Colson’s re~ollection of its.... ...

/
/

.......
.~
i

.If. "Since COlsonme~ with Hunt on Au t10,
and Hunt and’Lid~¥ on Au99st,, 13tH,’~hlch’ were date’s’
that the ’break-in’ plan was. being prepared~and
ultimately presented..an~ ~approved by Ehrlichman
i~"’terms of i’""c0ver~"-o~ration,’ H~nt, as author
and leade~ of theop4£&tion, must have dischss’ed ".
it with’ his good friend Colson at one or both ol ¯
these meetings or at some o~her time."
.
.¯.

... ¯¯¯

\
¯ (i) Neither Colson nor HubSwill admit to
~i .such a discussion at either meetih~, or at any other
~<\ time.
Hunt
further know"
say that
h~-....~nly
matters
onwill
a "need.to
basis.
Ahd...in discussed
Hunt’s
\’opinionColson did not.have this need.’ .... ~
~

_

¯

III. "Because Colson discussed the ra~si99 of the ¯
funds with Ehrlichman, Krogh, and Young, and the..¯
r@quest wasmade that non@overr~mental, nontrace-~
able funds were to be used, Co!son must have i~quired
into or bee~’ told of’""~he S~ecifi’c p’urpOse f0’~ which
the money was bein9 raised.
’ ..’ " ’ ’ ~" ~

(i). Ehrlichman, Krogh, and Young have all
"Steered that the operation was never discussed in
any detail with Colson. With respect~to the specifiC.
purpose of the operation the only information given
to Colson or acknowledged by Colson as. having recefved

¯"

.

Hunt and L~ddy’s expenses .for their tr~p to
[Ehrlichman, D.C. Grand Jury, September Ii,
pp. 148-151; Young, D.C. ~rand Jury, August
pp. 78-80; K~ogh, Affidavzt to Judge.. Byrne,
1973, pare. 36] ~ . ~ ¯
"

Cal~fornaa.
1973,
22,~1973,
May 4,

. (2) Colson ~lll testify that he has bee~
requested by Ehrllchman and others in the pastlto
¯ ~ ¯
obtain funds for. White House projects~. [Colson,
. . ~
L.A. Gran~ Jury, June,8, 1973,.p. ~654]

NW#: I0110 "
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IV. "Because Colson received a memo from Ehrlichman
on the subject of ’Hunt/L-~ddy ~Special Project #i’
[the break-in] and was~asMed to prepare ’a ~ame plan
for ~issemination of. the’~nform~tion obtiined fro~
it, therefore he knew of t~e ~na~ure Drthe projec’t."
~
(i) ¯ Colson has testified~aboutthis
before the Los ~ngeles-County Grand Jury on June 8,
1973 as follows.
.
.
...
. : ~ .
I recexveda second memorandum £rom
~Mr. Ehrlichman on August.-- datedAugust 27th,
although I don’t think I received it until ¯
after the 31st; and it was a memorandum
which had a caption~on it. And I have -~
it was unlike any other memorandum I had .~
received from Mr. Ehrlichman.
The caption was entitled: "Huht-Liddy
Special Operation Number i." And it was .
to. the effect of -- I’ve forgotten the
precise tenor of~the memorandum, but it was:
Assuming the information that Mr..Liddy and .
Mr. Hunt were Working on is obtained, will
.you ~ive me a-your recommendations
how Jrcan best be distributed?
.. ~ .
The memo was not -- I had ~ever heard
of the Hunt-Liddy Special Operation Number i~
¯ It was .a term that I had never .seen nor heard.
I think Mr. Ehrlichman was out of town
thatweek. I recall writing on the. top of
¯.~the memorandum "See J.D.E."~ In other.
somethin~ that I would take up and discuss
with Mr. Haldeman or Mr. Ehr!ichman...
As I say, either the week after Labor. :
Day or the second .week in September, I met

with Mr. Ehrlichman and asked him about the
memorandum. He told me at that time that
there had been a -- I asked him what it
that he wanted gotten out; what kind of..
information it was; what this was all about.
And he said that there was.. an. attempt...
-- there had been an attempt to get at
Mr. Ellsberg’s psychiatricrecords; that
it had failed -- or that it had not been"
¯ successful, or that -- that~ they hadn’t
gotten them, I think is the phrase he used; ¯
and that I should~not -- that I should
...... forget_, about i.illt...~ ~"-~ ~::..
. ..~~..
....
......
...~..~.::.
~.-..~....~-~.~ :~

Docid:59167159

. ~i "

- .
Healso told me that "it was a matter
that was classified; and that I should not
discuss, it." [p. 648]
¯
(2) c0ison will admit that.it was. his job
disseminate information about Ellsberg and that
this was hfs connection with the Plumbers. He
testified in the same~proceeding as. follows ..
~’My only real responslblll y’in . . ..
Connection withthe Plumbers group .. ~
a~ter it was forme~ was in terms’ of " " .’
d~sseminating any xnformation that .i. ¯
mlght be generated by them." [p. 645].
V.."Colson’s remark to Joan Hall, his secretary,
~concernin@ the...August 27th memo shows knowledge
of the operation and cons~ithtes an admission tSat
such a memorandum is .inc.£iminating.

(i) I

FOIA(b) (3) - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Grand Jury

.. DocId: 59.167159.

FOIA(b)(3) - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Grand Jury

¯
Joan Hall.first called this remark to our
attention before the Watergate Grand Jury. She
confirmed that itoccurred in an interview we had"
with her.. and then again in front of the second
Grand Jury. However, her close personal associa-< ....
tionwith.Colson, and her tendency to become increas.ingly vague on matter~which incriminate Colson~as :~.
¯ evidenced by.he~ testlmogy on a related subject2~ ..i...¯
serve as a.warnlng that It may be necessary to .° ...o.i. ..
use her prlor statements to support the fact that’..
in August of.1971 Colson did Lndeed make this remark. ...
VI. "The manner in which the money, was raised, .’
the Circuitous nature of ’i.ts payment and repay- ¯
{nent, a’n~’ ~he fact that thls’ ~rticu!ar type of i.. ."
~’equest for immediate 6ash occurred odly this once,
suggests guilty knowledge."

(i) Colson will testify that during this
period of time he was working, c!osely with Baroody
in establishing .a citizens co~mittee for supporting.
the President’s economic policy, ’and that Baroody
was rasising funds for this public relations effort~
For this reason Colson.thought Baroody.-might have
time, he arranged to reimburse Baroody .by. means of.
funding the project with a political contribution
and.the manner in which it was to be repaid, was customr
ary and proper. [Colson, L.A.¯Grand Jury, June 8,..

V I.
Because
of Colson s Interest
~n obt~anln~
derogatory’
i’nf’ormation"on’
El~sberg,
h4"th~ has. a

(1)

Colson will admit that it was his task

to disseminate .derogatory but accurate information
about E11sberg. The Boudin memo is an example of
this type of work. He reoeived information in the
past from many souroes without knowing, the means
by whioh this information was obtained.
~i

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

May 30, 1974

Dear Judge Gesell:

In re United States of America v. John
Ehrlichman, et al - Cr. No..74-i16
At the Court’s request I have consulted with the President
of the United States concerning the possibility that you
might’~ismiss these cases if the material demanded by the
defendants Colson and Ehrlichman in subpoenas issued by
this Court on May 22, 1974, and made returnable on May
24, 1974, at 2:00 p.m. is notproduCed.
During the course of our colloquy on May 24, 1974, the
Court observed that it was appropriate to find out at the
outset whether or not these cases can be tried rather than
to proceed therewith only to find out at a later date
that they cannot be tried I concurred in this view.
So that the Court may be fully informed in this regard,
the President has directed me to advise you that at least
the item described in Paragraph 2 of Defendant Colson’s
subpoena, which was submitted and accepted in camera by
the United States Supreme Court in connection with New York
Times Co. v. U. S., 403 U.S. 714 (1971), cannot be made
public without substantial risk to the security of the
United States.
In addition, I am informed that the defendants have filed
further requests for production of documents since th~
hearing on May 24, 1974. At the direction of the President,
I must also advise you that a number of these documents in
all likelihood cannot~be made public without substantial
-risk to the security~of the United States.
The President is unaware ofany basis On Which these
documents Could be relevant or material in this proceeding
but, of course, he cannot be the.judge whether these or
any other documents meet the "strict rule of relevancy
and materiality" that this Court stated in its ~Iemorandum

and Order of May 24, 1974, would be applicable. The"
President has noted that the Court stated at the hearing
on May 24, 1974, that nothing would be received under a
protective order prohibiting disclosure of the contents
of any document.
The President stands [eady to make available to the Court
for in camera inspection by the Court, and for disclosure
to D~e~dants’ counsel Under a protective order preventing
further disclosure the document described in Item 2 of
Defendant Colson’s subpoena upon the condition that should
the Court find all or any part of the document relevant
and material, the decision of whether the document or
the relevant portion of it shall be declassified shall
remai~ one for the Chief Executive and will not be assumed
by the Court.
The Court should be aware that Special Prosecutor Jaworski
was advised as early as December ii, 1973, thatlcertain
critica! national security materials could not be made
available for use in a public trial if an indictment were
returned with respect to the activities of the Special
Investigations Unit (sub-nominee "the Plumbers"). The
Special Prosecutor expressed the opinion at that time that
such materials would not be relevant and therefore did not
pose a bar to the prosecution of alleged offenses arising
out of the activities of this unit.
The President is not desirous of having these, or in
fact, any indictments of former governmental officials
dismissed without a full and fair trial but he must
implement the constitutional responsibilities of his office
by not jeopardizing the national security even if it means
that the Court determines that these cases must ultimately
be dismissed. As the Court of course is aware, it does
h~ppen on occasion that the paramount interest of national
security does result in the dismissal of criminal prosecutions thought to depend upon disclosure of classified
information. U.S.v.. ~yers, et al, No. Cr. 48104
(E.D. Mich., dis--~issed October 15, 1973).
~qith respect to the first item of.each of "the two subpoenas,
the President has authorized me to advise the Court that
he will authorize Defendants Colson’s and Ehrlichman’s
counsel to share the access of their respective clients
to those materials, if any, within the described files
that relate to the issues in this case. As to any
materials which the respective defendants believe relevant
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to their defense, the President will then weigh the
competing interest as to.whether the documents should be
produced. Members of the Special Prosecutor’s office
will be provided access to all of such materials made
available to the Defendants and their counsel.
While we believe that the above procedure should be
satisfactory to the parties, the President has instructed
me to cooperate fully with the Court and the Special
Prosecutor to seek to avoid a dismissal of these cases.
Accordingly, I stand ready to confer with the Court
and the Special Prosecutor to exhaust all means available
to avoid this result consistent with the President’s
responsibilities.
Sincerely, ."

¯

¯ ... ~;~.Special C0~sel to the President

Honorable Gerhard Gesell
U. S.’District Court
Constitution Avenue at
John Marshall Place
Washington, D.C.
Leon Jaworski, Esq.
Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecution Force
1425 K Street, .NW
Washington, D.~. 20005
Sidney Dickstein, Esq.
David Shapiro, Esq.
Dickstein, Shapiro & Morin
1735 New York Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20006
William S. Frates, Esq.
Andrew C. Hall, Esq.
Frates Floyd Pearson Stewart Proenza & Richman
Twelfth Floor - Concord Building
Miami,. Florid~ 33130

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

" Leon Jaworski

DATE:

Jan. 7, 1974

FROM : Philip A.

SUBJECT: Arguments Advanced by Colson’s Counsel Against
Indictment in Fielding Break-in Case
I have studied the memorandum of law submitted by David
Shapiro, who is acting as counsel for his law partner, Charles
Colson, presenting reasons why we should not indict Colson for
participation in the planning of the Fielding break-in. This
memorandum has also been reviewed by Robert Palmer and David
Kaye of my staff who worked on the original legal memorandum
in this field. (copies of their comments are attached.) It
is my conclusion that the original decision to seek an indictment of Colson under 18 U.S.C. §241 (violation of Dr. Fielding’s
civil rights) should be reaffirmed. I continue to maintain some
doubt about the viability af a prosecution for obstruction of
justice under .18 U.S.C. S1503 on the basis of the slim evidence
they intended to deprive Dr. Ellsberg of a fair trial.

Our theory of prosecution is that the Fourth Amendment
clearly forbids the warrantless surreptitious entry by. federal
officials into private premises for the purpose of purloining
confidential medical records even if the motive for such an
entry is to protect the national security. Colson’s position is
that the government has steadfastly maintained that national
security electronic surveillances, especially those for foreign
intelligence purposes, constitute an exception to the Fourth
Amendment and do not require approval by a judicial officer.
As the Palmer memorandum explains, however, there, i~ both a
historical and a practical difference between electron£c.
surveillance through a telephone tap and an actual physical
incursion into private premises to steal documents. The
government has never publicly or officially maintained that
such surreptitious entries are lawful, and even in the national
security wiretap cases the Solicitor General’s argument about
the scope of the President’s allegedly inherent power to
authorize warrantless surveillances was confined to non-trespassory electronic monitoring.

WATERGATE SPECI:’,.’-; PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIC]E

Memorandum
TO

:

The Staff

DATE:

August 26, 1974
JV: saf

FROM

:

SUBJECT:

Watergate Task Force

Review of prospective jury list for United States v.
Mitchell, et al.

In view of what happened concerning the Ehrlichman jury
(one of the jurors turned out to be Ann Goetcheus’ neighbor),
it is important that each member of the staff review a copy of
the prospective jury list. One copy is in Room942 (Watergate
Task Force File Room) and one copy is in Room 830 (Campaign
Contributions--Marian Johnson’s office).
Please review the list and check your name off.

~r. Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor
He~y Ruth

July I0, 1973

Philip Heymann
Applicability of 18 U.S.C. 241 and 18 UoS.C. 242
to the Fielding Break-in
I have done 6 or 7 hours of research on the ~tentially
applic~le civil rights statutes and find no obvious
barrier to charging violations of these a~ts. We have
alternative charges, but the violation of civil rights
by Government officials captures the sense of the wrong
done so well that we should include and emphasize these
statu~ if, as I think, they are applicable. The
nearest way to discuss the statutes, which are set out
in the attachment to the memo, is to analyze the ~ssible
objections.
i. Both 241 and 242 require interference
with a right secured by the Constitution or
laws of the United States. Section
241
requires an intent to "injureN a person in
the enjo~nt of such a right; 242 requires
deprivation of the right. Until
Court’s decision in ~United S~tes v. Pricet
383 u.s. 787, and Unl~ed States v. ~egt,
383 U.S. 745, it w~s not c’lear tha~ 241
applied to rights ur~er the "due process"
clause of ~e 14th Amendment, since these
were rights an individual enjo~d only
against a State and which he could ha~dl~
be deniedby private action. Wha~
there may h~~~
were. not. involved~ the~O!~ ~. n~Ot have
over to v. Pa~a~, 365 U.So 167,
~f~~.ap~lMe~~
’~ ci~l ~nalogue of these
statutes to violations of the 4th Amendment
protection against unreasonable searches by
State police officials. Moreover, Guest
eliminated any troublesome language~
earlier opinions cons~ng 18 U.S.C. 241.

2

2. If ~ right allegedly ~ringed is one
protected only against governmental action-and 4th ~nen~nt rights are--then the
color of
~ But the
L
set fort_~
in United States v. Classic, 313 U.S. 299,
just~ut covers ourdefe~dents: "Misuse of
power, possessed by virtue of...law and~de
possible only bemuse the wrongd~r is clothed
with the authority of...law, is action ~en
’under color of...law’." As in Screws v. Uni~
S~te~, 325 U.S. 91, the actions"’~here’were’i~ ........ .....
excess of authority but as there, "acts of
officers who undertake to perform their official
duties a~e included whether they hew to the line
of their authority or overstep it."
3. All the previous cases have involved State
rather than Federal law, but the criminal
s%atutes don or make any such distinction. The
civil analogue, 42 U.S.C. 1983, is in fact
limited to State action. But since 1866 and
1870--the dates of enac~nt--the wording of ~e
statutes has differed. (See attached chart.)
4. Both 18 U.S.C. 241 and 18 U.S.C. 242 require
a specific intent to violate a constitutional
rigT~, but the c6ntrolling precedent, Screws,
gives a very broad reading to "specific intent.,,
The court requires, first, that the right "has
been made specific either by the express terms
of the Constitution..oOr by decisions interpreting
them" and, second, that the defendent ~act in open
defiance or in reckless disregard of a constitutional
requirement ~hi’~h hasbeen’ma~e Specific and
definite" (emphasis added). "The fact that the
defendents may not have been thinking in constitutional
terms is not material where their aim was...to
deprive a citizen of a right and that right was
protected by the Constitution."
Some language in Guest may give us trouble here:
"If ~e predominant pu--’---rpose of the conspiracy
is to impede or prevent~the exercise of the right
ofinterstate travel...the conspiracy becomes
a proper object of the F~eral law .... ~ But

ever
a case_wne.
~,~1~teelect
the Cons~=
~-A~inently
~o ,~.,,,.
du ~ ~÷,.~
.......
a
~ey may want ~ kill or search or
~ti~lar official by destroyin~ ~e ballots
for
cast for ?~.ers,but stitutlon
no one get~
a its
kick~o~
out s~of violatlng the Con
Attachment
co: Bill Merrill
Phil Locavera
Phil Bakes

chron

u/subj.

REPRODUCE~) AT THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES

Criminal Legislation: Comparative Table of Succ(
Material deleted by next subsequent revision shown in brackets. Material added
Act of April 9, 1866, 14 Star. 27

Act of May 3I, 1870, 16 Star. 141, 144
Sec. 6. And be it further enacted,
That if two or more persons [shall
band or] conspire [together], or go in
disguise upon the [public] highway,
or upon the premises of another, with
intent to [violate any provision of this
act, or to] injure, oppress, threaten,
or intimidate any citizen with intent
to prevent or hinder his free exercise
and enjoyment of any right or privilege [granted or] secured to him by
the Constitution or laws of the United
States, or because of his having exercised the same, such persons [shall be
held guilty of felony, and, on conviction thereof,] shall be fined or imprisoned, [or both, at the discretion of
the court,l--the fine not to exceed
five thousand dollars, and the imprisonment not to exceed ten years,--’
and shall, moreover, be thereafter in-.
eligible to, and disabled from holding,.
any office or place of honor, profit, or.
trust created by the Constitution or
laws of the United States3

See. 2. And be it further enacted,
That any person who, under co!or of
any law, statute, ordinance, regulation,
or custom, shall subject, or cause to
be subjected, any inhabitant of any
State or Te~-ritory to the deprivation
of any right secured or protected by
this act, or to different punishment,
paius, or penalties on account of such
.person [having at an), time been held
m a condition o~ slaveW or involuntm3, servitude, except as a punishment
for crime whereof the party shall have
been duly convicted, or] by reason of
his color or race, than is prescribed for
the punishment of white persons, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, on conviction, shall be punished
by fine not exceeding one thousand
dollars, or imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both, in the discretion of the court.

See. 17. And be it further enacted,
That any person who, under color oi
any law, statute, ordinance, regulation,
or custom, [shall] subject, or cause to
be subjected, any inhabitant o~ any
8fate or-Territory to the deprivation
of any right secured or protected by
the last preceding section of finis act,
or to different punishn~ent, pains, or
penahies on account of such p~~son
being an alien, or by rea.:on of his
color or race. than is pr~cribed for
the punishment of citize~, shall be
deemed guihy of a misdemeanor, and,
on conviction, shall be punished by
fine not exceeding one thousand do!fats, or imprisonment not exceedingone ),ear, or both, fin the discretion of
the court].-"

i a This table is based upon that which Mr. Justice Fraukfurter prepared as an appendix to his opinion in Uuited States v. Williams, 341 U.S. 70, 83, 84 (1950), page 871
iflfra. ~ Ed.
:t Because of the rearrangement and simplification of the clauses of §6 in the Revision
0f 1874-1878 certain changes cannot conveni~utlv be shown by brackets and halics,
They are immaterial.
"

Revised Statutes of 1874-1878
Sec. 5508. If two or more persons
conspire to injure, oppress, threaten,
or intimidate any citizen in the free
exercise or enjoyment of any right or
privilege secured to him by the Constitution or laws of the United States,
or because of his having so exercised
the same; or if two or more persons
go in disguise on the highway, or on
the premises of another, with intent to
prevent or hinder his free exercise or
enjoyment of any right or privilege so
secured, they shall be fined not more
than five thousand dollars and imprisoned not more than ten years; and
shall, moreover, be thereafter ineligible to any office, or place of honor,
profit, or trust created by the Constitution or laws of the United States?
Sec. 5509. If in the act of violating
any provision in either of the two preceding sections any other felony or
misdemeanor be committed, the offender shall be punished for the same
with such punishment as is attached to
such [offense] by the laws of the State
in which the offense is committed.
Sec. 5510. Every person who, under
color o~ any law, statute, ordinance,
regulation, or custom, subjects, or
causes to be subjected, any inhabitant
of any State or Territory to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or
immunities, secured or protected by
the Constilution a~d law.~ of the
United States, o¢_ to different punishments, pains, or penalties, on account
of such inhabitant being an alien, or
by reason of his color or race, than
are prescribed for the punishment of
citizens, shall be punished by a fine
of not more than one thousand dollars,
or by imprisonment not more than
one year, or by both.

~The rights referred to in the precedlr
to sue, be parties, give evidence, and to d
ceedin~ for the security of person and pr*
be subject to like punishment, pains, pe
tdnd, a~.d no;he other." §I6, I6 Star. 144,

.....
Civil Remcdies
or ~ubstitutecl in revision sl~own in italics
Criminal Code of 1909, 35 star. 1092

Title 18, U~,.ited States Code, 1950 ed.

See. 241. Conspiracy against rights of
~~ two or more persons concl tlzens,
spire to injure, oppress, threaten, or
If two or more Persons
consPire to
....
intimidate any citizen in the free exer- injure, oppress, threaten,
or intimidate
cise or enjoyment of any right or privi- any citizen in the free exercise or
lege secured to him by the Constitution
enjoyment n[ an}’ righ~i .o~ ,~r!vi!ege~
or laws of the United States, or because
secmed to Mm by the_.Const.itutio:~..or.
of his having so exercised the same, or
laws of the United States, or because
if two or more persons go in disguise
on the highway, or on the premises of
If two or more persons go in disanother, witb_ intent to prevent or
guise on the highway, or on the premhinder his free exercise or enjoyment ises of another, with intent to prevent
0[ any right or privi!~e so secured, or hinder his free exercise or enjoythey shall be fined not more than five ment o~ any right or privilege so
thousand dollars and imprisoned not
secured ~
more than ten years, and shall, moreThey shall be fined not more than
over, be thereafter ineligible to any $5,000 or imprisoned not more than
offace, or place of honor, profit, or trust ten years, or both.
created by the Constitution or laws of
the United States.

Act of A pri120,1871, Title42, U.S. Code
Sec. 1983. Every person who, un_4e_r._
c~lor of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage
or Territory, subjects, or causes to be
subjected, any citizen of the United
States or other person within the ]urisdiction thereof to the deprivation
any rights, privileges, or immunities
secured by the Constitution and !aws,
shall be tiable to the party injured in
an action at law, suit in equity, or
other proper proceeding for redress.

Sec. 1985 (~) . If two or more persons
in any State or Territory g.~axu~r-e-Q_r, g9
in._d.isguise on the highway or on
the premisds of another, for the purpose _Of depriy~n~:, either directly or
indirectly, any person or class of per"Sdffs"-6f - the" equal " "~6~ectiori"h[ thd
l_.a~s, or of equal ~wleges and immunities under the laws; or for the
purpose of preventing or hindering
tl~ {6-nstituted authorities of any State
or~-~rritory from giving or securing
to all persons within such State or-Terrkoi’y_ the eqtua! protection of the laws;
or if ~ 0i- mor~- i~dr~ons Conspire- to
prevent by force, intimidation, or
$ec. 242. Deprivation o[ rights under threat, any ddzen who is lawfully enSec. 20. Whoever, under color of coT6"F’8t’~aw.
tided to vote, from giving his support
any law, statute, ordinance, regulation,
or advocacy in a legal manner, toward
or
custom,
will~ully
subjects,of
orany
causes
c__o}~__ of ~ law, or in favor of the election of any lawto be
subjected,
any inhabitant
statute,Whoever,
ordinance, under
regula{-~%fi~
tom, willfully subjects a~inl;abitan~ fully qualified person as an elector for
State, Territory, or D~strict to the dep- of a~_y State, ~r~-~t~_~,-~-~or
President or Vice President, or as a
rivation of an?’ rights, privileges, or
Member of Congress o~ the United
immunities secured or protected by the the deprivation _of a~a~ j:ig!~ts, priviStates; or to injm-e any citizen in perConstitution and laws of the Unite~ leges, or immunities secured or proson or in property on accotmt of suc~a
States, or to different punishments, tected by the Constitution hi:)aws of
support or advocacy; fin any case
pains, or penalties, on account of such the United States, or to different puncq_n..sp_i...r..acy set_ [9__rt~l~__i~ ~his seQiq,~,_
inhabitant being an alien, or b;’
reason
ishments,
pains,
or
penalties,
on
ac’
count ot~ such inhabitant 5elng an
one or more persons engaged therein
of
his color,
race, thanofare
pre- alien, or.g_ by reasg~ of his color, or do, or cause to be doue, an), act !n
scribed
for theor
punishment
citizens,
furtl~erance, ol the object o~ such con- u race,
shall be fined not more than one
mo than
- . . are prescribed for the’~pvn- "
e~sbment of citizen~ ~hal! be ~nod not
spiracy, whereby another is injk~red
sand doilars, or imprisoned not mot .... !more than $1,000 or imprisoned not his person or propert?’, or deprived of
than one year, or both.
Imore than one year, or both.
~vipg.~>d..g~ekct.~_i~?g...any right or
privilege of a citizen of the United
States, the party so injured or deprived
may have an action for the recovery of
damages, occasioned by such injury or
deprivation, against any one or more
of the conspirators. ,-

tg sectiOn are "to make and enforce contract{
~e [utl and equal benefit of all laws andpro
)pert’/" s is e~ioved b’i white citizens [and to
~alties, ataxes, ~ic~nses, and exactions ~[ ever:

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
TO

:Messrs.~, Ruth, Merril~,
Breyer, ~kes, Rient, Krelndler
and Feldbaum

FROM

:Philip A.

~_

EPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

DATE: Sept. 28, 1973

SU~ECT: Possible National Security Defense in
Connection wl.thPlumbers Operations
B0bPalmer’s memorandum on this subject, circulated earlier
today, carefully traces the history of national security claims,
especially against the background of electronic surveillance
operations, and also analyzes the. arguments that might be made
in connection with a national security claim that might be made
by the plumbers ...... - ~
My own judgment is that his memorandum underestimates the
likelihood that the Supreme Court will in fact hold that foreign
intelligence gathering may be conducted by tapping telephones
without prior resort to a judicial warrant. I base this conclusion on several factors. First, Justices Whi~ and Stewart,
who would certainly be the swing voters, have taken great pains
in K~tz_, A~derman, and Keith to distinguish foreign intell~gence
gat!q~-~ng ~rom o~her ob~ec~ves served by electronic surveillance. The Court itself in Keithwas careful to reserve the
question of foreign intelligence surveillance without prior
court approval, and although Bob Palmer’smemorandum is quite
sound logically that many of the same ar~uments for executive
discretion in foreign intelligence surveillances were rejected
in the domestic security context of Keith, nevertheless each of
the arguments he discusses has a spec~a--i~i--flavor when truly
foreign policy, international subversion, or espionage/sabotage
intelligence is being sought. The Justices are practical-minded
.enough to perceive these distinctions and, I believe, to conclude that the Fourth Amendment’s "reasonableness" test leads
to a different result when foreign intelligence collection is
at issue. Second, lower courts~ includin~ courts of appeals,
have recognized this distinction, even after Keith, and have
sustained warrantless foreign intelligence surve--~-i-flances even
though similar types of activities for domestic criminal or
intelligence purposes were regarded as illegal. And third,
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this kind of activity is so firmly entrenched in international
affairs and in federal governmental practice that it has
assumed a level of presumptive reasonableness that could not
be claimed for surveillance of domestic radical groups (where
First Amendment concerns complicate the~Fourth Amendment issues).
This analysis does not suggest, however, that I conclude
that the plumbers had a legalright to break into Dr. Fielding’s
office to collect information about Dr. Ellsberg. As Bob
Palmer’s excellent memorandum indicates, there are a number of
distinctions that can be drawn. One possible line of distinction is to separate surreptitious entries for the purpose of
planting microphones to generate continuing intelligence
information from an entry designed to.seize particular evidence.
In.a sense the former might b~ considered the more pernicious~
because of its continuing nature. But as his memorandum
argues, when the object of a particul~ar~entry is the seizure
of a particular physical item,..the situation comes much closer
to the traditional protection offered by the Warrant Clause of
the Fourth Amendment and makes resort to a judge for screening
of the particularobjective more feasible. Although the 1967
decision in Katz repudiates thedistinction between trespassory
and non-tresp--a-~oryinvasions of privacy as relevant in determining whether the Fourth Amendment applies, it.seems to me
that the distinction is still viable for determlning(1) what.
kinds of invasions of privacy are "reasonable" under otherwise
similar circumstances and (2) whether a deliberate invasion of
the security of home or office may be criminal while a nontrespassorymonitoring of conversations would not beo After
al~l for hundreds off.years An~l~r~a~eric~ln law recoq~.iz~d un~
consented entry o~hh~_~~~m~iu~ in se
(~T~he ah~-~__.of~irc.u~.stance~). By contrast,
eavesdropping is a statutory cr~me of relatively recent vintage
and in itsnon-trespassory form was not even covered by the
Fourth Amendment until 1967. This distinction seems clearly
recognized in-the g~vernment’s practic~ which regarded
surreptitious entry~hile sometimes pragmaticall~ necessary}
as clearly illegal,-while at the same time~m wiretapping was
treated as permissible.
.
. Turning t~=our particular investigation, I believe we
should be chary~’taking too broad a position in arguing against
the existence of a national security defense in the ~oreign
intelligence area. As recently as September,2@, 1973, Attorney
General Richardson oonfirmed that the Department of Justice
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still regards warrantless electronic surveillance asproper and
legal in this area. Second, as Bob Palmer’s memorandum points
out, there are unquestionably circumstances in which we should
not challenge (or undermine) the legality of surreptitious
entries to’collect foreign intelli~ence, such as in connection
with the surveillance o~fore~gn nationals and operatives.
Note, however, that all of the practices that have taken
place in the past and that are and-should be defended have
taken place under extremely tight and carefully regularized
procedures assuring that the President, whose constitutional
power is invoke~has specifically authorized the type of operationbeing proposed and that the chief legal officer of the
United States approved each particular operation conducted in
the exercise of that power.
Therefore, my conclusion is that We can advance substantial
arguments with a reasonably good prospect of success that there
was and is no¯ "national security" justification: where a
surreptitious entry is made into the home or office of an
American citizen-to seize identifiable material in the absence
of approval by the President or Attorney General and without
probable cause, exigent circumstances, and reason to believe
that the person whose rights are at issue is an agent of a
foreign power. That seems undeniably to be the situation here
and seems as far as we need to go in contesting the assertion
of a national security defense.

cc~ Bob Palmer
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SUBJECT: Obstruction of Justice
This memorandum will discuss the various elements of a
prosecution pursuant to 18 U.S.C. ~ 1503. Most importantly
the memorandum v~ill discuss the mental elements of the cr~e
particularly the ambiguous term "specific intent." The key
statutory phrases are "corruptly," "endeavor," and "influence,
obstruct, or impede, the due adhministration of justice."
As the discussion below indicates it is difficult to predict
how a court will react to a prosecutorial effort to convert
a c.onspiracy to break and enter for the purpose of
obtairaing a psychiatric file on a defendant in a crimi~a!
case, into a conspiracy to obstruct justice by high
goverrment officials.

I
To sustain a successful prosecution under 18 U.S.C.
1503 the Government must prove that the defe~lant
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Obstruction of Justice -- Fielding Break-in
This memorandum will discuss the various elements of a
prosecution pursuant to 18 U.S.C. ~ 1503. Most importantly
the memorandum will discuss the mental elements of the crime
particularly the ambiguous term "specific intent." The key
statutory phrases are "~corruptly,~" "e de~," and ,,’~fluence~
obstruct, or impede, the due administration of justice."
d~~on below ~icates mt is difficult to predic~
As the "~ ..... ~"
how a court will r~act to a prosecutoria! effort to convert
~ to break and enter for th~
obtaining a psychiatric file on a defendent in a crimin~_l
case, into a conspiracy to obstruct justice by ~
government officials.

I
To sustain a successful’ prosecution under 18 U.S.C.
~ 1503 the Government must prove that the defendant
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~"c~rruptly" endeavor ~e~ "to influence, obstruct, or i~p~d~e,
the due administration of justice." Uralike other sections
of Title 18 which employ terms such as "knowingly" or
"willfully" to describe the nescessary mental state to
denote culpability, § 1503 apparently uses "corruptl~.y"
for this purpose. _l/
The word "corruptly" has been constructed broadly to
~coveranyeffort to influence a judicial proceeding.
expansive view of the obstruction of Justice statute v~s
~iculated in Bosse~v. Ur~ted States~ 239 F,~ 02,00
°~
(2d Cir. 1917) where the court stated, "as used in this
particular statute, we think any endeavor to impede and
obstruct the due administration of justice in the luquiries
specified isrcorrupt." The District of Columbia Circuit
has i~d~cated that "corrupt~’~ means with anevil purpose,
Caldwell v. United States, 218 F.2d 370, 371 (1954) cert.
denied 349 U.S. 930 (1955), While the Ninth Circuit hes
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"corruptly" endeavored "to influence, obstruct, or impede,
the due administration of Justice." Unlike other sections
of Title 18 which employ terms such as "knowingly" or
"willfully" to describe the nescessary mental state to
denote culpability, § 1503 apparently uses "corruptly"
for this purpose, l/
The word "corruptly" has been constructed broadly to
cover any effort to influence a judicial proceeding. This
expansive view of the obstFaction of Justice statute was
articulated in Bosselman v. United States, 239 F.82,86
(2d Cir. 1917) where the court stated, "as used in this
particular statute, we think any endeavor to impede and
obstruct the due administration of justice in the inquiries
specified is corrupt." The District of Columbia Circuit
has indicated that "corruptly" means with an evll purpose,
Caldwell v. United States, 218 F.2d 370, 371 (1954) cert.
denied 349 U.S. 930 (1955), while the Ninth Circuit has

-3defined corrupt to mean for an "evil or wicked purpose."
United States v. ~an, 455 F.2d 728, 734 (1971). Another
court has construed "corruptly" to mean "any er~leavor to
influence a witness or to impede and obstruct justice."
Broadbent v. United States,149 F.2d 580, 581 (10th Cir.

¯ 1945). 2/
While courts have construed "corruptly" as evil or
wicked, and in effectany effort to impede the due
administration of justice is done with the requisite
"corrupt" mental element, the significant hurdle in
the propQsed "Plumbers" prosecution, is the complex
concept of intent. As applied here the problem is as
follows: assuming we can prove that the conspirators
clearly intended to break into Fielding’s office, xerox
or otherwise copy Ellsberg’s psychiatric file, release
this information to the public for the expressed purpose
of prejudicing potential jurors against Ellsberg, and
this activity _is proscribed by ~ 1503, then the
Goverr~nent will succeed in a § 371 prosecution providing
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no valid defense (i.e., the "national security" defense).
The act of endeavoring to influence a jury supplies the
corrupt or evil purpose required by ~ 1503. The difficulty,
of no small moment, is to prove that the conspirators had
the intent needed to convict under § 1503.
It has been long settled that "specific intent to
violate the statute mnst exist to justify a conviction"
under t~qe federal obstruction of justice statute,
Pettibone v. United States, 148 U.S. 197, 207 (1893),
and courts have consistently complied with this stricture
in reviewing convictions for violating ~ ~1503. See
United States v. Ryan, supra; United States v. Bradwell, 388F.2d
619 (2d Cir.) cert. denied, 339 U.S. 867 (1968); Knight
v. United States, 310 F.2d 305 (5th Cir. 1962).

~

The Constitution does not require a mental element
(the "mens tea3 to cause a specific result in order to label
certain conduct as criminal. (Sere United States v. International Minerals and Chemicals Corp., 402 U.S. 558 (1971);
Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S. 246 (1952)). No
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precise line has been drawn distinguishing between crimes
that do and do not require a mental element. It is clear,
however, that a statute employing the term "corruptly"
compels the prosecution to prove beyond a reasonable
doubt that the actor had the requisite mental element
to do evil before a conviction can lie for violation of
the statute. Moreover, at times Congress and the courts
have required "a specific intent or purpose which will
require some specialized knowledge or design for some evil
beyond the co, non-law intent to do injury." Morissette,
supra at 264-265.
General intent is simply the mental element necessary
to satisfy the requiremefl~ that the acts committed by the
defendant were done voluntarily. A specific inten~ statute
would compel the Goverr~nent to prove that the defendant
intended to commit the act proscribed by the statute. To
successfully prosecute under ~ 1503 the Government m~st
prove not only that the defendants voluntarily conspired
to commit certain actions, but in addition that they
conspired with the evil intent to undertake certain activity.
in order to impede or interfere with the due administration

’THE NA’~IONAL ARCHIVES
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of Justice. The distinction is not a mere play on words. As
the following discussion shows, it is one thing to prove that
the conspirators voluntarily conspired to break into Fieldlng’s
office, and to examine Ellsberg’s files. A far more difficult
problem is to prove ~hat they conspired to commit the actions
rendered illegal by ~ 1503. The issue is what evidence will
suffice to meet the burden ~ of proving Specific intent.
The cases dealing v~th the specific intent aspect of the
obstruction of justice statutes are few, and I’m afraid not
terribly helpful for our purposes. Any aualysis mnst begin
with Pettibone v. United States, su_~, where the Supreme
Court entu~iated the rule that the obstruction of justice
statute requires proof of specific intent.
In Pettibone a mining company obtained a decree er~oining
defendants from interfering with the company or intimidating
its employees, and that in defiance of this order the
deferzL~nts conspired to urge employees to leave their work,
and to interfere with company officers. This according to
the indictment constituted au obstruction of the due

-7administration of justice. The Supreme Court found the
Ir~ictment defective, and ordered it quashed because there
was no allegation that the defendants knew of the injunction.
The Court in construing ~ 5399 which contains substantially
the identical language of ~ 1503 held that obstruction of
Justice requires that "justice is being administered," and
that "while, with knowledge or notice of t~at fact, the
intent to offend accompanies obstructive action, without
such .knowledge or notice the evil intent is lacking."
Pettibone, supra at 207. The Court in language pertinent
to the proposed ~ 1503 prosecution against the "Plumbers"
expressed this view of the perplexing problem of intent:
It is insisted, however, that the evil intent
is to be found, not in the intent to violate
the United States statute, but in the intent
to commit an unlawful act, in the doing of which
justice was in fact obstructed, and that,
therefore, the intent to proceed in the
obstruction of justice must be supplied by a
fiction of law. But the specific intent to
violate the statute must exist to justify
a conviction, and this being so, the
doctrine that there may be a transfer of
intent in regard to crimes flowing from
general malevolence has no applicability.
1 Bishop, Crim. L§ 335. It is true that
if the act in question is a natural and
probable consequence of an intended
wroogful act, then the unintended wrong
may derive its character from the wrong
that’was intended; but if the unintended
wrong was not a natural and probable
consequence of the intended wrongful
act, then tDAs artificial character
cannot be ascribed to it as a basis
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of guilty intent. The element is wanting
through which such quality might be imparted.

Based on this reasoning the appropriate argument is
that if the natural and probable consequence of am
intentiomal wrongful act (breaking and entering; violation
of ~ 241 and § 242) is to interfere with the due
administration of justice, then the unintended wrong
(obstruction of justice) derives its character fr~n the
intentional wrong.
The Court in Pettibone used ExPar.te Coy., 12~U.S. 731
(1888) as an illustration of the concept akin to transferred
intent. In Coy both federal and state statutes made it an
offense for election inspector~ not to perform certain
duties necessary to safeguard the tally sheets at an election.
The federal indictment charged defendants with a conspiracy
to induce certain inspectors to omit these duties. Apparently
the defendants’ purpose was to interfere with state elections,
and not with the Corgressior~l election at the~ same voting
poll~ The defendants argued that the indlctme~t~:~s defective

-9because it contained no allegation that the intent and
purpose of the defendants’ conduct was to influence the
election of a member of Congress. The Court a~alogizing
to the situation where A intending to kill B shoots and
kills C, concluded tha the intent to interfere with the
election process ~as sufficient for liability under the
federal statute even if the participants lacked "the
specific intent or design to influence the congressior~l
election." I_~d., at 754.
In Pettibone the Court characterized Coy as a
situation where the defendant desired and intended to
interfere with election returns, and since a natural
consequence of the wrongful act was to create the
opportunity for falsification of election returns, this
"dispensed with the necessity of an averment or proof
that there was a specific intent or design to influence
the congressional election." Pettibone, .supra at 208-209. 3_/
This doctrine that even under a specific intent statute
one incurs liability for the natural and probable consequences
of ~a~ongful activity can be en~ployed in the "Plumbers"
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prosecution, but with certain difficulty. In Coy the evil
proscribed by the statute ~as interference with a Congressional
election and the intended misconduct was interference with an
election. The intended act is closely related to the activity
specifically outlawed by the statute. This is also true with
the classic transferred intent case of A shooting B and
actually hitting the unintended victim C. But with the "Plu~ers"
the intended wrong of brea~ and entering is removed’.from the
actual outcome, interfering with the due administration of
justice. Here we will ~ave to prove that the natural and
probable consequence of breaking and entering was first to
obtain Ellsberg’s files and then to dissentiz~te the
information publicly, and t~at the effect of the latter
act is to interfere with the due administration of justice.
If we can prove the conspirators intended to dissemiuate
the information gathered from the break-in, the Government’s
case becomes stronger for then we need only argue t~at the
natural and probable consequence of this act is the
iu~peding of the administration of justice. This assumes
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that the public dissemination of Ellsberg’s psychiatric files
is a wrongful act, an assumption not without some doubt.
Ellsberg was a public figure and publication of his psychiatric
records is not necessarily illegal. The clear wrongful conduct
is breakir~ and entering, and the natural and probable consequence may be public dissemination of the files, and then the
consequence of that act is the impeding of the administration
of Justice.
In Sinclair v. United States, 279 U.S. 749 (1929) the
Court was faced with the task of construing an 1831 Congressional
enactment with two sections. Section 2 became 18 U.S.C. ~ 241,
and eventually the current ~ 1503. Section 1 enpowered the
courts to inflict s~ contempts for "misbehavior of any
persons .... in the presence of the said courts, or so near
thereto as to obstruct the administration of justice." In
Sinclair the defendant was held in contempt for procuring
private detectives to "shadow" the jurors, and to investigate
if ~there was an imcumbrance on the home of at least one juror.
The Supreme Court rejected the defendant’s assertion that a
successful conviction under this statute re~e~ evidence
that the detective approached or communicated with a Juror,
or attempte~ so to do, or that a Juror was~ aware of the
surveillance. Quoting from Toledo Newsp~.per Comp_any v.
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United States, 247 U.S. 402, 418, 421, (1918 ) where a
newspaper company was held in contempt, the Court~ approved
this rule: "But here again not the influence upon the mind
of the particular judge is the criteriaqbut the reasonable
tendency of the acts done to influence or bring about the
baleful results is the test. In other words, ~aving regard
to the powers conferred, to the protection of society, to
the honest and fair administration of justice and to the
evil to come from its obstruction, the wrong depends upon
the tendency of the acts to accomplish this result without
reference to the consideration of how far they may have
been without influence in a particular case." Sinclair
supra at 764.
The Sinclair decision has been cited for the pro,
position that surveillance of Jurors even without their
knowledge is a ~ 1503 obstruction of justice. Caldwell
v. United States, supr____~a at 371, See also O’Malley v.
United States, 128 F.2d 676, 682 (Sth Cir. 1942) rev’d
on other grounds, 317 U.S. 412 (1943), where in reviewing
a contempt conviction under the same statute as in
Sinclair, ~ the court wrote "the conspirators mnst have
intended.., all natural consequences 6f the corrupt agreement."
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The "reasonable tendency of the .acts" test is
helpful to the extent the court hearing the "Plue~ers"
prosecution is inclined to view the issue as a causation
problem, and does not insist t~at the Government prove the
conspirators specifically intended to influence the due
administration of justice. Pettibone, su__u~, would seemingly
compel the prosecution to show that wrongful conduct had as
its "natural and probable consequence" or as its "reasonable
tendency" to lead to a condition Cor~ess intended to proscribe
by enacting ~ 1503 (avoidance of p.rejudicing prospective
Jurors against the defendant).
Sinclair, however, may be of limited utility in the
"Plumbers" prosecution. In Sinclair the alleged corrupt
conduct, following a witness, is closely related to the evil
Congress desired to control by enactir~ a criminal statute
directed at improper interferences with a judicial proceeding.
The Fielding break-in is as a practicalmatter further removed
from the type of activity ~ 1503 was designed to prevent.
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In Harper v. United States, 27 F. (2d) 77 (8th Cir.
1928) the defendants were charged with conspiring to
violate 18 U.S.C. ss 241 (now § 1503) by impeding a
Government witness in another case by instituting a
false prosecution against that witness. The court in
sustaining the indictment and subsequent conviction wrote:
the Isrgmmge (of the statute) is very
broad, and covers a v~ide field of possible
obstructions that might be put in the way
of the admftuistration of justice, and,
further, that the acts forbidden 8re not
merely those which would of necessity
prevent a fair trial in the pending
cases, but any that might have that effect.
The only discussion in the Hsrrington
Case material here is on the question
of intent. We think that was properly
covered by the court...in the instructions.
Id., at80.

The "might have that effect" phrases is similar to
"reasonable tendency," but the court here still recognizes that
intent is a necessary element of the crime. Lacking the trial
court’s instructions, I am unable to ascertain the nature of the
court’s instruction on intent approved by the Eigh%h Circuit.
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The decision in Ethrids. e v. United States, 258 F.2d 234
(9th Cir. 1958) is an example of a court unwilling to find
that the "plain and natural consequence of defendant’s actions
was to obstruct justice." Here the appellant had suggested
to a third party recently convicted of a crime that if such
person would pay the appellant a certain amount of money the
appellarb would undertake to see that this person would get
probation and not serve one day in Jail. The court with
approval stated: "In Caldwell v. United States~ 95 U.S.
Ap~. D.C. 35, 218F.2d 370, the court makes clear that in
order to be guilty of a violation of ~ 1503 the defendant
must intend to do some act which would tend to corruptly
impede or influence the administration of justice."
Ethridge supra, at 235.

(amphasis in original)~ne court

in Ethrldge characterized the Govermment’s argument in these
terms: "the plain and natural consequences of appellant’ s
solicitation (had Walter’s been ’taken in’ by appellant’s
solicitation of money) would have been the cessation of any
further efforts by Waiters to perfect an appeal from his
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conviction, and that by this stoppage, the administration of
Justice would have been ’impeded.
The court then rejected the Govermnen~s~ view of the case
by observing that there is no evidence that Walters was at
all interested in the defendant-appellant’s suggestion, but
rather that Walters felt appellant was a fake, and that
Walter’s conclusion that appellant .has a fake "was the only
’plain and natural consequence’ arising from the bald ’endeavor’
at
of appellant to ’shakedown’ W~Iters. "
__ Id.
,
- 236 ¯ _
~A District of Columbia case involvizg ~ 1503 where intent
is mentioned is Caldwell v. United States., 218 F.2d 370 (1954).
There the court after statirg t~t ~ 1503 requires a corrupt
endeavor to obstruct or i~pede ° the due administration of justice
wrote:
The only intent involved in the crime is the
intent to do the forbidden act. The defendant
’mmst have had knowledge of the facts, though
not necessarily the law, that made’ his act
criminal. Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S.
246.
While this language is not terribly helpful in analyzing
the _potential for a successful ~ 1503 prosecution in the
"Plumbers" case, it is anexam~le of a court describiogthe
necessary intent to violate a specific intent statute in
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terms of a general intent to violate the statute.
The specific intent required in a ~ 1503 prosecution
was also described by the Fifth Circuit as "some act or acts
which tend to impede or influence, obstruct, or impede the
administration of justice." Knight v. United States., 310
F.2d 305, 307 (1962).5--/ The intent was for the jury to determine
from all the evidence. This formulation of the specific
intent standard would permit the Goverr~nent to prove a ~ 1503
violation if the conspirators’ actions and plans tended to
impede the administration of justice. This type of language
to describe specific intent is I suspect too br~ad, and a
court adhering to the view that specific intent must be shown
to convict under ~ 1503 will require more than a mere "tendency"
to impede justice.
Someguidance in determining the requisite intent for a
successful ~ 1503 prosecution is offered in Screws v. United
States, 325 U.S. 91 (1945). The court’s plurality opinion in
discussing the requirement of specific intent under 18 U.S.C.
Section 52 (now § 242) stated that more than~bad purpose mnst
be proved. A conviction was permissible only ~ if ~ the jury fiuds
tBmt the petitioner’s purpose was to deprive.,~th~ictim of a
constitutioz~l right made specific by the express terms of the
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Constitution or laws of the United States or by decisions
interpreting them. This, however, does not require the
Government to prove that the defendants we1~e thinking in
constitutional terms ~when they acted. If as possible in
Screws the defendant apublic official deprived the victim
of a firmly established federal right the defendant "act(s)
in reckless disregard of constitutional prohibitions or
guaranteeo" Id., at 106.
MY readin~ of Screws is that a prosecution under §
242 wil~ lie if the ~actor conmtits an intentional act which
deprives the victim of a firmly established constitutional
right even if he does not specifically intend to deprive
kim of the constitutional right as such, or alternatively
if he recklessly disregards the constitutional right.
If this a~alysis of Screws is accurate 6_/, then the
following may provide help~al in analyzin~ the potential
obstruction of Justice c~arges emanating from the
Fielding break-in. One Who dissenttoat~ (or conspires to
diss~zh~ate) information from the psychiatric files of a
defendant is acting in reckless disregard of the defendants’
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right to a fair trial. This action constitutes a corrupt
endeavor to interfere with the due admir~stration of justice.
A high official in the Executive department, who is also an
attorney must be presumed to know that such disclosure of the
intimate details of the psychiatric files of a defendant could
unduly prejudice the defendant’s right to an impartial jury.
As Justice Rutledge stated in his concurring opinion in Screws
supra at 129:
Ignorance of the law is no excuse for men in
general. It is less an excuse for men whose
special duty is to apply it, and therefore
to know and observe it.
One obstacle in this argument is that First Amendment
problems are presented by premising criminal liability on
the intentional act of publlshi~g information, no matter
how personal, on a public figure. 7/ However, the
Screws, decision is still useful precedent in supporting
a Government argument that a specific intent statute does
not ~necessarily require that the Government prove a specific
intent by the actors to cause the result proscribed by the
statute (i.e., obstruction of justice). Rather a reckless
disregard of the consequences of the intentional act is
sufficient. In Screws the reckless disregard of constitutional rights, was involved while in the
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Fielding break-in it is a reckless disregard of the consequences
of breaking and entering, and the public disclosure of
psychiatric files.
In addition the Supreme Court in Morissette v. UrLited
States, su__up_E~ at 264, 265 cited the Screws decision for the
proposition that specific intent is ".some specialized
knowledge or design for some evil beyond the co, non law
intent to do injury." If this is all specific intent
reqtuTres then most certainly the conspirators in the Fielding
break-in were engaged in an evil beyond the mere iutent to

II

The statute in question uses the phrase "endeavors to
influence, obstruct, or izpede, the due administration of
justice." The Supreme Court in United States v. Russ.ell,
255 U.S. 138, 143 (1921 ) relying on the use of the term
"endeavor" rejected the notion that the obstruction of
justice statute required a successful effort to In~pede
justice:~
The word of the section is ’endeavor,

by using it the section got rid of the
technicalities which might be urged’ as
besetting the word ’ attempt, ’ and it
describes at@ effort or essays to
accomplish the evil prupose that the
section w~s enacted to prevent ....
The section...is not directed at
success in corrupting a juror but
at the ’ endeavor’ to do so.
Experimental approaches to the
corruption of a juror are the.
’ endeavor’ of the section.

T~Is statement in Russell was later utilized by the Supreme
Court to reject a petitioner’s argument that his conduct of
askir~ a third party to approach a juror did not violate ~
1503 because that party never in fact approached the juror
and never intended so to do and therefore any "endeavor" on
the petitioner’s part was i~possible of accomplishment.
Osborn v. United States, 385 U.S. 323 (1966).
Due to the broad reading given "endeavor" the defendants
in the Fielding break-in will not successfully defend on the
grounds that there w~s no possibility the public .disclosure of the
files could have interfered with the due admiralstration of
Justice. The mere "endeavoring" to accompllgh~h~unlawful
purpose is sufficient; success or evena substantial probability
of success is not a necessary element of the crime embodied in
§ 1503. (Se_~e e.g., Col___~e v. United States, 329 F.2d 437 (gth
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cert. denied, 377 U.S. 954 (1964); Kong v. United States, 216
F.2d 665 (gth Cir. 1954); Anderson v. United States, 215 F.2d
84 (6th Cir. ) cert. denied 328 US. 888 (1954); United States
v. Polakoff, 121 F.2d 333 (2d Cir. 1941). The only case disputing
this view is Ethridge v. United States, supra discussed above. 8/

III

A decision is necessary on whether the § 1503 violation
was fo~ corruptly endeavoring "to influence, intimidate, or
impede...ar(y grand or petit juror," or for corruptly endeavoring
"to influence, obstruct, or impede, the due administration of
justice." Since Ellsberg had been indicted on June 28, 1971,
before the conspiracy was formulated on or about July I, 1971,
there is a pending judicial proceeding ("justice is being
admlnistered’~’.) and there is no difficulty as presented in
Pettibone v. United States, ~. It would be preferable to
base the case on the latter clause since it is more general
and proscribes any effort to interfere with the due
administration of justice. The former clause would
specifically require the Government to prove an effort to
impede a petit Juror. The problem is that the Government
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here must make the broad claim that the conspirators’ efforts
were to interfere with all prospective jurors, and not the
conventional section 1503 concept of influencing a particular
Juror.
The en~ployment of the latter and more general clause would
permit the Governnent to rest its position on the view that the
dissemination of a defendant’s psychiatric file with the intent
to prejudice his. case constitutes a corrupt endeavor to
influence, obstruct, or i~pede the due administration of justice.
In either case (under the initial or latter clause in section
1503) the essence of the claim is that the jurors are belrg
prejudiced, but the due administration of justice claim could
be broadly construe to cover any effort to influence the
administration of justice, and not only that influence directed
at particular jurors.
The difficulty in basing this prosecution on a general
effort to influence the due administration of Justice is the
possible application of the primciple ejusdem gener~s. In
~ United States v. Metcalf, 435 F.2d 754 (9th Cir. 1970) the
court applied the maxim and held th~ the general words "due
administration of justice" must be construed to embrace acts
similar in nature to those acts enumerated by the preceeding

specific words, interfering with a witness or grand or petit
Juror. The court stated "the manner in which the statute
may be violated would ordinarily seem to be limited to
intimidating actions." Id., at 757, Metcalf involved an
effort by the defendant to secure possession of evidence of
a crime with, according to the prosecution, the intent to
obstruct justice. (See also Haili v. United States, 260
F.2d 744 (9th Cir. 1958)).
Most other cases, however, give ~ 1503 a broader reading.
In United States v. Cohn, 542 F.2d 881, 883-884 (2d Cir. 1971)
" ~c_~. denied 405 U.S. 975 (1972) the prosecution arose from
testimony the defendant gave t~ a grand jury. There the
court held: "Although the specific provision of ~ 1503
relate~to tan~pering, by corruption, threa~ or force, with
sources of evidence extrinsi~c to the actor, the final
all-embracive language proscrib~ all conduct which ’corruptly
...i~luences, obstructs~ or i~pedes~ the due administration of
Justice... ’" Judge Weinfeld has described the final clause
of ~ 1503 as "all-embracing and designed to meet any corrupt
conduct in an endeavor to "obstruct or interfere with the due
adm~ulstration of Justice." United States v. Solow 138 F.2d
Supp. 812, 814 (S.D.N.Y. 1956). See also Samples v. United
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States, 9_/ 121 F.2d 263 (5th Cir.) cert denied 314 U.S. 662
(1941); United States v. Verr__~a, 203 F. Supp. 87 (S.D.N.Y. 1962).
Under a broad reading of this "due administration of justice"
the Second Circuit has uphelda conspira~to obstruct justice
conviction where the defendant had plamed to ~ve a defendant
in a criminal case have an operation and thereby obtain a
mistrial as to that defendant. United States v.. Minkoff, 137
F.2d 402 (2d Cir. 1943). In addition the Sixth Circuit in
Andersgn’ v. United States., su__u~, upheld an obstruction of
Justice prosecution against a former narcotics agent who had
offered to alter his testimony against a defendant in a criminal
case. In both these cases the defendant in the obstruction of
justice case had not endeavored to interfere with another witness
or Juror as covered in the first clause of § 1503. Rather the
latter part of ~ 1503 was needed to cover these situations, and
a narrow application of ~e~usdem gener~s~ may preclude such a result.
As stated above my only concern with relying on the first
clause is that the lauguage is directed at the corrupt effort to
influence a particular juror. Our rather novel argument would
be that the effort here was to influence all prospective jurors.

CONCLUSION

As the foregoing indicates the issue of intent is
eveloped with difficulties for I believe even the courts are
uncertain about the contours and substance of this elusive
concept "intent." Supposedly, a specific intent penal
statute would require the prosecution to prove the conspirators
intended to commit the very acts proscribed by the statute.
But Screws, supra and the obstruction of Justice cases don’t
seem to require that precise a notion of intent. In Screws
for e~an~le the plurality opinion (as well as Justice Rutledge’s
concurrence and Justice Murphy’ s dissent) seams to sanction the
position that even in a statute requiring specific intent the
intentional act which deprives a victim of a clearly established
constitutional right is a violation of the statute even if the
actor was unaware that the consequences of the act was to
deprive the victim of a federally secured right. In light of
Screws I think we can proceed knowing that we need not prove
that the clear intent of the conspiracy was to impede the
due "administration of Justice.
However, ~Pettibone, suora compels the prosecution to prove
that the natural and probable consequence of b~~ and
enter ’~ng (a wrongful act) or possibly disseminating the files
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(not clearly a wrong act) was to influence the jury.
Evidence of an intent to influence prospective Jurors
does exist. The evidence in part reveals: . (1) a phone
conversation between Colson and Hunt where the former said,
"into a major public case against Ellsberg and his co-consplrators," and this case "won’t be tried in the court, it
will be tried in the newspapers;" (2) a memorandum from
Hunt to Colson stating "this basis to~l is essential in
determi~ how to destroy his public image and credibility;"
(3) there is testimony that Colson had stated to Hunt and
others that Colson wanted to paint Ellsberg black; (4)
testimony that Hunt and Liddy expressed a desire to try Ellsberg
in public; (5) Yourg’s testimony that he realized that the
Infiormation could have an affect on potential jurors. 10__/ There
is of course more evidence that the conspirators intended to
disseminate the information, but these facts are what is available
on a specific intent to prejudice Ellsberg’s right to a fair
trial. Mnch of the evidence supports the conclusion t~at the
dissemination of the material vms designed to discredit ar~
embarrass Ellsberg, and not to actually deprive him of a fair
trial. The latter may have been a secondary, but not the

prlrmary aim of the conspiracy.
Courts in general seizing on the statutory terms "corruptly,"
"endeavor," and "due administration of justice" have shown a
willirgness to consider a broad range of activity criminal under
§ 1503. This has included the conventional prosecutions for
bribing a witness to the more novel prosecutiors as represented
by United States v. Minkoff, supra (conspirirg to have an
operation on a defendant so as to con~pel a mistrial). Justice
Douglas writing for the majority in Pendergast v. United States.,
317 U.S. 412, 420 (1943) spoke of the sweeping language of
cor ~ptly obstructiog or conspiring to obstruct "the due
administration of justice."
It rarest, however, be recognized that the contemplated
"Plumbers" prosecution is rather ur~ique. I thlok the legal
theory exists to support a prosecution under ~ 1503, but I
question whether the evidence will prove sufficient. Lacking
sufficient proof that the conspirators specifically intended
to inflluence potential jurors, the prosecution will be placed
in the position of having to argue that the intent required
to violate a specific intent statute is satifled by a showing
that the conspirators inter~led a number of wrongful acts,

and the natural and probable consequence of these acts was to
influence, obstruct, or impede the due administration of
justice. This will be buttressed by some evidence of an
actual intent to interfere with Ellsberg’s right to a fair
trial.
While writing this memorandum two competing thoughts
ran through my mind: First is the notion that criminal statutes
are suppose to be narrowly construed and the conspiracy here
doesn’t seem to fit the type of situation one would suspect
Congress envisioned in eoactiog section 1503. Second, the
cases show a~ willingness by the courts to expansively interpret
the obstruction of justice statutes, and operating throughout
the criminal law is the presumption that the actor interhs the
probable results of his activities. Especially in light of
Screws,supra, high Presidential advisors as well as sheriffs
are criminally liable for a result they did not specifically
iutend when they engage in clearly wrongful conduct.

Footnotes

l/ The I Working Papers of the National Commission on
~eform of Federal Criminal LaWs.., 567-569 (July, 1970)
recomer~s denoting culpability for obstruction of justice
with terms such as intentionally or knowingly, etc., rather
than corruptly.
2/ The prosecution in ~ where the court used broad
l--anguage to define "corruptly" was not a conventional
obstruction of justice case as where a juror or witness is
threatened or bribed. In ~ the defendant was
charged with causing alterations to be made in his books
concerning a matter under inquiry by the grand jury. In
~ the defendant was also charged with alteration of
docornents soughtby a grand jury, but the court held
there~was a lack of sufficient evidence on intent and
relevancy of the documents. Caldwell and Broadbent
Invovled efforts to tamper with jurors and witnesses
respectively.
3/ Pettibone b~s often been cited for the proposition
t--hat certain criminal statutes require proof of scienter
before a conviction is proper. See Pipers. v. United States..,
399 F.2d 471, 473 (5th Cir. 1968) (J. Godbold concurring
in part, dissenting inpart) cert. denied 394 U.S. 934
(
); Mitchell v. United States..., 399 F. 2d 767, 774
(D.C. Cir. 1968); United States v. Wallace, 368 F.2d 537,
538 (4th Cir. 1966) cert. denied 386 U.S. 976 (
);
United States v. Chunn, 347 F.2d 717, 721 n. 13 (4th Cir.
1965); Hargett v. United States, 183 F.2d 859, 864 (5th
Cir. 1950) ¯
Pettibone at 203 is also cited for its definition of
a conspiracy "as a combination of two or more persons, by
concerted action, to accomplish a crimir~l or unlawful
purpose, or some purpose not in itself crim~ or
u~lawful, by crimirml or unlawful means .... " See e.g.,
United States v. Weinberg, 129 F. Supp. 514, 524 (M.D.Pa.)
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aff’d 236 F.2d 161 (3rd Cir. 1955) cert denied 350 U.S.
933--~956) ; United States v. Armour and Co., 48 F. Supp.
801, 804 (W.D. Okla.) rev’d on other grounds 137 F.2d
269 (10th Cir. 1943); United States v. Waltham Watch
Co., 47 F. supp. 524, 530 (S.D.N.Y. 1942)
4/ Under the usually broad reading of "endeavor" the
appellant’s conduct in Ethrid~e should have been deemed
sufficient to sustain a ~ 1503 conviction. In Ethridge,
however, I suspect that the court simply felt that this~
was a stupid confidence game lacking the remotest
possibility of an obstruction of justice.
5/ In Y~u!y~at the defendant in the obstruction of justice
prosecution ~s accused of offering to give a third party
money and a pocket-book if that party endeavored to
influence a witness in a pending criminal prosecution
against the defendant.
6--/ My concern that .Screws might still require proof of
an intent to accomplish the specific result proscribe@.
by the statute stems from the internally inconsistent
statements in the plurality opinion. For example, the
Court suggests that while the defendant need not have
been thinking in constitutional terms, the jury must
still "find that petitioners had the purpose to deprive
the prisoner of a constitutional right." Screws at 106.
Screws can be read at least two ~ys. One interpretation is that the defendant need not be cognizant
of the actual statute he has violated, but must have
intended to cause the precise consequences made
unlawful by the statute. An alternative interpretation
is that even if the defendant is unaware that he is
violating the victim’s clearly established constitutional
rights, he still incurs criminal liability for engaging
in intentional conduct exhibiting a reckless disregard
of the victim’s federally protected rights. I suspect
the opinion in Screws is aimed at something in between
these two interpretations for the former would make it
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(fn. 6 con’t)
difficult to ever convict under ~ 242 while the latter
apparently requires little more than a general purpose
to inflict injury upon a victim.
~f Efforts have been made to citenewspaper editors for
contempt for publishing articles intended to influence
the minds of the public, including prospective jurors.
See United States v. Sullens 36F.(2d) 230 (S.D. Miss. 1929).
In another case, Hoffmanv. Perrucci ll7 F. Supp 38
(e.D. Pa. 1953) appeal dismissed 222 F.2d 709 (3rd Cir.
1955), plaintiffs in an automobile accident case filed
motions for equitable relief and issuance of a contempt
citation against insurance companies for publishing an
advertisment which alleged that excessive awards by
jurle~ were rais~_ng insurance rates. The court held
that this did not represent such a high degree of
.immediate, improper influence upon prospective jurors
to justify a contempt citation. The judge obse~ed
that before "a jury is empaneled to hear the action
mere involved, plaintiffs will have an opportunity
to question the prospective jurors concerning the
possible effect such advertisements and pa~@hlet
may have on any award of damages which they may
render." Id at 40.
8/ In Colethe court upheld a conviction under §
1503 premised on the defendant’s endeavor to advise
a grand jury witness to assert his privilege against
self-incrlmioation. ~nether this ~s a corrupt
endeavor ~s for the jury to determine. In Kon~
the defendant during the trial of another party
approached the Juror-Peneku, and urged Peneku to
vote not guilty in the trial of this other party.
The court found this solicitation of a Juror on
behalf of a thin. party to be an "endeavor" to
influence a juror. Significantly the court also
observed:

8 con’t)
We agree with the appellee that if
one commits such a felonious act, it
is immaterial that he b~s the highest
motive, such as in a case where he
personally knows an indicted person
has a co~01ete alibi, because the
accused was with him at a distant
place when the crime occurred. The
gover~uent, as well as the accused,
is entitled to due process of law.
~ supra~ at 668.
Anderson involved a ~ 1503 conviction against a
Government witness who promised to alter his testimony
against a defendant in a pending prosecution. The court
stated "that an effort to alter testimony of witness for
a corrupt purpose would plainly be an endeavor to i~pede
the due administration of justice." Anderson suora at

87-88.

Finally, in Polakoff, the obstruction of justice
conviction ~as premised on the actions of defendants,
who were in the bonding business, of offering to secure
a low sentence for a convicted felon for a price, and
atten~ptirg to influence an Assistant District Attorney
to recomend a reduced sentence. The conviction was
sustained even though the plan was doomed to failure
fram the start, since the felon and the goverrment
officials were working together and were fully aware
of all the facts concerning the defendants.
9/ The attitude of the court in Samples is indicative
o--f judicial interpretations finding ~b~road rarge of
activity covered by the obstruction of Justice statute:
In many instances for a co-de£erflant
to absent himself from the tria! for
the purpose of improperly securing ~’~ ~
its postponement would seriously
obstruct the due admir~stration Of
justice. Before the next fixing of the
~ase material witnesses might disappear
or die, perhaps suddenly. The statute
is broad enough to cover any act, commltted corruptly, in an endeavor to
impede or obstruct the due~ - _ ~ .
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adminstration of justice.
266.

Samples at

i0/ Bill Merrill has informed me of two additional pieces
o7 evidence supporting an obstruction of justice charge.
First is the reported existence of a memorandum from Colson
to Haldemsn which might indicate the contemplation of an
effort to influence the Ellsberg trial. Second is Doug
Hallet’s testimony that he questioned the propriety of
disseminating derogatory information on a defendant which
might interfere with the defendant’s right to a fair trial.
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October 12, 1973

Mr. Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecution Force
1425 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
Dear Archie:
In considering Civil Rights indictments arising out of the
Fielding break-in, you might want to measure our charges against
the likely defenses. If my client were charged with the break-in,
either in an indirect supervisory role or as one of the people who
ordered it most directly, I would have three defenses primarily in
mind: (I) that the national security fully justified (and made
r_ easonable under the Fourth Amendment) the actions that were
taken; (II) that in any event a reasonable mistake in good faith
about the scope of the Fourth Amendment eliminates the specific
intent required under the statute; and (III) that even an unreasonable, good faith mistake is a full defense under 241 although it
is not under 242.
. .

Somehow I don’t believe that the first line of defense will
carry the day. What was done in the Fielding break-in exceeded
the claims that the government had been making in United States v.
Keith in a variety of ways. The approval was not given by the
President or the Attorney General, this was not a wire tap but a
physical intrusion; even the Attorney General’s position on
break-ins to place microphones has never been clear and the latest
statements and practice (since 1965) suggest that it is not considered legal without a warrant; the Keith case suggests illegality;
etc. The set of protections and limitations that would have to be
put around any justification of iitrusion such as this were simply
not present. On the merits, I think Bob Palmer’s suggestions in
the first part of his excellent memorandum of September 27th are
just right as to the standard here.

II.

The second argument is harder to meet. Based upon the implications of Pierson v. Ra_~, 87 S. Ct. 1213 (1967) and the definition
of specific inten~ in the Screws case (both of which suggest that
a reasonable mistake is exculpatory), the argument has two largely
unrelated subheadingsA. First, as to some of the defendants, we may be unable to
show that they knew there would be a break-in. They will claim
that they believed a variety of other ways of getting at the
the Fourth Amendment
psychlatrlst s records were consistent with
and that their belief was reasonable. Against this we will rely,
I assume, on both (i) showing that they must have known of the
break-in and (2) an alternative legal argument that the non-break-in
possibilities were also plain violations of the Constitutional
rights of Fielding. On the latter point, we must combine cases
(365 F.2d
U.S. 1019)
610), with
Stoner
v. U.S. (376
such as Chapman v. ~’~" (188
G~uled--v?
U.S. U.S.
(255
Iv.
483), an~ U.S.
Blo~ the combination make~ pla~’n that--bribery
U.S. 298) ~n~ show that
of a receptionist to photograph documents would be a Fourth Amendment violation. I think we are somewhat strengthened in this
argument by the fact that in common, every-day opinion the act of
bribing an employee to copy or duplicate documents is thought to
be a serious and immoral intrusion on privacy and may well be
theft (at least if the employer’s paper is used). See californi~
Bottone, 365 F.2~ 389.
v. Dolbeer, 29 Cal. Rptr. 573;u.s.v.
_ _
This ma’ke~ it a little harder for the defendants to say that considerations of vagueness prevent the conviction of anyone who may
have believed that the nature of the scheme involved something
other than a crass break-in.
B. The second part of the argument for the defense in terms
of a reasonable and bona fide belief in the Constitutionality of
the adventure goes to national security. Here, as Palmer reminds
us in his September 27th memorandum, the defendants can allege
that they knew of a tradition that included the placing of microphones, despite a necessary trespass, in national security cases.
They can also say they were relying on the footnote in the Katz
case reserving the Constitutional questions about warrantless-----~ire
tapping with regard to national security.
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I. The whole argument of the defense here will depend in
the first instance upon being able to convince a jury that the
reasons for the break-in related closely to the reasons for bugging
that the prior administrative practice of the Attorney General
indicated might be adequate (i.e., discovering evidence of espionage
for foreign intelligence). T~ t--he extent that the purpose of the
break-in was to develop politically damaging evidence, there was
not a reasonable belief that this was justified by tradition or
anything in the Supreme Court’s cases. My guess is that that is
going to be a close, factual issue.
2. The closeness of the first issue raises the question
whether the defendants are home free if they win on this factual
question. I think they may not be. Bob Palmer does an excellent
job of sorting out the possible distinctions we might make between
what was done here and what might have been contemplated in the
administrative tradition of the Attorneys General or in footnotes
in Supreme Court cases. I agree with him that a distinction
between trespass and wire tapping, while worth trying, may not
hold up because of what former Attorneys General have done with
microphones. (Although they often recognized the illegality of
trespassory entries for purposes of the exclusionary rule at the
same time as they -- particularly Brownell -- authorized occasional
use of the device.) More hopefully from our point of view, I also
agree with him that a very substantial argument can be made that
the entire tradition here plainly required specific authorization
by either the President or the Attorney General. In fact there
were outstanding executive orders of the President requiring ’that
any use of microphones be authorized by the Attorney General, and
this was at the heart of the government’s position argued prior to
and during the "Plumbers" period in such cases as United States v.
Keith. Without this safeguard, no one could believe that a national
~ecu~ity exception to the normal requirements for breaking in to
homes would be reasonable. (One other point might be made here.
Shouldn’t someone have made some effort to check out the legality
of the Fielding break-in? If, as a matter of process and procedure, there was no attempt to check out its legality, can one
still argue that he reasonably and in good faith believed that
what he was doing was legal?)
III.
The third argument for the defense worries me enough that
someone should probably be doing a little research. I would argue
for one of the defendants that good faith alone is enough to bar a
conviction under § 241 -- i.e., that reckless indifference to
Constitutional rights is ad--e~uate under § 242 but not under § 241.
It’s true that the Supreme Court in Price indicated that the problem of vagueness under § 241 was covered by adopting the Screws’
Mr. Archibald Cox
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definition of specific intent. And it went on to say that this
requirement of specific intent was automatically built into a crime
of conspiracy. But that’s where the rub develops.
Conspiracy may require a real "specific intent," not a fictional one based on some kind of gross recklessness. Indeed,
traditionally the forbidden object of the conspiracy must be
consciously known to all the participants. If I were arguing for
the defense, I would say that a violation of the Fourth Amendment
must have been the conscious object of my defendant or else there
is no conspiracy under familiar conspiracy law.
Somehow I think there must be a good answer to this. There
must almost never be a conspiracy under ~ 241 in which traditional
conspiracy law could be applied without modification. The object
of the conspiracy -- the conscious purpose of the conspirators -in a case under ~ 241 is rarely if ever to deprive individuals of
Constitutional rights. It is always to do something else to them
which has the effect of depriving the defendants of their Constitutional rights. To require their conscious objective to be a
legalistic one of violating, for particular individuals, a protection written into a document hundreds of years ago would be to
disembowel the statute and Price Wasn’t about to allow that. The
drift is in the opposite dire-~on of revitalizing it.
Still there is a problem here and one that must be taken
seriously. One item of insurance here would be to add ~ 242
counts and S 371 conspiracies to the ~ 241 counts, as was done in
Price. I would recommend at least that step.
Best regards,

Philip B. Heymann
PBH:jj
cc: Messrs. Lacovara, Merrill, and Ruth
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July 12, 1973
=p_~a!
Prosecutor
Associate ""
=~
Nick Akerman, Attorney
~qatergate Special Prosecution Force
Obstruction of Justice as Applied to the Burglary
of Ellsberg’s Psychiatrist’s Office.
This memorandu~m examines whether the break-in of the
office of Ellsberg’s psychiatrist is an "obstruction of justice" within the meaning of Section 1503 of Title 18 of the
United States Code. There is no language in the act which
expressly forbids burglaries as an "obstruction of justice."
~£he thrust of Section 1503, as set forth in the first part of
the-statute, is directed at violent, intimidating, or corrupt
behavior brought to bear upon witnesses, jurors, or court
officials. No reference is made to burglaries- The last
part of the Section speaks generally in terms of influencing,
obstructing, or impeding ~justice. If the principle of
ejusdem generis is followed, the genera! provision at the
end of the statute must be construed ~to apply only tO ~a¢tions
specifically enth~erated in the beginning of the statute. The
argument in favor of applying this rule of statutory interpretation to Section 1503 is strengthened by the fact that a
crimina! statute is involved; and to be constitutional, a
crimina! statute must be interprete¢! with a minim~u~ degree of
definiteness. Jordan v. DeGeorge. ! Applying this rationale,
the burglary of-the psychiatrist’s office was arguably too far
rem.oved from the court room to be an obstruction of justice.
Such a narrow interpretation of Section 1503 is sup"
ported by Haili v. United States. 2 In this case a woman had
been placed on probation for violating a marijuana law. One
condition of her probation was to associate only with those
individuals approved by her probation officer, who had specifically instructed her to keep away from the defendant,, who
~.,;as a kno~- narcotics addict. The defendant was aware of this
arrangement but still associated ~;ith the ~.~-oman. When the

1 341 U.S. 223, 231 (!951). The constitutional test for
definiteness in a criminal statute "is whether the language
conveys sufficiently definite warning as to the proscribed
conduct when measured by co--on understanding and practices."
2 260 F.2d 744 (Ninth Circuit, 1958).
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~-’~ ~- which
~B
~
.....
,
’ ~--ougn
not
specifically
d.-~cr~,oed
in the 13
:~azute, ~-nterferes
with
the
administration
of justice
<lh-~ court in this cas~ affirmed the defendant,s !OWer court
~ruc~on of justice conviction for signing an affidavit
in support of a new trial for James ~orfa in which the defend:’~t fa!s~]]: claimed to have had sexual intercourse with five
of the jurors.
-=
Asideto~prov
from the
o,
=Tcessary
~ thissue
interpretat~ ....
~ ~
.... f~s~atu~ory
~_
~e~Ixlc_i..ntent to ob=~22~z~e 9ezendant’s act
m=!]~ ~_~.-.~u v, united Stat~
i~
_~ ~ue was under~=u
meen
a d~"
In hhls
cas= t~=
~nere was
a key
w{~-[-_
u?nz in -another
crimi~=~
defendant ~u
=~-~
i, ~k~s
was to
who
~ae Who
assi~m
~- te~:=~
- ~u~xy agalnst the
~u xn securing
for
a past
criminal
defendant
another
evidence
against
theviolation.
defendant.The
This
witness employed
Was on probation
individua! to plant an illegal bottle of moonshine whiskey in
the witness, bar, but this plan was never executed. The court
held that it was for the jury to decide whether the defendant,s
actions exhiWited an
lnuent to obstruct
justice. The jurythem,
was
to
Witnessfrom
if they
the testimony
tothe
determmne
all believed
the evidence,
includingconcerning
the prior visits
the probationary sentence that [the witn=ss]
~
was
theinillegal
whiskey
his
premises would
have,
the
possible
likely effect
onon
his
probation,
the discovery
byunder,
offihers
of
timidating effect it would have on a probationer even if
discovered by himself.,, !5 The court also held that although
the defendant,s plan was not accomplished, the success or
failure of the endeavor to obstruct justice is i~material. 16
There are four possible ways in which the burglary of
the office of Ellsberg,s psychiatrist might be found to
exhibit an intent t~.obstruct justice. First, the;9 is the
13 id. at 396.
14
310 F.2d
305 (Fifth
Circuit,
~amples
v. United
States
121 F. 1962)
for the r .......
This cas~ ~!so cited
2d
"
broadly. P opos!tlon that Section 1503
263 should
(FifthbeC£~O~,
1941)
interpreted

15
16

Id. at 307-308.
Id. at 307.
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effect of the psychiatric files on ~.
’’~
7~-=~ not to testify. If E!!sberg .~llsmerg’s Fifth ~hmen~.Lent
:-he psychiatric files could have been used to circu~mvent this
chose to remain silent,
constitutional right, particularly if the ~iles contained in"-° ----~’-on relating to the Pentagon Papers. ~f, on the other
hand, E!!sberg desired to take the stand in his own behalf,
the stolen files could have been used to " =" ¯ ~
~
c~-ssuade him from taking the suand.
mnLmmm~ate him or
Cole
an
~ndividua~s v.
United
States
17held interference
~m=ndment
-~
with an of
.....
~xgnt
to be
an an
obstruction
3ustice under lfah
Section
1503.
in ,-this
case
individual
by the
name of Benton had com~.itted perjury before a Senate Committee.
Benton subsequently had been orally requested to appear before
a Federa! grand jury, and Cole advised Benton to claim his
Fifth ~.endment right to remain silent. If Benton told the
truth, he would have implicated Cole in criminal activity.
The court held that Cole’s advice, in light of Cole’s motives,
amounted to an obstruction of justice. The COurt stated that:
e . . the constitutional privilege against selfincrimination is an integral part of the due
administration of justice designed to do and
further justice, and to the exercise of which
there is an absolute right in every
witness.
A witness violates no dutyto claim it,
but.
on=
who bribes, coerces, forces or threatens
a wit-.
hess to claim it, or advises with corrupt motive
the witness to take it, can and does himself
obstruct ~ influence the due administration of
justice.
Second, it can be argued that obtaining evidence
through illegal means is an obstruction of justice. There
are no cases direct!~ holding in favor of this proposition
but an analogy might be drawn to cases
,
as an obstruction of justice. United States v. Cohen 19 held
which condemn perjury
17 329 F.2d 437 (Ninth Circuit
¯ 1964), cert. den., 84 S. Ct.
1530 (1964)~
18 id. at 443.
19

202 F. Supp. 587 (D.Conn. 1962).
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:-~t it ~,;as an obstruction of jusulc_ for the defendant to
present to the grand jury a falsely signed lease contract
Although this case does not invo-~ve a burglary to obtain evieence, it does involve illegal evidence.
to " = Third, after the burglary had taken place, the failure
of justice
as court
a suppression
of evidence.
United an
States
v.
in~orm the
of the burglary
is arguably
obstruction
Bonanno held that "obstruction of justice may well t~.e the
form of concealing from an authorized tribunal i =
"
germane to its functions.’, 20
nxormatlon
Fourth, if the psychiatric files were stolen for the
purpose of giving the Government a means to terminate the
Ellsberg trial, this also might constitute an obstruction of
justice since the intent was to frustrate a iudicial proceeding.
In conclusion, although no courts have applied Section
1503 to a fact pattern similar to the Ellsberg break-in, this
Section has been interpreted broadly to include a wide variety
of behavior. Furthermore, the case law does not preclude the
contention that a break-in of the Ellsberg type is an obstruction of 3 stlce. There are also four possible ways in which
the burglary may have served to obstruct the administration of
justice in the crimina! proceedings against E!Isberg~

20 117 F. Supp. 106, 112 (S.D.N.y. 1959). Als0 see United
_States v. _Cohen, 202 F. Supp. 587 (D. Conn. 1962].

Associat~ s~cial Prosecutor

July 29, i973

iP-hil~p A. Lacovara
Co~%sel to .-~qe ~.pecial
i~rosecutor
~ational Securi~hY Defens~ and
Fielding
I have looked at ~ick 2d~erman’s memory%alum- to
you on this subject. I have also discussed it briefly
with him. i am concerned that t~%e men~r~nd~ does not.
dlrectly address ~_he issue o: whet~%er a ~’national
secur~y claim ~s a valid defense to a crimlnal
charge, even ~f i~ did not have a suf-~czent masl~ for
establishing the propriety of ~ne conduOt under the
Fourth .~ndmen~. The clearest parallel would be t~he
executio~ of a search warran~ .~. at turns out to be
~nlawful or the =-~ing of ~n arrest on what is later
dehermined to be 1-~ss than probable cause. In each
instance, a Foutrth .%~end~ent violation i~as tak~ .
place because ~he assertion t~.%a~ the conduct was an
conformity wi~_h the Fourth% ~?~.C~nent has been rejected.
To say that evidence seized ~ ti~is situatio~ must be
suppressed because of the ill~gality or eve~x that
there may be .some c~vil liability for damages does not
establish crLminal liability on t~%e part of the
Government officer, if ths searching or arrestin..g
officer were prosecuted for burglary or ki~napp~-ng,
for exempt!e,¯ the n%ere faGt tha~ h~s conduct violated
the Fourt/i 2~mand~nen~ %Could not establish ~" ~
no~ have a defense to a crL~±nal charge. Rat~qer,
the ~’~
that he was acting in good fait/~ in th~
execution o~ what he understood to be t~e proper
scope of his duties would probably be .sufficient.
~,~.~.at j~Ust be keph in mi~%d is that a violation of
t~ha Fourhh !unen~t. is not automatically crimii%al.
Some may be, and ot~hers may not be. The conclusion
~hat the Fielding break-in mmy not have been consi~te~t with t~e Fourth /eaen~tment, as interpreted

/

/

/

/

~3,.~ &s not ~ ~nd.

Saould con~ in P~suing

a!~o Point out that ?~m Palmer of my office is also
~qis S~ject.
~ should
~udying h~e rei~vance of various
Possimle
motive~ as
mearing on intent

NA:cz
William ~rrill

July 19, 1973

Nick Akerman

National Security Defense and the Fielding Burglary
On September3, 1971, ~Liddy, Hunt, Barker, Martinez, and
de Diego burglarized the office of Dr. Fielding, Daniel Ellsberg’s
psychiatrist in order to obtain Ellsberg’.s psychiatric files.
This memorandum examines the. question of whether those responsible ~for the Fielding break-ln can avoid criminal liabili~
on the.j:basls of a national security defense. The burglary, on
its fSCe, is a. blatant violation of Fielding’s 4th Amendment
rights - a search_and seizure~without~. a:warrant. The .burglars,
however ; :. might argueiithat the search and seizure was reasonable
under ~he circumstances and that no warrant was necessary in
this instance since, national, security was threatened by the
release of the "Pentagon Papers." It was essential that the
Government learn as..much ash.it could about Ellsberg .to minimize
the dangers to nat-~onal security.
Although-~he-case law-:on the Fourth Amendment does not
address itself to a’national~security defenseffor searching ar~
individual’ s premises without a warrant, a national security
justification for not obtaining a search war~ant has been
advanced-.in wiretap cases where the Attorney General, acting for
~he President, has ordered electronic eavesdropping without
,
prior Judicial approval. This national security rationale was
argued by the government before the U,S. Supreme-Court in-~<~~-~ .....
Lhited States v. United States District Court for the Eastern
Di~s~ri’ct ’0’f’ MichiKan.l One of the defendants in this case was
6har~e’d w~d~’ ’bombing an office of the CIA in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
The government "asserted that the surveillances were lawful
without prior judicial approval, as a reasonable exercise of
the President’s power.. .to protect the national security.’’2
I~2 S. Ct. 212S (1972).
2Id at 2129.

-2-

~%?~e Supreme Court rejected the Government’s arguments and held
~_hat the electronic eavesdropping in this case violated, the
4th .Amendment since there was a ~ailure to obtain a warrant.
i..~. _ Court flatly stated:
We recognize, as we have before, the constitutional basis of the President’s domestic security
role, but we think it must be exercised in a manner
compatible with the Fourth Amendment. In this case
we hold that this requires an appropriate prior.
warrant procedure. 3
The Court, however, limited its decision to the
"domestic aspects .of national security,’’4 and specifically
declined to express any opinion on the issues relating to the
activities of foreign powers or their agents.. Although the Court
disclaimed an inten.t~ to dellnate those.matters which are domestic
rand those which are foreign, the Court noted that~a "domestic
organization" is "a group or organization (whether formally
or informally constituted) composed of citizens of the United
States and which has no signlfi@ant connection with a forei=~n
power, its agents or agencies.") The Court reco~wnized that in
some instances, it may be difficult to distinguish between
domestic and foreign--~unlawful activities directed against the
U.S., but that the.~~case in question was clearly one of domestic

Security.

With respect to the Ellsberg case, it can be argued
on the basis of this ’ Supreme Court case that the Fielding
burglary was a matter solely of domestic security, and, therefore,
could not be Justified without a search warrant. Ellsberg is
a United States citizen withno connections to foreign-agents
or p~wers. FurthermOre, no foreign power or a~l&t Was involved
31d. at 2138. The Court also held that the President
derived no new powers from t-he Omnibus Crime Act of 1968.
~92 S. Ct. 212S, 2139 (1972).

51d at 2133, F.N. 8.

-3in an,v way with the release of the "Pentagon Papers." At issue
in the El!sberg Case is a domestic political de’ate over the
Vietnam War. A s tron~ ar~ent can be mad~ to the ~ffect
that th~ gove~m~nt wa~ more co~ce~ed with E!isber~ s ¯political
oel~efs tMan his d!ssemination of the ~’Pentag~ Papers
~ u~r~e C~ in the ~a~,te~ District of Michi= " "
refe~ed =o the convergence 0f Pirs’t and.~-_
~ourth
~ ~ .~en~ment
Ca~ spec~fical!v

values and stated:

Fourth ~mendment protections become the more
necessary when the targets of official sur~eillance
may be those suspected of unorthodoxy in their politica!
beliefs. The danger to politlca! dissent is acute
where the Government attempts to act under so vague
a concept~as the power to protact "domestic security."
¯Given the difficulty of defining the domestic security
¯ interest, the danger of abuse in acting to protect
that interest becomes apparent. 6.
On the other hand, it might be contended that despite
Ellsberg’s non-lnvolvement with a foreign government, the
Ellsberg case was essentially a foreign security matter. A
distinction can be drawn beV~een the facts in t~he Eastern
District of Michigan Case and the Ellsberg Case. ~ the
}~"~mblng of t~h’e CIA offi~i in the Supreme Court case was directed
at an agency conducting foreign intelligence, the bombing
had no ramifications beyond the boundaries of the United States.
To the contrary, the release of the "Pentagon Papers" arguably
had a direct impact on the conduct of American foreign policy.
and affected t-he relations bet~een the American government
and foreign powers.
There are several lower court cases7 which permit the

President of the UniDed States, acting through his Attorney
General, to authorize wiretaps without prior Judicial approval
if the purpose of the tad relates to foreign intelligence.
This power’over foreign ~ecurity is inferred from the President’s
broad power to conduct foreign affairs. But, .in evez~I single
ease of this sort,, the Attorney General has speciflca~ly a~Drovedl
the wireta.p, and acted as the President’ s agent in enforcin.~’, the

61d at 2135
7United States v. Butenko 318 F. Supp. 66 (D.N.J. 1970);
United States v. Clay. 430 F. 2d 165 (bth Cir. 1970) rev’d on~
_other grounds, 403 U.S. 698 (1971); United States v.~ Enten,

C~iminal Cas~ No. 166-71 (D.C. 1971).

-4the President’s foreign policy praro~atives. In other words,
the ~inimum standard for foreign s~curitv wiretaps and searches
~oa~e~rs- ~oIn
bathe
a directive
the Presidant
or his
Attorne~
~eneral.
Fielding £rom
break-in,
neither the
President
or’
his Attorney General or anyone of official capacity a<!mits
to having ordered or authorized the Bur~laz~£.

8The American Bar Association Criminal Justice Project,
Standards Relatlng to Electronic Surveillance Feb 1971, p 120
re commends:
The use of electronic surveillance techniques by
appropriate federal officers for the overhearing or
recording of wire or oral communications to protect
the nation from attack 57 or other hostile acts of a
foreign power or to protect military or other national
security information against foreign intelligence
activities should be permitted subject to appropriate
Presldentlal-and Congressional standards and supervision.

-~F~Je
Chron.
Akerman

August 7, 19Z3 ,,~~""
Memorandum to: Philip Lacovara
From: Robert L. Palmer
Subj e ct :

Relevance of Defendants’ "Goo~ Mot±yes for Engaging
in Burglary, Warrantless Electronic Surveillance and
Cover-up Activities..
~’Experience should teach us to
be most on our guard to protect
liberty when the government’s
pnrposes are beneficent. Men
born to freedom are naturally
alert to repel invasion of their
liberty by evil-mlnded rulers.
The greatest dangers to liberty
lurk in insidious encroachment
by men of zeal, well-meaning
but without understanding."

Justice Brandeis, dissenting in Olmstead v. United States, 277
U.S. 438, 479 (1928).
INTRODUCTION
The objective here will be to examine, in a preliminary
way, the extent to which individual defendant’ motives can
be expected to have significance in future prosecutions
arising from the Watergate break-in and coverup as well as
from other illegal surveillance activities. The focus will
be on the use of motive by defendants, either as establishing
a defense to or irmmunity from prosecution, or as negating
the existence of a necessary mental element of specific
crimes. The rules governing the use of evidence of a defendant’s motive affirmatively, by the prosecution, to establish
guilt will not be considered as such.
At this stage the examination is necessarily preliminary.
While it is possible, in broad outline, to identify the kinds
of crimes for which various defendants might be prosecuted,
no comprehensive summary of particular action to be taken
against particular individuals has yet been prepared; and
while it is possible generally to anticipate the kinds of
motives that can be expected to be put forward by defendants,
any final evaluation must await presentations by the particular individuals accompanied by the factual specifics upon
which they rely.
Consequently, while there will be some discussion of
various specific criminal provisions that might figure in
Watergate prosecutions, this will be in the context of a
more general discussion of the relevance of motive to the
defense in criminal prosecutions.

IVE AS A DEFENSE TO A CRIMINAL CHARGE

~

A. Generally
Motive, as it affects an
for behavior in violation of
distinct contexts.

individual’s criminal responsibility
a criminal statute, is. used in two

Most frequently, evidence of motive is offered by the defendant to show that, when he committed the acts charged, he did
not have the mental state that the statute involved makes an
essential element of the crime. In this context, evidence of
.
motlve is relevant and often dispositive. For example, the conflict ofinterest provisions governing Members of Congress, 18
U.S.C. sec. 203, forbid anyone to pay and Members from receiving
"compensation for any services rendered . . . in relation to
any proceeding . ..
before any department." This statute has
been interpreted to require that the purpose (!.~., motive) for
the payment or the receipt must be to compensate or to be compensated for the performance of the forbidden services, see,
~.~, United States v. Johnson, 419 F.2d (4th Cir. 1969), cer___~t.
denied, 397 U.S. 1010 (1970"). Consequently, if the purpose
(motive) for the payment or the receipt was not compensation
for forbidden services but for something else, proof of such
a motive would preclude a conviction. ~.E., May v. United
States, 175 F.2d 994 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 338 U.S. 8’~’0 (1949).
In this sense, motive is offered not as a defense, but rather
to show the absence of a crime due to the failure of proof of
an essential .element. It will be considered at more length in
Part II of the memo.
On the other hand, evidence of motive may be offered by a
defendant to show that, despite his commission of the acts
made criminal and despite his having had the state of mind at
the time of the offense that is required by the statute, nevertheless his reasons (motive) for violating the statute were
"good" -- or at least were not "bad". The hornbook rule for
such claims is that, given proof of all the essential elements
of a crime including the requisite mental state a defendant’s
"good" motive for engaging in activity that contravenes the
literal words of a criminal statute cannot serve as a defense
to a prosecution for violation of that statute. To take the
conflict of interest example, if a person pays a Congressman,
or a Congressman receives, compensation for services forbidden
by the statute, the offense is complete and it .is wholly immaterial that the services were performed in order to correct
a clear injustice to the payor that it would have been the
Congressman’s duty to have rectified in any event. ~E.~.,
May v. United State~, supra, 175 F.2d at 1006.

A few citations, typical of a large and, with occasional
exceptions, l/ uniform case laws will illustrate the generality
of this principle. 2_/
In Collazo v. United States, 90 U.S. App. D.C., 196
F.2d 573, cert. denied 343 U.S. 969 (1952), a prosecution for
felony murder, the court approved instructions given by the
trial Judge that admonished the Jury that the defendant’s
motive for participating in the lethal incident -- to dramatize unfortunate conditions in Puerto Rico -- was irrelevant
to the murder charge (196 F.2d at 579):
[N]ot even the highest motive,
outside the well-recognized legal
Justifications, is a defense to
purposed killings.
In United States v. Mitchell, 453 F.2d 187 (8th Cir.
1972), defendant was convicted under the Hobbs Act, 18 U.S.C
sec. 1951, for having made extortionate threats to an employe~
in the course of seeking the reinstatement of a black employee
thought by the defendant to have been discharged on account
of race. On appeal, he contended, that the District Court had
erroneously excluded, as immaterial, evidence that "the
furtherance of civil rights [was] the benovolent motivating
force behand the actions giving nlse to his conviction,"
463 F.2d at 191. The court affirmed with the comment(id):
the law admits no doubt that motivation as distinguished from intent,
generally is not material to any
defense.

I/ See e.E, Ramsey v. State, 154 S. 855 (Fla. 1934), where
the defendant was acquited of the murder of his daughter’s
suitor because, taking into account the "drunken vulgarian’s
(the suitor) obscene conduct toward the daughter," the defendant’s conduct could not "be Justly said [to have] proceeded
from an evll motive."
2/ In addition to the cases cited in the text infra, uee
Townsend v. United Sta~s, 95 U.S. 352 (D.C. Cir~ 58)
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"Good" motive as a defense has frequently been advanced
in prosecutions for.illegal activity protesting the Vietnam
War. In United States v. Moylan, 417 F. 2d 1002 (4th Cir.
1969), cert. denied 397 U.S. 910 (1970), the trial judge
had per~tted defendants to introduce extensive evidence
that their actions in mutilating Selective Service System
records had been grounded in th4ir deep conviction that the
Vietnam War was illegal and immoral, but refused to instxuct
that proof of such motives would negative the necessary willfullness and constitute a defense to the crimes charged. In
affirming the conviction, Judge Sobeloff wrote (417 F. 2d at
1004):
To read the term "willfully" to require a bad
purpose would be tO confus~ the concept of intent
.With that of motive. !he statuto~v r~quirement
of willfulness is satisfied if the accused acted
~hte~tlonall~t with know~edue th~ hA ,i,=~ h~hin~
%he s~atute .... [W]hatever motive may have led~
them to do the act is not relevant to the question
of the violation of the statute, but is rather an
element proper for the judge’s considerations in
sentencing.
Accord: United States v. DoughertY, 473 F. 2d lll3 (D.C.
Cir. 1973); United States v. Eberhardt, 417 F. 2d 1009
(4th Cir. 1969).
Protesters in support of other causes have been similarly
unsuccessful in eliciting judicial acceptance of motive as a
defense. E.~., United States v. Tijerina, 446 F. 2d 675 (10th
Cir. 1971)? See-~s~, ~~e v~ united States, 282 F. 2d
302 (Sth Cir. ~6~ [Blahlkmun, ’J.); ’~’nited States v. Miller,
233 F. 2d 173 (ist Cir. 1956) (patriotrism);’ Knight v. United States,
123 F. 2d 959 (5th Cir. 1941) (motive of collecting unpaid debts
no defense to charge of mail fraud, 18 U.S.C. sec. 338), And it
has been settled for almost a century that religious belief cannot excuse a criminal violation, Reynolds v. United States, 98
U.S. 145 (1878) (bigamy).
The foregoing states the law generally applicable to
motive defenses in criminal prosecutions, including those that
might be brought in connection with the work of this Office..

4

For
example,
i~ ~ni v. ~n.i.t~ed states~ 216 F.2d. 665 ( th
~Colr.’
" _19_54~~t was convicted Of obstruction ofg~,,~÷~
xo u.~.u.[15.0~_for "corruptly" attempting to influenc~ .... ’
Juror in ~@@~ral District Court. The defendant contended
that the District Court erred in failing to instruct that, in
seeking to influence the Juror, he must be shown to have had
a corrupt motive. The Court disagreed:

¯

¯

if one commits such a felonious act, it is
~mmaterial that he has tb~ hi=best mdt~v~’
such as in a case where he personally knows ,
an indicted person has a complete alibi,
because the accused was with him at a dist~
~lace_~hen ~e crime occurred. The gover~t,
as we±l as ~ne accused, is entitled to due
process of law. 3--/

v~ t~ h~v~
As for pros~ions
under the~eq.,
civil rights
~ " ~~~
18 U.S.C.
secs. {2412et
oneprovisions
o]~ ease
aooea~
prosecution
a bla~ ~hild
from a public school, even though the defendant was acting on
the advice of counsel. United States v. Buntin, l0 F.730
(C.C. Ohio 1882). 4/ Mo~e recently, it has been held that it

3_/ 18 U.S.C. sec
like virtually all of the offenses with
whlchwe are conce~a~, is a specific intent offense and requires
proof of a corrupt or threatening endeavor to influence or obstruct
Justice. P~tibone v. United States, 148 U.S. 197 (1893). However a "corrup~r-~ov~r, ~ tb~ ~t~tute ha~ been interpreted,
is an2 one that is designed.to influence and.obstruct~ withoul,
9egard to the motives for the ,endeavor ~ g. Broadlient v. United
&~a~es, ±~ ~’.2~ 9oU (10th Cir. 1945): U[S. ~ Cohen~ 202 F. Supp.
~87 (D. Conn. 1962). See also United S~-~-es v. Manton, 10? F 2d
834 (2d Cir. 1939).
"
~_/ The case is of questionable vitality~ The defendant was convicted under the forerunner of 18 U.S.C. Sec. 2~2, which only
forbids "willfull" violations. The modern view is that when
one, in good faith, consults a disinterested attorney, provides
him with all the relevant facts and receives a legal opinion
that a contemplated course of action is lawful, he will generally
be found not to have had the requisite mental state necessary
for conviction under a statute punishing "willful" violation.
See, e.~i, U.S.v. Interstate Ensineering Corp. 288 F. Supp.
0~ (~. H. 1--~7). This rule, and the role of motive as it
affects "willfulness" generally, will be considered in more
detail infra.

5

’
"/~J

~S no d~fense that V161~t~nn~ w~e committed at the ~rder o.f

~-~o-United stat~s v.-RamseE B36 F.2d (4th Cir. 1964). ~/ "
B. Particular Motives as a Defense in Water6ate Prosecutions.
Despite the foregoin~ it has to be recognized that in the
present Situation the stakes are sufficiently high, the case of
characters sufficiently unique and the issues sufficiently unprecedented, that individual defendants might be able to proffer
motives, in Justification for their activities, profound enough
to impel a court to reexamine the ordinary rule making motive
irrelevant to the defense, at least in these extraordinary
circumstances. There are a variety of motives that might fall
into this category. For example:
-- a claim by those involved in the efforts
to have the CIA intervene to slow down the FBI’s
investigation that concern for the national
security implications of exposing CIA clandestine
activity, rather than a desire to obstruct Justice,
led them to do what they did;

5_/With regard to perjury, one having a good ~aith belief that the
statute authorizing the taking of his testimony is unconstitutional is nevertheless required to refrain from giving false
testimony under oath, and if he does so cannot offer his good
faith belief as a defense even if the statute is in fact later invalidated. Boehm Vo United States, 12B F.2d 791 (gth Cir.),
cert., denied-~f~-U.S.-800 (19~l). Cf. United States v. RemlngtoD,
20-~F.2d 567 (2d Cir.), cert, deni~, ~7’ U.S. 91~ (1953).
Similarly, in prosecutions~or destruction of property to prevent
seizure by authorized official~ 18 U.S.C. sec. 22B2, one may not
defend a destruction of written records on the basis of the
invalidity of the search warrant. United States v. Gibbons, BB1
F. Supp. 970 (D. Del. 1971), aff’d, ~6B F.2d 12~2 (Brd Cir. 1972).

-- a claim, similar to that made by
McCord at trial, that the Watergate bugging and break-ln itself, and other surveillance of civilians, were required,
despite contrary laws, by the urgent need
to determine whether, and the extent to
which, there was a credible threat to the
President’s personal safety from left-wlng
radical groups; or per Ehrllchman in his
-Senate testimony, that other assorted wiretaps and burglaries were legitimate efforts
to protect the national security from the
effects of continued leaks of classified
information.
--a claim that, in making payments
to the convicted break-in participants,
particular individuals acted, not to obstruct Justice by purchasing their silence,
but rather out of humanitarian reasons in
order to provide for families and ensure
adequate legal representation;
-- or perhaps more generally a claim
by any of those involved at a high level in
any phase of the cover-up that the actions
taken were, admittedly, in literal violation
of various laws but that nevertheless they
were lawful because the overriding demands
of external affairs, perhaps the need not to
Gndermine the President’s position and authority abroad at a time of evolving detente
with China and the Soviet Union, triggered
an "inherent" power in the executive branch
to take whatever action was necessary, without regard to the legality of that action
in other contexts.

Given the traditional and on-going hostility to motive
as a defense, or more accurately, a Justification for otherwise criminal activity, it is not likely that such a tactic
would succeed even in the present extraordinary circumstances.
But an argument can be constructed, stronger for some claimed
motives than for others,founded on strands of contemporary
constitutional doctrine. There are probably more, but three
occur to me. These are, stated over-simply: that the power
to deal with national emergencies is presumptively at least
co-extensive with the nature of the emergency itself,
Korematsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 214 (1945), Hirabayshi
v. United States, 320 U.S. 81 (1944); that in the field of
international relations, the Executive Branch holds, in addition to powers granted by Congress, "the very delicate,
plenary and exclusive power of the President as the sole
organ of the federal government in the field of international
relations," United States v. Curtiss-Wri~ht Export Corp..,
299 U.S. 304, 320 (1936); and finally that government officials
should not be deterred from the vigorous execution of activities
within the "outer perimeter" of their duties by the existence
of legal rules that subject them to suit for such action,
should it later be determined to have been wrongful. Barrv.
Mateo, 360 U.S. 564, 595 (1959); Gregoire v. Biddle, 177 F.2d
~ ~2d Cir. 1949), cert. denied, 339 U.S. 949’(’19’~0) .
in Korematsu, the C~urt affirmed the conviction of a
natlve-born american citizen of Japanese ancestry for
violation of certain military orders requiring Korematsu and
others of Japanese ancestry to evacuate the military district
in which he lived and to report to an "Assembly Center"
where he would be detained pending relocation. All those
Justices writing opinions seemed to assume that the racially
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selective official restrictions on civil rights would be
illegal in peacetime; if so, presumably they could have constituted criminal violations, see 18 U.S.C. secs. 241, 242. 5a__/
Nonetheless, a majorlty of six-~stained the military orders,
the promulgation of which had been authorized by statute and
executive order. The majority Justices invoked Hirabayashl, su__u~,
where Chief Justice Stone had written for the Court that "the war power of the national governmerit is ’the power to wage was sucessfully’ ..... Where, as they did here, the
conditions call for theexercise of Judgment and discretion and for the choice
of means by those branches of the
Government on which the Constitution has
placed the responsibility of war-making,
it is not for any court to sit in review
of the widsom of their action or substitute its Judgment for theirs."
From its major premise -- that "legal restrictions which curtail
the civil rights of a single racial group," though immediately
suspect, can "sometimes,,~be justified by "pressing public
necessity" (B23 U.S. at 216) -- the Court adhered to its
refusal in Hirabayashi to quarrel with the military’s Judgment as to the pressing public need to guard against sabotage
and espionage by means of the particular methods selected,
including internment of civilians because of race, and sustained the orders in question as reasonable military precautions:
There was evidence of disloyalty on
the part of some (Japanese), the
military authorities considered that
the need for action was great, and
time was short. We cannot -- by
availing ourselves of the calm perspective of hindsight -- now say that
at that time these actions were unJustified.

*~5a__/ Assuming the existence, of the necessary criminal intent.

For our purposes the noteworthy aspect of this, the
Court’s closing remark,is that the Court stopped short ("We
cannot.., say") of a holding that the order was in fact
justified by actual rather than apparent military necessity;
what was important was what the military thought was necessary.
It viewed the orders from the standpoint of the perception of
the military authorities at the time the orders were issued
rather than in the light of subsequent developments, recited in
the ~riefs and dissenting opinions, showing forcefully that
the reasons actually relied upon by the military were based
largely upon patently insufficient racial stereotypes and that
a procedure of individual loyalty determinations would have
adequately served the purposes assertedfor the mass restrictions.6_/
In Curtiss-Wrig~t, the Court sustained a statute, vesting
in the President complete discretion to control the flow of
arms and munitions to ~belligerents in a Latin American armed
conflict, against a contention, inter alia, that it unlawfully
delegated legislative power. The---~16-Q-~g passage’from the
Court’s Opinion, 299 U.S. at 319-20, is illuminating for the
approach it stakes out for review of executive action in cases
involving our relations with foreign nations:
It is important to bear in mind that we
are here dealing not alone with an authority
vested in the President by an exertion of legislative power, but with such an authority
plus the very delicate, plenary and exclusive
power of the President as the sole organ of
the federal government in the field of international relations -- a power which does not
require as a basis for its exercise an act of
Congress, but which, of course, like every
other governmental power, must be exercised in
subordination to the applicable provisions
of the Constitution. It is a quite apparent
that if, in the maintenance of our international

6_/ Se__~e Rostow, The Japanese American Case -- A Disaster,
54 Yale L. Rev. 489 (1945).
I0

relations, embarrassment is to be
avoided and success for our aims
achieved, congressional legislation
which is to be made effective through
negotiation and inquiry within the international field must often accord to the
President a degree of discretion and
freedom from statutory restriction which
would not be admissible were domestic
affairs alone involved.
Here I suppose there are two questions: whether, when the potential
for serious embarrassment in international relations is great,
the President enjoys this discretion and freedom from statutory
restriction only when as in Curtlss-Wrlght, supported by an
explicit grant of power from President’s "plenary and exclusive"
power as the sole international organ of the federal government;
7/ and, if so, whether the President’s staff also enjoys such
f--reedom even when not acting directly at the President’s command.
The remainder of the paragraph quoted in the text is also
~/orth
reproducing, for the light It~sheds on the portion quoted
in the te~t as well as for its possible relevance to our other
problems (299 U.S. at B20-21) (Emphasis supplied):
Moreover, he, not Congress, has the better
opportunity of knowing the conditions which prevail in foreign countries, and especially is
this true in time of war. He has his confidential
sources of information. He has his agents in the
form of diplomatic, consular and other officials.
Secrecy in respect of information gathered by
them may be highly necessary, and the premature
disclosure of its productive of harmful results.
Indeed, so clearly is this true that the first
President refused to accede to a request to lay
before the House of Representatives the instructions, correspondence and documents relating to
the negotiation of the Jay Treaty -- a refusal
the wisdom of which was recognized by the House
itself and has never since been dmubted. In his
reply to the request, President Washinston said:
Footnote continued on next page.
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Finally, Barrv. Mateo and Gregoire v. ~iddle apply the
now firmly entrenched rule of immunity-for federal officials
from tort liability for damages caused by actions within
"outer perimeter,of their official duties. In Gregoire, the
the face of allegations that defendant officials had "~ali- in
ciously and willfully" conspired to effect plaintiff-appellant,s
false imprisonment, Judge Learned Hand for a unanimous court
affirmed the dismissal of the complaint on the ground
177 F.2d at 581, that
,
to submit all officials, the innocent as
well as the guilty, to the burden of a
trial and to the inevitable danager of
its outcome, would dampen the ardor of
all but the most resolute or the most
irresponsible, in the unflinching discharge of their duties. Again and again

7_/ (con’t)
"The nature of foreign negotiations requires caution, and their suocess must often
depend on secrecy; and even when brought to
a conclusion a full disclosure of all the
measures, demands, or eventual concessions
which may have been proposed or contemplated
would be extremely politic; for this might
have a pernicious influence on future negotiations, or produce immediate inconveniences,
perhaps danger and mischief, in relation to
other powers. The necessity of such caution
and secrecy was one cogent reason for vesting
the power of making treaties in the President,
with the advice and consent of the Senate, the
principle on which that body was formed confining it to a small number of members. To
admit, then, a right in the House of Representatives to demand and to have as a matter of
course all the papers respecting a negotiation
with a foreign power would be to establish a
dangerous precedent." 1 Messages and Papers of
the Presidents, p. 194.
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the public interest calls for action
which may turn out to be founded on a
mistake, in the face of which an official may later find himself hard put
to it to satisfy a Jury of his good
faith .... In this instance it has been
thought in the end better to leave unredressed the wrongs done by dishonest
officers than to subject those who try
to do their duty to the constant dread
of retaliation.
In Barrv. Mate____£o, the Court recognized an absolute immunity
for federal officials from civil defamation suits for action
taken "within the outer perimeter" of their duties. As in
Gregoire, the immunity was to be absolute, and protected even
malicious defamation. While there was no opinion for the
8--/ four Justices agreed (360 U.S. at 571) that:
officials of the government should be
free to exercise their duties unembarrassed by the fear of damage suits
in respect of acts done in the course
of those duties -- suits which would
otherwise be devoted to governmental
service and the threat of which might
appreciably inhibit the fearlesw
vigorous, and effective administration
of policies of government.
These cases provide a foundation for claims by individual
defendants that the action they took were designed to deal with
real or perceived crises, either in domestic or foreign affairs;
and in that context either were lawful, ~/ or are immunized
from prosecution. 9a/

8_/ Justice Black concurred. In his view, the effective functioning
of a free government requires an informed publicooplnion; public
officials are those best positioned to provide that information;
and therefore, at least in the absence of legislative or administrative restrictions, he would recognize the privilege claimed.
360 UoS. 576-78.
~/ See generall~ Note, Developments in The Law - The National.
Security Interest and Civil Liberties, 85 Harv. L. Rev. llB0 (1972).
9a__./ The distinction between a defense to and an immunity from
prosecution has largely only prospective significance. For our
defendants it will matter little whether their action are found
(a) lawful or (b) immunized, even though a ruling that the actions
were unlawful (though immunized~.~igh~ defeat some ~u~sequent ~awles~
Executive’s
claim that he ~la not know he was molng wrong

Such claims would be strongest in cases where a defendant
claimed he acted to forestall a crisis in our international
relations. These would include, for example, claims that
particular officials, whose Judgment should be controlling and
free from Judicial hindsight review, Korematsu, supra, deemed
it imperative to stop leaks, or to eliminate even a slight
chance that clandestine CIA activities would be compromised
in order that the exposure of such secrets would not embarass
the United States in its relations with other nations, CurtissWright, supra. The need for insulation of executive judgment
in such cases from subsequent criminal reevaluation is particularly appropriate in order that the Executive Branch not
be coerced into debilitating indecision in times of crises,
Barrv. Mateo, and Gregoire v. Biddle, supra.
Similarly, various individuals may point to the historic
detente with the Communist bloc now underway, with all of its
implications for alleviating the threat of nuclear and other
armed conflict, and claim they did what they did in order that
the President’s authority at home and stature abroad might not
be impaired. After all, they can claim, at the time of the
break-in the President had Just returned from Moscow and had
recently visted Peking; and the fruits of those labors -- the
~personal and political relationships then embryonic -- might
never have been realized had a full disclosure been made. To
take Just one example, full exposure of the cover-up
may have lead to an early disclosure of the President’s practice
of taping his conversations. Who can say what the effect would
have been on General Secretary Breshnev’s decision to visit
this country in June had it then been public knowledge that
the President’s practice was to tape all of his "private"
conversations in the Oval Office and at Camp David. 10/ Even
the Ervin Committee grudgingly conceded the possibil~-~y of
adverse effect of exposure of Watergate details on international
matters by agreeing to suspend its hearings during the Soviet
visit. I suspect it would not be difficult to flesh out
evidence of effects of Watergate on the PresidentTs position
abroad simply by reference to foreign newspapers.

i0/ An aide to Britain’s Edward Heath, who has had several
~rlvate" Oval Office sessions with the President, has been
reported (Washington Star-News, Wed. 7/18) to have commented
that we can rest assured that Health will not again place himself in a similar position.
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Claims of Justification for the Watergate bugging and
break-in itself, as well as for other political surveillance,
can be expected to be made on the basis that it had to be
determined whether the President’s personal safety was threatened
and that the most effective way to do that was to surveil the
Democratic Party and others thought to be connected with the
radical left. This kind of defense could not of course be~founded directly on Curtiss-Wrisht-type considerations since
the President’s safety does not directly relate to our relations
with foreign nations. However, an argument can be made that the
bombings, the San Jose incident, other violent acts attributed
to opponents of the President’s Vietnam policies and the memory
of other assassinations, created a crisis situation from the
standpoint of protecting the President; that the power to protect the President includes the power to take whatever action
is necessary to accomplish that goal, Hirabayashi, supra, and
Korematsu, supra; and in any event court-must refrain from
punishing action taken in good faith and designed to safeguard
the President in order to avoid inhibiting his protection,
Barrv. Mate___~o, Gregoire v. Biddle, su__u~.
In fact, we already have available at least the barebones
of an argument that will be offered by John Ehrllchman in
defense of the burglary of Ellsberg’s psychiatrist’s office.
That would be a convenient starting point for discussion of
some of our own responses.

Ehrllchman’s legal position was described and briefly
deb~ted in a colloguy between his lawyer, John Wilson and
Senators Ervin and Baker. Senate Transcript (Tr.) Vol. 28,
PP. 5BT1-5Bg7. In summary Wilson argued: in 18 U.S.C. sec.
2511~ ~ ..... ~ ~-~,~:m ~,, ~n*~ne~nm to "limit th~ con_~stitutlonal power of the P~esldent to take such measDre~s-~s
h__e deems necessary to D~Qteet ~hm~mtion. ~alnst a varietN
o[ ~hFea~s $o the nat~onsl ~,,~tv. thus Congress recognized
a "reservior" of power in the President to act inconsistently
with the terms of the wiretap statute when doing so
in connection w~th foreign intelligence gathering; The Steel
Seizure Case l_~GZimpllcitly recognized the possibility of broad

i0~ Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 3~3 u.s. 579 (1952).
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inherent powers to protect the National Security at least
when the actions taken do not directly conflict with Congress°
expressed wishes; United States v. United States District
Court, 92 S. Ct. 21-25""~_, ~uldln~ ~n~ ~ourth Amendme"n~’s
warrant requirements a~T~ble to domestic securi~F ta~,
~id nob deqide ibm q,,==+~m ~9 ~h~ =pp]4~atio~ of the
r~qu~rement to ~o~£n s.flfair~ ~.~tioDal ~ecur~tv taD~; such
taps fall within the President’s inherent powers, as recognized
by Congress; for these purposes, a bur£1~ry is no greater aD
~_nt~,,~!en into ?~vacv than G w~r%?t~p.; consequently the
burglary was within the President’s lawful authority if
undertaken for foreign affairs national security purposes;
since there was evidence that the Pentagon papers had found
their way to the Soviet Embassy, the necessary foreign affairs
connection is made and the burglary was lawful.
The departure point for response to any "inherent power"
argument must be the 9ourt’s comment in Curtiss-Wright, 299 U.S.
at 319, that whatever inherent power the President may have:
Of course, llke every other governmental power, [its must be exercised
in subordination to the applicable
provisions of the Constitution.
As Mr. Wilson seems to concede, o_ur strongest ar=uments
are those ~n resoQBse to a Claim of ~e~itimacv fo~ the various
Instances of burglaries and electronic surveillance ot

~vllla~’~ based on ~ne n.eea ~o co~Dter dQmest~’ snbversion.
Apparently, none of the reported instances involved wiretaps

pursuant to a court order, but rather are to be justified,
if at all, solely on the basis that there is authority to
dispense with Fourth Amendment warrant requirements in national
security cases, including those involving domestic security.

But United States v. United States District Court., supra, handed
down two days after the break-in precludes any claim that there
is a general exception to the Fourth Amendment for national security cases; there the Court rejected the government’s claim
of authority to institute electronic surveillance in domestic
security cases without a warrant. Ii/

ll/ It is true of course that the timing of the decision,
following the break-in, gives rise to the possibility that individual defendants might claim they acted on good faith belief
that the Court would sustain the government’s position. This
might fall within the ambit of decisions that exculpate criminal
violations committed by people~under a good faith, and reasonable,
misapprehension that their conduct is lawful. See infra, Part II.
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The only ~~ from United States v. United States
Distr~f~ Court is that the case
not’ involve a c~’aim~
Q~in~-~n~ ~thorisy $o aea± w~on emer~encles, real o~
fa~cled; rather it concern~a ~ne ~overnment’s right to
institute an on-golng surveillance system as a general
Information-gathering tool. At least in the abstract, then,
the case would not foreclose a claim of emergency authority
to dispense with warrant requirement similar to that
recognized in other contexts. E.~., Terr~ ~ ~ 393 U.S. 1
(1968), Chimel v. California., 3~5 U.S. 752 969).
12___/
The answer to this and other "emergency" arguments is
most directly made as a ~actual matter; there was simply no
support at the time or by hindsight, for an executive
conclusion that the emergency was so great -- and imminent -that there was no time to seek a legal solution, here a
warrant, for the various problems. Indeed, the facts as they
have been developed thusfar put this case squarely within the
factual context of U.S.v.U.S. Dis. Ct.: an on-going prog.ram
of warrantless systema----tic surveillance -- here of the President’s
"enemies."
As to Wilson’s emphasis on the Supreme Court’s reservation
of the need for a warrant for exercises of "the President’s
surveillance power with respect to the activities of foreign
powers," 92 S. Ct. at 2132, there can of course be no definitive
answer until the Court resolves (perhaps in an appeal from
Ehrlichman’s conviction) the question it clearly did not
reach in U.S.v.U.S. Dis. Ct. And a full examination of the issues
presented b-’-~ that question is manifestly not possible here. But
however the Court may ultimately resolve the question not decided, it is almost certainly not going to decide it favorably
to a defendant in Ehrlichman’s position.

12/ The cases carving out exceptions to the requirement of
-~) a warrant, (2) issued on probablg cause, in the area of
administrative searches, see, ~.~. Wyma~ v. James., 400 u.s.
309 (1971) and Camara v. Municipal Court., 387 U.S. 523 (1967)
are inapposite. In Camara the Court confirmed the need for a
war~ant for administrative searches, albiet an "area" warrant
issued on less that probabl~ cause, as a check on the "discretion of the official in the field," 387 U.S. at 532. And, in
Wyman, the Court held that the "search" there at issue was not
a traditional Fourth Amendment search at all.
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A different result on warrant requirements for foreign
affairs national security taps would require some demonstration
either that the interests protected by the warrant requirement
are somehow less at stake in a foreign security case; or that
foreign security cases somehow present a danger significantly
enough greater and more immediate, or at least different, as
to justify a different result.
As to the danger presented, there may be argument about
the magnitude of particular kinds of threats likely to come
from particular foreign or particular domestic sources; but
this magnitude does not turn on whether the source is domestic
or foreign. Ultimately the threat being protected against
is the same regardless of source -- preservation of the
government and society from violent or forcible overthrow.
On the other hand, there may well be a basis for arguing that
at least certain kinds of foreign security cases involve
significantly less of a threat to the interests protected by
the Fourth Amendment’s warrant requirements. Justice Powell’s
Opinion for the Court in U.S.v.U.S.Dis.Ct. emphasized the
protection afforded in national security cases to the First and
Fourth Amendment values of freedom of expression and privacy.
Perhaps there is room for a Supreme Court opinion holding that,
while aliens are entitled to many of the protections~afforded
by the Bil! of Rights, their protection does not extend to an
entitlement to be secure against warrantless wiretaps in
foreign security cases. One can imagine such a resul~ for
example, in a case in which the government tapped all overseas
conversations of a suspected foreign intelligence agent. I~/
But that is not the case here. In the case of the
Ells~.,.~b~rg break-in, the interests at stake are exactly the sam~o
the pro.te¢~ion of t~
as those in U.S.v.U.S.Dis.c~.:
"United States
~d freedom ~ expression of
respeGt to action within ~he continental United States. I~/
13/ Perhaps by analogy to the government’s authority to conduct
w~rrantless border searches.
14/ Compare Almeida-Sanchez v. United States, 41 U.S.L.W. 4970
(~9~3), where the Court held that the government’s power to
conduct warrantless searches of automobiles at the Mexican
border did not extend to
a search of the car of a
Mexican citizen 25 miles north of the border.
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Wilson’s comment that 18 ~,S.C. sec. 2~iI~3) constitutes
-a reco’g~ition of ~ "reservoir" of inherent Presidentlal ~ower
i~ at war Dotn wltn the ~,our~’s opinion in. U.S.v.U.S~Dis.~t~
~ t~e legislative history upon which it is based, m~king
e~ear =~= unat section was nothing more than a disclaimer of
Congressional intention to affect whatever power the President
might otherwise have. "The (congressional) debate ... explicitly
indicates that nothing in § 2511(3) was intended to expand or
to contract or to define whatever presidential surveillance
powers existed in matters affecting thenational security."
92 S.Ct. at 2132 (emphasis in original). Thus Congress intended
the President to be bound by the statute along with the rest
of us except to the extent that inherent powers deriving directly
from the Constitution, apart from and by definition not subject
to Congressional regulation or limitation, authorized action
in defiance of the statutory restrictions. As Senator Ervin
commented during his discussion with Mr. Wilson: "of course,
if we had not put this in there, the same thing wouldhave
resulted, because Congress could not take away any constitutional
powers of the President." (Tr. 5384).
This point, that the various activities under attack
cannot be reconciled with any visible expressions of Congressional intent in the premises, has general significance with
respect to any "inherent powers" argument. An "inherent
po~owers"
arqum~nt
fouBded on
Kor~su/Curt,,is~Wri~h~-~v~e
ns~rations
runs s~uarel¥
into
the ~roblem ~,hat the action
" in~volved in t~ose cas~s had"ha@, at least by hypqthes-is, the
~omplete an~ expresse~ concurrence ..,of Congress,~ making them
~ases o~ cooperauive acuzon DetWeen the executive and the lawmaker. While it is hardly clear that the assent of Congress
would legitimate warrantless foreign affairs wiretaps in all
circumstances, the abse~ ~ ~.~re~sional assent w~s th~
declszve factor zn Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. v. Sawyer.
supra, condemnzn~ the Preszdents’ seizure of the steel ~n~ustrv.
Justice Oackson’s opznzon, concurring ~n the ~udgment and
Opinion of the Court, .explains Curtiss-Wright as having been
the President acting wzth Congression~ ’a~thorization and
therefore with his authority at its maximum. 343 U.S. 635.
In his view, even in the absence of Congressional authorization
there may be a "twilight zone" of "independent presidential
responsibility" for action in respect of foreign affairs. Id
at 637. But when the President acts incompatibly with the
expressed will of Congress, "his power is at its lowest ebb,"
and
[=].ourts can sust&in:exclusive Presidential control
in such a case only by disabling the Congress from
acting upon the subject.
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While Ehrlichman and others can be expected to contend
manfully that 18 U.S.C. sec. 2511(3) constitutes Congressional
recognition of presidential power, or at least Congressional
inaction -- putting the case into Justice Jackson’s "twilight
zone" the legislative history and Powell’s. opinion i~

U.S.v.~TS.-Dis.~. show cha~ 60’ngress s’~ught to-~n ~o the l~mit
6f its authority in resu~acln~ ~h~,,,le£al~ty of wiretaps,, and -that. the, rres~sent was to be exempt onl[ if it was beyond
Con~r.ess" power to controi,~±s power to, surve±l. The language
~z 18 U,S.C. sec. 2511(3) makes electronic surv~illance cases
about as close as one can come to instances of congressional
acquiescance in any "inherent" executive powers. Since the
argument failed there, it must fail elsewhere. Indeed since
all of the activities under attack are the subject of explicit
criminal provisions, the courts can recognize a national security
defense only, to borrow Justice Jackson’s phrase, "by disabling
the Congress from acting upon the subject."
Another element in the calculus, adverted ~o ~ the

Senate d~scussion~,,l~ d~a~ ~ne "~nnerent power" we are talking
~ou~ belu~,~ g~.Sh= P~idenu, L~ou hzs su~or~’fnates.~ Save
uean, thuslar all those involved ilncluding’ Ehr£lcnnran) have
vigorously maintained the President’s non-involvement in any
of the illegal activity. Curtiss-Wright, though not Korematsu,
emphasized that it was the President’s role as the sole organ
of the United States in foreign relatmons that was e~g
vindicited, and made no mention of the power of subordinates
acting independently of the President. While it may be that
considerations underlying the Court’s comments would apply to
subordinates acting at the President’s command,15/ or at least
acting "consistently" with a broad delegation of-authority
such as that involved in Korematsu, which clearly contemplated
the possibility of the kind of action undertaken by the
military, there is certainly no reason for extending the analysis
to support unauthorized subordinate action; on the contrary,
it is plain that to do so would frustrate, rather than advance,
the President’s position as the "sole" organ in international
relations.
Thus, the onl_v ~hin~ with which one_ can a?ree i~

.warrantless break-in sta.n..d upon, about the,same lesal footl~Tg5
15/ But cf., e.g., United States v. Giordano, 469 F.2d 522
(~th’~-~r?--1972-~-, cert. granted,
_ U.S.
(1973), holding
that the Attorney ~-~eral does no~ have un~-~-~t~icted power to
delegate authority to approve applications for court approval
of wiretaps.
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There has been more recent Judicial consideration of the
claim of executive officials to an unrestricted discretion to
take action in the name of Presidential safety. In A Quaker
Action Group v. Morton, 460 F. 2d 854 (D.C. Cir. 1971), the
Court considered a challenge to regulations promulgated by
the Secretary of the Interior regulating the maximum permissible
size for demonstrations near the White House in the interest
of Presidential safety. The government had contended that
"any administrative decision regarding the President’s safety
must be upheld unless ’wholly irrational.’" 460 F.2d at 859.
On the contrary, the Court held, the Constitution requires
independent Judicial review of official restraints on demonstration activity in order to ensure that officials
have (not) transformed this concern (for
the President’s safety) into an excessive
preoccupation with security that is
achieved at the unnecessary expense of
First Amendment freedoms.
The Court cites Watts v. United States B94 U.S. 705 (1969),
and the Supreme Court’s comment there i394 U.S. at 707) that
"(w)hat is a threat must be distinguished from what is
constitutionally protected speech." The Court also referred
to its earlier decision in A Quaker Action Group, 421 F. 2d
llll (D.C. Cir. 1969), where it had warned (421 F.2d at lll7)
that
(w)hile courts must listen with the
utmost respect to the conclusions of
those entrusted with responsibility
for safeguarding the President, we
must also assure ourselves that those
conclusions rest upon solid facts and
a realistic appraisal of the danger
rather than vague fears extrapolated
beyond any foreseeable threat.
Thus it.~s.pl~$n that at all times mate~ h~rait was
settled law.that t~e~ud~ment of executive officials and o~ers
~as to ~he action required to protect the’"’~reslde~t, at least
when it conflicted with individual rights, was not plenary or
unrevi~~ hut ~t~d had to be reasonable~ be based on
"solid facts" and pass ~udlclal muster. "Va6ue fears" would
no~"suliice. While these decisions did not involve 8’rim~n~
~ctions against officials for action exceeding their authority,
they did mark out the limits of that authority. So lon~ as
individuals en6a~in~ in wiretaoping and other activities ha~
~nowledge that they were acting in violation
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of statutes protecting the rights of other~ to..be free f,rom

~uch actions
~i’ 16 u.S.u, sect". 2510 et se_9_q. (and it is plain
that they all ~i , there would be no ~s~ ~ a claim of
~.mmu!%ity from. or no~-aDDlicah~]~tv of. the relevant criminal.
~etrOvisions,
18 U.S.C.
241 et States,
seq., and
18 U.S.
U.S.C.
2510
seq. See Screws
v. Uni~-~d
325
91 secs.
(1945).
There are two answers to a Barrv. Mateo/Gregoire v. Biddle
argument. In the first place, the immunity afforded federal
.
officers from having to answer for the consequences of wrongful
action done in their official capacities is a civil immunity
designed to insulate officials acting in good #~it~ from
harrassive, vexatious and often groundless lawsuits brought
by persons unhappy with particular governmental actions. And
as with other governmental tort immunity doctrines, its roots
lie to some extent inthe doctrine of sovereign immunity.
These considerations have no application to a criminal prosecution brought by the federal government against a federal
official; such suits obviously involve no problem of sovereign
immunity, nor do they raise the same spector of harrassive
litigation, since the government (at least ordinarily) should
not be expected to institute criminal prosecutions of executive
officials lightly. Research discloses no criminal case in
which B.arr/Gregoire immunity was even argued, much less sustained.l~/
More generally, assuming arguendo a limited scope for
such an immunity, even from criminal prosecution, its scope
must be limited to its purpose -- which is to leave officials
free to take action apparently within their responsibilities
without fear of liability for a good faith mistake. Even in
civil cases, the immunity is not available when an official
acts in excess of his authority.
(W)e recognize a distinction between action
taken by the head of~a department in reference
to matters which are manifestly or palpably
beyond his authority, and action having more
or less connection with the general matters
committed by law to his ~control or supervision.
S_paldin~ v. Viler, 161 U.S. ~83, 498 (1896). See also,
16/ At least in the civil rights area, any claim of a "public
o~ficial" immunity would be rather anomolous, since the law is
expressly designed to reach p~olic officials acting in their
o~f~cial capacity -- "under color of any law," 18 U.S.C.
sec. 242. See United States v. Rame~, 336 F.2d 512 (4th Cir.
1964). Neverthel~ss-~he Barr/Gregoire immunity seems to have
some limited application in ~!vil_ _. civil rights¯ cases. See,=.~.~
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Norton v. McShane, 332 F.2d 855 (5th Cir. 1963), cert. denied,
380 U.S. 981 (19’64). As the court commented in Ke-’rl-y v. DunCe,
344 F.2d 129 (Ist Cir. 1965), particularly apropos here, wher~
an officer knows that he is acting out of
the ordinary, he is on notice of the
circumstances, and there is more reason for
him to have to expect to be prepared to
justify his conduct.
Finally, and perhaps more "spaciously", see United States v.
Dougherty, supra, 473 F.2d at 1137, as to the cover-up
activity -- perjury and obstruction of justice -- the circumstances and the alternatives open to those involved simply will
not support any "inherent power’~ defense or immunity based
upon good faith discharge of duty. If there were diplomatic
or national security interests that would be compromised by
a fgll investigation, there was a legal solution: a forthright
announcement that such was the case and a public end to the
investigation. Similarly, if grand jury or trial proceedings
threatened disclosure of sensitive material, the alternative
was to forego prosecutions, an exercise of the government’s
~"disclose or dismiss option," Alderman v. United States,
394 U.S. 165 (1969)
That the alternatives of terminating prosecutions or
investigations were not selected simply reflects the fact that,
as a matter of public relations and political reality,
terminating an investigation or prosecution on grounds of
national interest would not have been convincing, and would
probably only have led to renewed efforts to get at the truth.
In any event, the fact that those involved were unwilling to
act forthrightly -- to make the cover’up explicit and to premise
it on considerations of national interest -- is probative that
political success and self-preservation, rather than the
national interest, motivated both cover-up activities, and
the activities being covered up.
~E AS NEGATING SPECIFIC INTENT~~~
While, as argued above, generally motive is no defense
to criminal charges and it is most unlikely that even the
unique motives available to Watergate defendants would fall
outside that general rule, nevertheless motive evidence may
well play a limited role if asserted by defendants to show
they did not have the necessary specific ~ntent to commit the
crimes with which they are charged.
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All of the statutes under which such individual are
likely to be prosecuted are specific intent crimes, insofar
as they require, as an essential element of the crime, proof
that defendant had a particular mental state at the time of
the commission of the crime. 17/ The reasons claimed by a
defendant to have motivated hi~ behavior may reflect the absence
of the specific intent to do the act forbidden by° a statute;
or it be relevant to a claim that he acted from a mistake,
of fact or law, that precludes a finding that he had the
requisite intent to do the act forbidden by the statute.
Recalling the earlier conflict of interest example, in
a prosecution for having made payments to a Congressman it
would be relevant, indeed dispositive, to show that defendant’s
motive had been, for example, to compensate for damage to
the Congressman’s car, since the statute requires, as an
essential element, proof that a payment is motivated by an
effort to secure services from the Congressman acting in his
official capacity.
To take another example, more likely to figure in
Watergate prosecutions, various individuals may be prosecuted
for obstruction of justice in connection with payments made
to the original seven defendants. Such prosecutions would
rest either on the theory that the payments were made "corruptly"
for the purpose of influencing the seven defendants, as
witnesses, in their own trials, 18 U.S.C. sec. 1503; or .on
the theory they were made "willfully" for the purpose of
preventing the seven from communication of their information
to criminal investigators, 18 U.S.C. sec. 1510. It appears
that the defense is going to be that the payments were made
~ot for those purposes but rather for humanitarian purposes -so that the seven would not go without legal help and that
their families not go hungry.
Such a humanitarian motive, if proven, might preclude a
conviction under either of the above provisions, both of
17/ E.K., misprison of felony, 18 U.S.C. sec. 4, requires
"~no~ledge of the actual commission of a crime cognizable by
a court of the United States;" bribery, 18 U.S.C. sec. 201,
requires an intent to influence; the civil right provisions,
18 U.S.C. sec. 241, et seq..require an intent to deprive
someone of a specifi~ constztutional right, see Screws v,
United States, 325 U.S. 91 (1945); and obstruction of justice,
’Y8 U.S.C. secs. 1501 et seq., requires knowing or willful action.

which require proof of specific intent to achieve the result
forbidden by the statute -- influencing a witness or preventing
the communication of information, i~/
Apart from motive as a means of showing the absence of an
essential mental element of a crime, it also has significance
in case where an individual claims he acted from a mistake of
fact or law.
A detailed consideration of the rules governing when
mistakes of fact or law constitute a defense to a criminal
charge is beyond the scope of this memo. For present purposes
it is sufficient to refer to the familiar, and occasionally
correct, shorthand statement that: (a) a reasonable mistake
of fact will exculpate when the crime charged requires proof
of mens tea -- proof that the actor’s conduct was intentional
andv--v~-~ry; and (b)~ a mistake of law will exculpate when
the crime charged requires proof of "specific" intent to violate
the law -- for example, proof that, in addition to acting
intentionally and voluntarily, the actor acted with knowledge
that this action was illegal. I~/
Mistake of fact might be claimed as to any of a number of
a0tlvltles. Haldeman, for example, might contend that~he was
i~/ This considerably oversimplifies the issues that would
arise in connection with a "humanitarian motive defense" to
an obstruction of~justice prosecution. For example, it does
not take account of the situation in which the payor has.a
dual motive, payment for silence as well as humanity. In that
event, the humanitarian motive would not defeat a conviction,
since payment for silence supplies the necessary mental element
and any additional motives are irrelevant. A more difficult
question would arise if, conceding that the payor was motivated
solely by his humanitarian nature, nevertheless it would be
shown that he was aware that the payees were receiving the
money on the understanding that they had to remain silent. And
there may be room for a claim that there is (or should be) a
different and more stringent rule for those public officials
participating in the payoffs. More generally, there~may be
grounds for a contention that any payment of money without
apparent consideration to a person with information that could
incriminate the payor gives rise to an inference that the
payment was corrupt. An analysis of the "humanitarian motive"
problem should be developed more fully in a separate memorandum,
in which it will be possible to consider the specific facts
involved in individual cases as reflected in grand jury and
other testimony.
19/ See, ~.~., Michael and Wechesler, Criminal Law and its
A~ministration 756 (1940 edo)

¯ unware of the contents of some of the documents he ordered
Strachan to destroy or that ~mlnlmum he was unaware that
particular documents were sought by federal investigators. 20__/
Similar claims might be advanced to explain other instances
of document destruction, particularly with respect to documents
destroyed in the confusion that immediately followed the break-in.
About the only response that can be made to such a claim
would be that, on the facts of particular cases, the claim
of mistake is unsupportable for any of a variety of reasons:
because in the circumstances it is incredible to suppose that
he did not look; or because in light of the defendant’s
position or relation to the material he is charged with
knowledge. 21__/
A claim of an exculpatory mistake of law will be considerably
more difficult for defendants to make out in Watergate prosecutions. In the first place, "the rule that ’ignorance of the
law will not excuse’ is deep in our law, " Lambert v ¯California,
B55 U.S. 255 (1958) (citation omitted). In general, this
is true even for crimes requiring proof of specific intent.
Ordinarily, the government need not prove that the defendant
acted with specific reference to the statute he is round to have
violated; it is enough that he intended to do the thing forbidden
by. the statute. 22/ On the other hand, words establishing a requirement of specific i~ntent -- such as a requirement of "willfulness" -- must be read in the context of the particular statutes

20/ 18 U.S.C. sec 1510(a): "Whoever willfully endeavors ... to ...
pr--event the communication of information o.. to a criminal investigation;" 18 U.S.C. sec. 22B2: "Whoever ... in order to prevent ...
seizure o.. destroys" property (Emphasis su~pli~d~.
21/ Compare United States v. International Minerals and Chem. Corp..
~’U2 U.S. 558~(1971).
22/ See e.~., screws v, United States~. B25 U.S, 91, 106 (1945) (Civil
Right Provlslo~):
The fact that the defendants may not have been
thinking in constitutional terms is not material
where their aim was not to enforce local law but
to deprive a citizen of a right and that right is
protected by the Constitution... To convict it
was necessary for (the Jury) to flnd~that petitioners
had the purpose to deprive the prisoner of a constitutional right.
Accord: United States v. O’Dell~" 462 F.2d 224 (5th Cir. 1972), See
~enerally United States v. International Minerals & Chem. Corp.,-l~2
U.S. 558 ’(1971).
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in which they appear. 23/ And occasionally there have been
~oldings that a bona fide mistake as to what the law requires
in a given situation negates the necessary "willfulness."
Thus in United States v. Murdock, 290 U.S. 389 (1933),
the Court reversed the conviction of a man convicted of
Internal
"willfull~
v
~i~ r
~ c
~pp~ei~~i~ demanded
supply
bythe
the
information was conceded, as was the appellant’s recognition of the
duty imposed on him by the statute. His refusal had been
based on his contention at the time that to answer would
have incriminated him under state law and that the Fifth
Amendment privilege extended to refusals stemming from the
threat of a state prosecution. At the time of the initial
refusal, the application of the privilege to a case such
as appellant’s had been in doubt, and was only resolved,
against him, at an early stage in his case. 24/ The Supreme
Court held that appellant’s good faith reliance on what later
proved to be an erroneous legal position would if proved
negative the necessary willfulness of his violation. 25___/
The major barrier to any claim of mistake of law will be
that for virtually all defendants it will be impossible to claim
ignorance of the law’s requirements. No jury would accept the
contention that men at the core of the government were ignorant
of elementary requirements of the criminal law.
The only possible basis for a claim of mistake of law
is a contention that in acting as they did, these individuals
relied on a supposed legal Justification for otherwise criminal
activity similar to those developed in the preceeding section
of this memo. The claim would be that while these individuals
were aware of the various criminal statutes and their requirements, after thoughtful reflection they had concluded that indeed
there must be anexceptlon for action taken in good faith to safeguard the National security or President, either personally or
in the exercise of his responsibilities.

23__/ E.g. United States v. Murdock 290 U.S. 389 (1933); Townsend
v. United States, 95 F. 2d 353 (D.C. Cir. 1938).
24/ 284 U.S. 141 (1931). Murdock’s position was eventually vindica---ted nevertheless in Murphy v. Waterfront Commission, 378 U.S. 52
(1964) holding that the privilege against self-incrimination protects
a federal witness against incrimination under State law.
25__/ See alsoU~S..~Di Silvestro, 147 F. Supp. 300 (E.D. Pa. 1957).
The same rule has been applied in a variety of Sit~ati0ns involving
criminal provisions punishing the "willful" violation of orders of
administrative agencies and officials. The rule generally is that
a refusal to comply is only "willful" after the validity of an order
is sustained by a court. E.g. Reisman v. Caplin, 375 U.S. 440 (1964)
Anheuser-Busch~. inc. v. ~ 359 F.2d 487 (Sth Cir. 1966). A defense
(Fn. 25 con’t)
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In analytical terms, this would bring the situation
quite close to the facts of Murdock. 26/ As a practical
matter, however, it would probably be d~fficult to convince
a jury that in fact the defendant had thought the matter
through so thoroughly in advance and, even less likely,
had come to a conclusion far-fetched enough as to authorize
him to violate the law on his own initiative, whenever he
felt the circumstances warranted. 2~/

25/ Cont’d
of mistake of law arises most frequently in cases where an
individual, uncertain of the legality of particular actions
consults an attorney and is advised erroneously it later
develops that the action is lawful In such cases the trier
of fact is free to conclude that the necessary "willfulness
or other specific intent was not present. E.g. United States v.
P.ointe.r., 314 F.2d 939 (4th Cir. 1963); United St~t~"s v. Interstate
Engineering Corp., 288 F. Supp. 402, 416 (D, N.H. 1907): ’ (charge
to Jury)
If an individual having at his command all the
relevant facts before taking any action places
all the relevant facts before a competent
attorney whom he believes to act in good faith
and asks that attorney his opinion, and ~hat.
attorney having considered all the relevant
fac~s, and in advance of any action taken, indicates
that the conduct is lawful, under the circumstances
you can not find that the client had knowlingly,
intentionally violated the law, if he acts in
accordance with expert counsel, chosen in a
disintested and honest way, and acting, so far
as the client knows, in a disinterested and honest
way.
While I am not aware of any claims by individuals that they
acted on the advice of counsel (Save perhaps McCord, in his
Senate testimony claiming reliance on the bona fidesOf the
Attorney General), since most of the defendants are lawyers
could there be room here for a claim that they should be excused
for following their own bad advice?
26/ Particularly in cases of wiretaps given the unfortunate timing
oT United States v. United States District Court, 92 S. Ct. 2125
(19~2), discussed supra.
2[/ At this juncture, among others, the prosecution’s own evidence
Footnote continued on next page.
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III.

MOTIVE AS A STIMULUS TO JURY NULLIFICATION

Wholly apart from whatever legal effect defendants’
motives may ultimately be given, either as a basis for dismissing
charges or. as a factor the Jury is instructed to consider in
determining guilt, it seems to me that this case presents quite
a substantial possibility of Jury nullification in response
to an effective portrayal of motive. And I think we can expect
defense tactics tailored to that goal.
Recent decisions in this circuit and elsewhere, directly
on point and adverse to the defense, may forestall any serious
effort to secure a ruling from the trial Judge that puts to
the jury explicity that they have the power (and therefore the
right?) to acquit a defendant, without regard to the law or to
the evidence, on the basis of their adherence to his motive,
or for any other reason or for no reason at all. See, ~.5.,
United States v. Dougherty, 473 F.2d 1173 (D.C. Cir-~--1973);
United States v. Moy’lan, 4-17 F.2d 1002 (4th Cir. 1969), cer____~t.
denied, 397 U.S. 910 (’1’970). If not, the Supreme Court may
well resolve the issue in the framework of one of our cases.

2T__/ cont’d
of motive would become important. Evidence that a defendant
knew he ~as violating a criminal statute is evidence of an
incentive to fabricate an innocent purpose for doing so -- a
motive to fabricate a motive. The "White House" questions sent
to the Ervin Committee by Bughardt during Dean’s testimony were
for Just that purposes. On the prosecution’s use of motive, Se__~e
generally, I WiGMORE ON EVIDENCE ~ § 117-119.
28/ Contrary to statements contained in Dougherty and Moylan.,
th---e Supreme Court has never resolved the issue of the propriety
of a nullification instruction. Sparf Vo United States, 156
U.S. (1895), cited in the recent decisions, established simply
that a trial judge commits no error by instructing that the
Jury is bound to accept the judge’s instructions as an accurate
statement, of law. It did not resolve the distinct, though
related, question of the whether the court should or may further
instruct that the Jury, though bound to accept the judge’s
statement of the law, nevertheless it has the power (which it
unquestionably does) to refuse to apply the law to a particular
defendant in particular circumstances.

Apart from the legal issue, however, there is the chance
that the substantial reservoir of sympathy for 29/theWaterga~e
east of characters documented in the polls wily find its way
onto one or more of our trial juries. Of course the effectiveness of a nullification appeal based on good motive will
depend largely on the extent to which the trial judge permits.
a defendant’s evidence of motives to go to the jury. But
that is a matter over which he has considerable discretion,
United States v. Mitchell, 463 F. 2d 187 (Sth Cir. 1972). And
in Dougherty and ~oylan and many other recent caseg, the
tendency has been to admit evidence of motive offered by the
defendant for whatever value it may have. In at least a few
prosecutions of Vietnam War proteters (the names of which
escape me for the present), nullification tactics have been
successful, resulting in acquitals for defendants that conceded
knowing commission of the acts charged.
That nullification is an everyday, deeply ingrained
institutional facet of the jury has been satisfactorily
documented. See KALVEN AND ZEISEL, ~{E AMERICAN JURY (1966).
And this case presents individual defendants with what
probably amounts to an unprecedented opportunity to portray
motives of a kind that many if not most jurors would identify
with, an important factor in anticipating those cases in which
~ullification can be expected. Id. at Chap. 24.

29__/-In the form of ccrm~_nts that the waterbuggers were not doing anything
that other politicans have not done routinely in other campaigns.
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Aunt 9, !973

T!~:le 18 UoSoCo §241

"Color of la~’;
2. ~hether 241 p~oscrtbes aetio~ by federal as

3.

~ "~nJurs, oppress, threaten, or ~t~d~tate"
lan~ua~s; and
Whether. the _~pee~le intent requlremmat of
Seetlon 241 will pose a d~fficulry.

Regarding c~1~r of l~v, the op~ was that th~ requirement ~d ~ ~ dlffi~. See, U~ States v.
~it~ S~ v. S~ (p~tle). ~ S~ ~ ~ d~i~

s~e~ in ~r~, and a cert. ~i~i~ is n~ ~d~ bef~e
~he Suprm ~urr, ~ey pr~ ~o. s~ us al~ ~ ~te~
~he7 have on ~h~ ~se. ~ey ~ ~ti~ed ~i~ Stat~ v.

As to ~hethez 241 applies to federal officers, they sa~A
this should be no problem. They cited 207 F.2d 730, 325 U.S. .
108, ~d 332 F. 2d 855, 862 n.!l.
~
Re~ardinE the "injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate"
language of 241 they said that this languasa does nor r~quire
physical inJuz7 or physical attack. It was ~heir view that

v. ~:ni=wd S~a~S, ~h Cir., and ~he Ges~ case.

They also ~entloned ~hat Section 2236 may be another
posslbL~ statute ~t ~ ~ted ~n t~ E~sberE
~ert ~ ~ f~al ~ ~ ~d sp~ifi~y S~t~ 241.
~eY ~ offe~ to ~ so--he fr~ th~ off~ ~ ~sit
~hE ~ ~f~ ~o us. ~e7 a~o pro~sed to s~d us
~ i~ b~ a~bla c~~g Sect~ 241. ~ey

such pr~t p~y ~ t~ n~s~rs, O’er ~
~ fac~ si~t~ t~t ~t ~ s~ to the
b~k-~n. ~ ~so sa~ t~t ~e Ci~ ~gh~ Di~
a rough ~aft of a- J~ ~cti~ ~~k
Secti~ 2~I, a co~ of ~1eh th~ ~ii s~d ~.
(Ona issue that no ono was sure about was wher&er
as opposed to the psye.hlatr!st’s, =onsr_i~utional rights

vlolat~d. E.~E.~ right to fair trial, assistance of counsel,
etc.)
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Obstruction of Justice in Connection
With the Trial of Daniel Ellsber~
I. Prosecution Theory
Tha Administration and the individual defendants
(Ehrlichman, Colson, Krogh, and Liddy -- as well as Young,
and Hunt) had strong feelings against Ellsberg because
of the publication of the Pentagon Papers. This is evident
by the fact that Ellsberg was indicted within 2 weeks of
the initial publication of the Pentagon Papers and before
there was a final ruling on whether the Times could continue
publishing the Papers (Some critics suggested that the
timing of the indictment against Ellsberg was indented
to influence the Supreme Court in its consideration of
the publication issue).
However, our purpose is not to defend Ellsberg. Our
purpose is to show that after Ellsberg’s indictment on
June 28, 1971, ~here was a calculated effort by the defendants
to damage, and defame Ellsberg so completely that he would
be convicted. The effort was intended and/or recognized
as having a direct effect on the Ellsberg trial by
influencing potential jurors, by making public certain derogatory

information which would then be available for use by the
prosecutor in cross examining Ellsberg, or by intimidating
Ellsberg so that he might not testify in his own behalf.
It was intended and/or recognized as having an indirect
effect on the Ellsberg trial by leaving him so discredited
as to make any acquittal meaningless or worthless. Either
effort would have deprived Ellsberg of a fair trial. One
of the major ways in which such derogatory information
was to be obtained was from Ellsberg’s psychiatric file
in the office of Dr. Fielding.

II.

General Factual Background
I.

On June 13, 1971 the New York Times began
publishing the Pentagon Papers.

2. On June 15, 1971, further publication by the

Times was enjoined.
3.

On June 21 the Government began presenting
evidence aEalmst~El~s~erg to a Grand Jury in
Los Angeles.
On Friday, June 25 the FBI advised the White House
of a report that a copy of the Papers had been
delivered to the Russian Embassy on June 17.
On June 28 Ellsberg was indicted.
On June 29 there was an article in the Washington
Star by Victor Lasky stating that the Papers had
been delivered to the Russian Embassy "last year."
On June 30 the Supreme Court quashed the injunction
against the Times..
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III.

Certain Details Regarding Reporte~d
Papers ’toI the ~UssllanIEm~ia~ssly
I.

~De~l~iVery

~of
Ill

Victor Lasky has admitted that he was given
the information about this from a high level
Whi~e House source over the week-end of June 25
(the date of the FBI Report). He has denied
this source was Colson.

2.

We know that Colson did tell Ter Horst about
this information around this time, but Ter Horst
did not use it (until May 1973) because he could
not corroborate it. Colson has stated he discussed the information with Haig and Ter Horst
after reading Lasky’s column.

3.

Ehrlichman has stated that Mardian told him that
Ellsberg was responsible for the delivery to the
Russian Embassy. Mardian has denied this.

4.

There is no evidence to connect Ellsberg to the
alleged delivery.

5.

The FBI was not asked by the White House to
conduct any further investigation and it was
never determined who made the reported delivery.

IV.

Facts Directly Involvin~ Ehrlichman
On July 6, 1971, Ehrlichman and Colson
met with Buchanan and asked him to oversee
and coordinate the investigation of Ellsberg
and to plant press leaks of information
unfavorable to Ellsberg.
On July 8, Buchanan wrote a memo to Ehrlichman
objecting to the idea of leaking information
against Ellsberg.
In a memo dated July 6, 1971, Colson wrote
to Ehr lichman
"I have had a long talk with Howard
Hunt who is dying to get with it
and will drop everything if we ask
him to."
o

Ehrlichman met with Hunt and Colson on July 7.
Both Ehrlichman and Colson have testified
that they were aware of Hunt’s views regarding
Ellsberg and of Hunt’s CIA background at
the time Hunt was hired.
There is testimony from Hunt, Young, Colson
and Ehrlichman that the Administration was
afraid that Ellsberg would use his trial
as a platform for his views on the war, which
were contrary to those of the Administration,
and that as a result of the trial Ellsberg
would become a martyr.
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7.

There is testimony from Hunt, Young, Colson,
and Ehrlichman that if Ellsberg could be tied
to the radical left and to the Democrats
it would help re-elect Nixon in ’72.

8.

Young has testified that he was aware that
Daniel Ellsberg’s psychiatrist had refused to
be interviewed by the FBI regarding Daniel
Ellsberg and that he (Young) was aware of
this shortly after the refusal (which occurred
on July 26th). Young has also testified
that this fact was referred to in a discussion
by himself and Krogh with Ehrlichman s.ometime prior to the August llth memo they sent
to Ehrlichman regarding the covert operation
and that he (Young) and Krogh indicated to
Ehrlichman that the covert operation was
therefore the only other way they could get
information in Ellsberg’s psychiatric file.

9.

After August I0, 1971, Ehrlichman and Krogh
in response to their requests, received from
the FBI daily reports on the Ellsberg case.

I0.

On August 12, 1971, (the day after the first
psychological profile by the CIA was delivered
to Young) Dr. Malloy, of the CIA, he met with
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Young, Liddy, and Hunt in Young’s office.
During that meeting, according to Malloy,
Young stated that the psychological study
had the highest priority and had been
requested by Ehrlichman. Young indicated
that it was one facet of a multi-faceted
approach involving Ellsberg. When Malloy
expressed some concern about how the psychological profile would be used, Young stated
that it had not yet been determined how it
would be used but that, in any evemt, it would
not be attributed to the CIAo Malloy has
also testified that during the meeting there
were statements by Hunt or Liddy regarding
their desire to try Ellsberg in public
and leave him a broken man. They stated
they wanted to keep Ellsberg from using the
trial as a platform and becoming a martyr;
they wanted to get information that could
be manipulated against Ellsberg in order to
defame him. Malloy recalled Hunt stating
that he was interested to determine whether
Ellsberg had some castration fear or Oedipus
complex and that Hunt also referred to being
aware of the results of a psychiatric questionnaire which were effectively used against
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Goldwater ~uring the 1964 Presidential election.
Malloy also recalled at that meeting or at a
later one that Hunt expressed a desire to get
leverage on Ellsberg of sufficient magnitude
so as to force Ellsberg to leave the country.

ii.

In testimony before the Grand Jury on May 14,
1973 (page 31), Ehrlichman denied being aware
of the psychological profile until sometime
after the break-in had occurred on the Labor
Day weekend. We have charged Ehrlichman with
perjury in connection with this testimony in
the p~_~roposed_ indictment, since the August Ii
memorandum from Krogh and Young to Ehrlichman
refers to the profile and indicates a copy of
the profile was attached to the memorandum.

12.

Ehrlichman has testified that the reason for
the covert operation to examine Ellsberg’s
medical files held by his psychoanalyst was
to provide information for the use of the CIA
in developing a more comprehensive psychological
profile.

13.

Young has testified that it was expected that
the information in Ellsberg’s psychiatric file
would be damaging to Ellsberg and would be
leaked to the press.
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14.

Under date of August 24, 1971, Ehrlichman sent
a memorandum to Colson by which Ehrlichman
transmitted an attached memorandum by Howard Hunt
regarding ~eon~., one of Ellsberg’s
trial attorneys. The August 24 memorandum states
"The attached memorandum by Howard Hunt
should be useful in connection with the
recent request that we get something out
on Ellsberg."
Ehrlichman could not recall what the "recent
request" was or who had made it. A note on the
memorandum in Colson’s handwriting indicated
that Colson delivered Hunt’s memorandum on

Boudin to Ter Horst (a reporter for the Detroit
News) on August 26. Page 8 of the memorandum
contains a paragraph which is typical of the
entire memorandum and which both Colson and
Ehrlichman have admitted was derogatory and
could only hurt Ellsberg. It states:
"Daniel Ellsberg stated, and continues
to maintain, that Americans have a right
to know. If this is truly his profound
belief, then Ellsberg should let America
know why he retained an Attorney who is
both famous and notorious for his careerlong defense of the Communist Party, Castro
Cuba° assorted spies, perjurers, fellow
travelers, conspirators, agitators and
violent revolutionaries. To the dismay
of his admirers Ellsberg, by retaining
Boudin to defend him, tarnishes the
idealist image he tried to project, and
becomes just one more client of a man and
a law firm whose dedication over the years
to the interests of our foreign and domestic
enemies has remained unwavering and absolute."
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15.

In a memorandum dated August 26, 1971, from Krogh
and Young to Ehrlichman there is a discussion
of a meeting on July 20 attended by Congressmen
Hebert and Arends and Mardian, Macomber, and
Buzhardt where the possibility of a Congressional investigation. The memo continues:
"The plan then was to slowly develop a
very negative picture around the whole
Pentagon Study Affair (preparation to
publication) and then to identify Ellsberg’s
associates and supporters on the new
left with this negative image."
Page four of this memo states:
"(9) How quickly do we want to bring
about a change in Ellsberg’s image?*"
The asterisk is expanded on page 5 as follows:
"In connection with issue (9), it is
important to point out that with the recent
article on Ellsberg’s lawyer, Boudin, we
have already started on a negative press
image for Ellsberg. If the present Hunt/
Liddy Project #I is successful, it will be
absolutely essential to have an overall
game plan developed for its use in conjunction
with the Congressional investigation. In this
connection, I believe that the point of
Buchanan’s memorandum on attacking Ellsberg
through the press should be borne in mind;
namely, that the situation being attacked is
too big to be undermined by planted leaks
among the friendly press.
If there is to be any damaging of Ellsberg’s
image and those associated with him, it will
therefore be necessary to fold in the press
planting with the Congressional investigation.
I mentioned these points to Colson earlier
this week, and his reply was that we should
just leave it to him and he would take care of
getting the information out. I believe, however,
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that in order to orchestrate this whole operation
we have to be aware of precisely what Colson
wants to do.
Recommendation: That you sign the memorandum
to Colson asking him draw up a game plan (Tab A)."
16.

The proposed memo to Colson attached to the
August 26 memorandum was in fact sent to Colson
by Ehrlichman under date of August 27. It read:
"On the assumption that the proposed
undertaking by Hunt and Liddy would be
carried out, and would be successful,
I would appreciate receiving from you
by next Wednesday a game plan as to how
and when you believe the materials should
be used."
Colson and Ehrlichman have denied knowing
what this memo refers to.

17.

Young has testified that he recognized that any
derogatory or damaging information about Ellsberg
which became public through Congressional
hearings or leaks to the press by Colson
could have had an effect on potential jurors
and would have been available to the Government
against Ellsberg when he took the stand in his
trial.

18.

Hunt and Liddywere not involved in any other
investigative activity relating to so-called
national security leaks other than the breakin at Dr. Fielding’s office.

19. In December 1972 and January 1973, Ehrlichman
persuaded General Cushman to write a memo which

I0

omitted Ehrlichman’s name as the source of the
request to the CIA for assistance to Hunt.
The purpose and effect of this was to aid in
covering up the fact of the White House involvement in the Fielding break-in and thus to
protect against the adverse consequences
of the Government (thus favorable to Ellsberg)
that a revelation of the break-in would cause.

20.

In February 1973 Ehrlichman asked Dean to
attempt to have the CIA get back from Justice
the copies of the pictures that Hunt and Liddy
had taken inside and outside of Fielding’s
office on thefr trip there. The purpose and
effect of this was to aid in covering up the
existance of the break-in and thus protect
against the adverse consequences to the Government (and thus favorable to Ellsberg) that
the revelation of the break-in would cause.

21.

On March 27, 1973, Ehrlichman removed certain
memos from Young’s files on the Pentagon Papers
because they were "too sensitive - and showed
too much forethought." Included among those
removed was the memo dated August ii, 1971,
where Ehrlichman gave his approval of the
"covert operation." We obtained the memo only
because Young had made a copy of it before he
took his files to Ehrlichman’s office. Ehrlichman

Ii

was unaware of the existence of this copy
when he testified before the Grand Jury in May
that he had no knowledge of the psychological
profile prior to the break-in. The memo refers
to the profile and indicates that a copy of
the profile had been attached to the memo.

22.

On April 4 and 5, Ehrlichman phoned and met
with Judge Byrne and told him the President
was considering appointing Judge Byrne Director
of the FBI. These discussions with Byrne occurred
after McCord’s letter of Mmrch 13 and at a time
when there was reason for Ehrlichman"-.to be
concerned that Dean might reveal the fact of
the break-in to the prosecutors (in fact, Dean’s
attorneys met with the prosecutors on April 2).
In addition, in the March 27 meeting with Young,
when Ehrlichman mentioned his concern about
certain memoranda because he felt they were
"too sensitive and showed too much forethought,"
Ehrlichman also stated that the file (without
the memos) could be given to "the Judge" and
would show what had been done was justified.

23.

In his testimony about his discussions with
Judge Byrne, Ehrlichman is contradicted in
certain significant matters by Kleindienst.
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Ehrlichman has stated that he told Kleindienst
that he was going to discuss the possibility
of Byrne being nominated Director of the FBI
with Judge Byrne. Kleindienst denies this.
Kleindienst stated that it would be improper
to discuss this matter with Byrne while the
Ellsberg trial was in progress. Ehrlichman
denies this. Ehrlichman indicates that his
discussion with Kleindienst occurred on the
telephone sometime after Kleindienst had been
in San Clemente on March 31. Kleindienst has
testified that the discussion occurred in the
presence of Ehrlichman and Haldeman in San
Clemente on March the 31st.

24.

Ehrli~hman is also contradicted by Judge Byrne
regarding these discussions. Ehrlichman
testified that he did not recall retaking a
telephone call to Judge Byrne prior to
April 5, the day on which Judge Byrne came down
to San Clemente. Judge Byrne has testified that
his first telephone call from Ehrlichman was
on April 4. Judge Byrne has testified that
at his first meeting with Ehrlichman, Ehrlichman
inquired how much longer the Ellsberg trial
would last and Judge Byrne said from 4 to 6
weeks. Judge Byrne testified that Ehrlichman
replied that this would pose no problem in
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nominating Byrne to be Director since Gray
had indicated that he would stay on in an
acting capacity. Judge Byrne has further
testified that this portion of the discussion
was repeated on April 5 when the President joined
the conversation. Ehrlichman has denied any
such discussion with Byrne or in the presence
of the President on April 5. Ehrlichman
has testified that this aspect of the disscussion took place in Santa Monica on April 7
and that when Byrne told him the trial would
last from 4 to 6 weeks, Ehrl~chman says he
told Byrne that the President would have to
keep his options open that the President
might indeed appoint someone else in the meantime.

25.

On May II, 1973, Judge Byrne dismissed the
Government’s case against Ellsberg. In his
decision the Judge stated:
"These recent events compound the record
already pervaded by incidents threatening
~ the d~fendant’s right to a speedy and fair
trial."

"The totality of the circumstances of this
case which I have only briefly sketched
offend ’a sense of justice.’ The bizarre
events have incurably infected the prosecution of this case."
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"...the only remedy available that would
assure due process and the fair administration
of justice is that this trial be terminated."
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Facts Directly Involving Colson
I. On or about July i, 1971, Colson wrote a
memo to Haldeman which has been des=ribed
(by Hallett) as setting forth ways in which
the Nixon Administration could use the Ellsberg
situation to its advantage. The memo proposed
character assassination of Ellsberg in order
to assure a conviction.
2.

On or about July I Colson sounded out Hunt
about Ellsberg in a telephone conversation
which Colson taped. In that conversation
Colson said:
it may be that there can be stiffer charges
as the investigation develops."

"One question that occurs to me. This thing could
go one of two ways. Ellsberg could be turned into
a martyr of the new left, he probably will be anyhow,
or it could be another Alger Hiss case, where the guy
is exposed, other people were operating with him, and
this may be the way to really carry it out; we might
be able to put this bastard into a hell Of a .,situation
and discredi~ the new ~e~t."
-

"Let me ask ybu this, Howard, this question.
Do you think with the right resources employed
that this thing could be turned into a,~
_p_ublic case against Ellsberg and his co-conspirators?
H:

Yes, I do, but you have established a qualification
here that I don’t know whether it can be met."

C:

What’s that?
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H:

Well, with the proper resources.

C:

Well, I think the resources are there.

H:

Well I would say so aboslutely.

C:

Then your answer should be we should go down
the line to nail the £uv cold."

"In that at this point, the profit to us is in
nailing any son of a bitch who would steal a
secret document of the Government and publish
if or would conspire to s~eal it."

"It also has to be this ~,get won’t b~ tried
i~n the cQurt,,it will he tr~ ~ the newspapers.
SO i£--is going to take some resourceful
engineering to .......
H:

C:

Well, I would think that Jack Kilpatrick
would be very amenable to an approach of
this nature. You probably know him,
don’t you?
Oh, sure, I know all thos guys well."

"I want to see the ~uv hune if it can be done
to the advantage of the Administration."
Colson sent a copy of the transcript of the
foregoing conversation to Haldeman in a memo
dated July 2, 1971.
J

On or about July 6, Colson and Ehrlichman met
with Buchanan and asked him to oversee and
coordinate the investigation against Ellsberg
and to be responsible for leaks to the press
of information unfavorable to Ellsberg.
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5.

In a memo dated July 6, 1971, Colson wrote
to Ehrlichman
"I have had a long talk with Howard Hunt
who is dying to get with it and will drop
everything if we ask him to."

6.

Ehrlichman met with Hunt and Colson on July~7.

7.

Both Ehrlichman and Colson have testified that
they were aware of Hunt’s views regarding
Ellsberg and of Hunt’s CIA background at the
time Hunt was hired.

~8. On July 9, Hallett wrote a memo to Colson
(at Haldeman’s request) in response to Colson’s
memo to Haldeman. Hallett’s memo questions
the ethics of Colson’s suggestions to do
things that might affect the trial.
9.

In a memorandum dated July 28, 1971, Hunt
wrote Colson
"I am proposing a skeletal operations plan
aimed at building a file on Ellsberg that
will contain all available overt, covert
and derogatory information. This basic
tool is essential in determining how to
destroy his public image and credibility."
Items that were referred to in this memorandum
inc lude d
included:
"Request CIA to perform a covert psychological assessment/evaluation on Ellsberg."

"Obtain Ellsberg’ s files from his psychiatric
analyst.
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I0.

There is testimony from Hunt that Colson had
stated on various occassions to him and others
that he wanted to paint Ellsberg black.

Ii.

There is testimony from Hunt, Young, Colson and
Ehrlichman that the Administration was afraid
that Ellsberg would use his trial as a platform for his views on the war, which were
contrary to those of the Administration, and
that as a result of the trial Ellsberg would
become a martyr. There is testimony from Hunt,
Young, Colson and Ehrlichman that if Ellsberg
could be tied to the radical left and to the
Democrats it would help re-elect Nixon in ’72.

12.

Under date of August 24, 1971, Ehrlichman
sent a memorandum to Colson by which Ehrliehman
transmitted an attached memorandum by Howard
Hunt regarding Leonard Boudin, one of Ellsberg’s
trial attorneys. The August 24 memorandum
s tares :
"The attached memorandum by Howard Hunt
should be useful in connection with the
recent request that we get something out
on Ellsberg.
Ehrlichman could not recall what the "recent
request" was or who had made it. A note on the
memorandum in Colson’s handwriting indicated that
Colson delivered Hunt’ s memorandum on Boudin
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to Ter Horst ( a reporter for the Detroit
News) on August 26. Page 8 of the memorandum
contains a paragraph which is typical of the
entire memorandum and which both Colson and
Ehrlichman have admitted was derogatory and
could only hurt Ellsberg. It states:
"Daniel Ellsberg stated, and continues
to maintain, that Americans have a right
to know. If this is truly his profound
belief, then Ellsberg should let America
know why he retained an Attorney who is
both famous and nototious for his careerlong defense of the Communist Party, Castro
Cuba, assorted spies, perjurers, fellow
travelers, conspirators, agitators, and
violent revolutionaries. To the dismay
of his admirers Ellsberg, by retaining
Boudin to defend him, tarnishes the
idealist image he tried to project, and
becomes just one more client of a man and
a law firm whose dedication over the years
to the interests of our foreign and domestic
enemies has remained unwavering and absolute."
In a memorandum dated August 26, 1971, from Krogh
and Young to Ehrlichman there is a discussion
of a meeting on July 20 attended by Congressmen
He,eft and Arends and Mardian, Macomber and
Buzhardt where the possibility of a Congressional investigation. The memo continues :
"The plan then was to slowly develop a
very negative picture around the whole
Pentagon Study Affair (preparation to
publication) and then to identify
Ellsberg’s associates and supporters
on the new left with this negative image."
Page ~our o£ this memo states:
"(9) How quickly do we want to bring about
a change in Ellsberg’s image?~,,
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The asterisk is expanded on page 5 as follows:
"In connection with issue (9), it is
important to point out that with the recent
article on Ellsberg’s lawyer, Boudin, we
have already sta=ted on a negative press
image for Ellsberg. If the present Hunt/
Liddy Project #I is successful, it will be
absolutely essential to have an overall
game plan developed £6r its use in conjunction
with the Congressional investigation. In this
connection, I believe that the point of
Buchanan’s memorandum on attacking Ellsberg
through the press should be borne in mind;
namely, that the situation being attacked is
too big to be undermined by planted leaks
among the friendly press.
If there is to be any damaging of Ellsberg’s
image and those associated with him, it will
therefore be necessary to fold in the press
planting with the Congressional investigation.
I mentioned these points to Colson earlier
this week, and his reply was that we should
just leave it to him and he would take care of
getting the information out. I believe, however,
that in order to orchestrate this whole operation
we have to be aware of precisely what Colson
wants to do.
Recommendation: That you sign the memorandum
to Colson as~i’ng him draw up a game plan (Tab A)."

14.

The proposed memo to Colson attached to the August
26 memorandum was in fact sent to Colson by
Ehrlichman under date of August 27. It read:
"On the assumption that the proposed
undertaking by Hunt and Liddy would be
carried out, and would be successful,
I would appreciate receiving from you
by next Wednesday a game plan as to how
and when you believe the materials should
be used."
Colson and Ehrlichman have denied knowing
what this memo refers to.
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15.

Young has testified that he recognized that
any derogatory or damaging information about
Ellsberg which became public through Congressional hearings or leaks to the press by Colson
could have had an effect on potential jurors and
would have been available to the Government
against Ellsberg when he took the stand in
his trial.

16.

Hunt and Liddy were not involved in any other
investigative activity relating to so-called
national security leaks other than the breakin at Dr. Fielding’s office.
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Vl.

Facts D.irectly Involving Krogh
I.

In a memorandum dated July 28, 1971, Hunt
wrote Colson
"I am proposing a skeletal operations plan
aimed at building a file on Ellsberg that
will contain all available overt, covert,
and derogatory information. This basic
tool is essential in determining how to
destroy his public i~ge and credibility."

Items that were referred to in this memorandum
in
included:
"Request CIA to perform a covert psychological
assessment/evaluation on Ellsberg."

"Obtain Ellsberg’s files from his psychiatric
analyst."
In a memo dated August 3, from Krogh and Young
to Colson it is stated that:
"We will look into the other suggestions
which Hunt made."
There is testimony from Hunt that Colson had
stated on various occasions to him and others
that he wanted to paint Ellsberg black.
There is testimony from Hunt, Young, Colson,
and Ehrlichman that the Administration was
afraid that Ellsberg would use his trial as a
platform for his views on the war, which were
were contrary to those of the Administration,
and that as a result of the trial Ellsberg
would become a martyr.
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5.

There is testimony from Hunt, Young, Colson,
and Ehrlichman that if Ellsberg could be tied
to the radical left and to the Democrats
it would help re-elect Nixon in ’72.

6.

Young has testified that he was aware that
Daniel Ellsberg’s psychiatrist had refused to
be interviewed by the FBI regarding Daniel
Ellsberg~and that he (Young) was aware of this
~hortly after the refusal (which occurred on
July 26th). Young has also testified that
this fact was referred to in a discussion by
himself and Krogh with Ehrlichman sometime
prior to the August llth memo they sent to
Ehrlichman regarding the covert operation and
that he (Young) and Krogh indicated to Ehrlichman
that the covert operation was therefore
the only other way they could get information
in Ellsberg’s psychiatric file.

7.

On or About August 3, Krogh, in response to a
request from the President, received from the
FBI a lenghty background memo on Ellsberg.

8.

On or about August 5, 1971, Krogh, received a
thick loose leaf notebook from Mardian containing
a summary of information on the Pentagon Papers
investigation, which information had been requested
by Krogh.
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After August i0, 1971, Ehrlichman and Krogh
in response to their requests, received from
the FBI daily reports on the Ellsberg case.

I0.

Under date of August 24, 1971, Ehrlichman sent
a memorandum to Colson by which Ehrlichman
t=ansmitted an attached memorandum by Howard
Hunt regarding Leonard Boudin, one of Ellsberg’s
trial attorneys. Ehrl£chman testified that
this memo had been prepared by Krogh. The
August 24 memorandum states
"The attached memorandum by Howard Hunt
should be useful in connection with the
recent request that we get something out
on Ellsberg."
Ehrlichman could not recall what the "recent
request" was or who made it. A note on the
memorandum in Colson’s handwriting indicated
that Colson delivered Hunt’s m~morandum on
Boudin to Ter Horst ( a reporter for the Detroit
News) on August 26. Page 8 of the memorandum
contains a paragraph which is typical of the
entire memorandum and which both Colson and
Ehrlichman have admitted was derogatory and
could only hurt Ellsberg. It states:
"Daniel Ellsberg stated, and continues
to maintain, that Americans have a right
to know. If this is truly his profound
belief, then Ellsberg should let America
know why he retained an Attorney who is
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both famous and notorious for his careerlong defense of the Communist Party, Castro
Cuba, assorted spies, perjurers, fellow
travelers, conspirators, agitators, and
violent revolutionaries. To the dismay
of his admirers Ellsberg, by retaining
Boudin to defend him, tarnishes the
idealist image he tried to project, and
becomes just one more client of a man and
a law firm whose dedication over the years
to the interests of our foreign and domestic
enemies has remained unwavering and absolute."
ii. In a memorandum dated August 26, 1971, from
Krogh and Young to Ehrlichman there is a discussion of a meeting on July 20 attended by
Congressmen Hebert and Arends and Mardian,
Macomber, Buzhardt where the possibility of
a Congressional investigation. The memo

continues:
"The plan then was to slowly develop a
very negative picture around the whole
Pentagon Study Affair (preparation to
publication) and then to identify
Ellsberg’s associates and supporters
on the new left with this negative image."
Page four of this memo states:
"(9) How ~uickly do we want to bring about
a change~ I~ E i is5 erg"~ s ~ image ? *"
The asterisk is expanded on page 5 as follows:
"In connection with issue (9), it is
important to point out that with the recent
article on Ellsberg’s lawyer, Boudin, we
have already started on a negative press
image for÷Ellsberg. If the present Hunt/
Liddy Project #I is successful, it will be
absolutely essential to have an overall
game plan developed for its use in conjunction
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with the Congressional investigation. In this
connection, I believe that the point of
Buchanan’s memorandum on attacking Ellsberg
through the press should be borne in mind;
namely, that the situation being attacked is
too big to be undermined by planting leaks
among the friendly press.
If there is to be any damaging of Ellsberg’s
image and those associated with him, it will

.~__h_.~reforel be n_~_S._S_._a_r_x_t_9~ fo_!_d in the press
plan_ring with the.. Congressional investigation.
I mentioned these points to Colson earlier
this week, and his reply was that we should
just leave it to him and he would take care of
getting the information out. I believe, however,
that in order to orchestrate this whole operation
we have to be aware of precisely what Colson
wants to do.
Recommendation: That you sign the memorandum
to Colson asking him draw up a game plan (Tab A)."
The proposed memo to Colson attached to the August
26 memorandum was in fact sent to Colson by
Ehrlichman under date of August 27. It read:
"On the assumption that the proposed
undertaking by Hunt and Liddy would be
carried out, and would be successful,
I would appreciate receiving from you
by next Wednesday a game plan as to how
and when you believe the materials should
be used."
Young has testified that he recognized that
any derogatory or damaging ~.nformation about
Ellsberg which became public through Congressional hearings or leaks to the press by
Colson could have had an effect on potential
jurors and would have been available to the
Government against Ellsberg when he took the
stand in his trial.
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14.

Hunt and Liddy were not involved in any other
investigative activity relating to s,o-called
national security leaks other than the breakin at Dr. Fielding’s office.

15.

On or about August 29, 1972, Dean is alleged
to have told Krogh to lie to the U.S. Attorney
in answer to any questions relating to Hunt
and Liddy and the Fielding break-in. Krogh
did so. The purpose and effect of this was
to cover-up the existance of the break-in
so as to portect against the adverse consequences to the Government (and thus favorable
to Ellsberg) that a revelation of the breakin would cause.

16.

Under date of May 4, 1973, Krogh filed an
affidavit with Judge Byrne in which he referred
to a report by the FBI as to the delivery of
the Papers to the Russian Embassy prior to
publication in the Times. The affidavit is
worded so as to suggest that Ehrlichman did
not have advance knowledge of the plan to
break into Fielding’s office.
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WATERGATE SPECIA L PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

FROM

: Messrs. Cox, Ruth., Merrill,
Breyer, Bakes, Rient and
Kreindler
: Philip A. Lacovara.~,~~///~

DATE: Sept. 26, 1973

su~Ecr: Possible Obstruction of Justice Prosecution
in Fieldin@ Break-in
Attached are two memoranda prepared by Richard
Weinberg. The first analyzes the legal theory for
bringing an obstruction of justice prosecution against
the conspirators in the Fielding break-in because of
the effect of the intended public dissemination of the
information to be seized while Dr. Ellsberg was under
federal indictment. The second discusses the possible
relevance of the "national security" defense in connection with such a charge.
I concur with the conclusion in the principal
memorandum that there is a reasonable legal basis for
a prosecution, a~though neither the facts nor the law
can be said to be clear or overwhelming. As I
analyze it, we can prove that the conspirators planned
to break into the psychiatrist’s office to steal confidential information that they hoped would be derogatory and then to circulate this derogatory information to the public in order to smear Ellsberg. Both
of those objectives are illegal or at least
improper. The former constitutes an illegal entry
possibly in violation of the Fourth Amendment and the
Civil Rights Act. The latter is not protected by the
First Amendment in my view, since numerous Supreme
Court cases dealing with the right to a fair trial
have held that the dissemination of adverse information about a defendant is not absolutely privileged.
When the intended dissemination is to be conducted by
high executive officials who are aware of, and indeed
involved in, the prosecution of that defendant, such

- 2 a dissemination is at least.unethical. Thus, even
though we may not be able to prove, that it was a precise objective of the conspiracy to influence jurors
in the prospective trial, there is certainly room to
argue that this was the "natural and probable" consequence of the wrongful acts the conspirators did
specifically and clearly intend to achieve.
One caveat here is that we will be arguing in
many prosecutions that extensive pre-trial publicity
does not necessarily impede the ability of a jury to
give a defendant a fair trial. There is no necessary
inconsistency here, although our positions in the two
contexts would have to be stated quite carefully.
The obstruction of justice statutes apply to "endeavoring" to affect the administration of justice and the
caselaw summarized in the attached memoranda shows
that it is not necessary that the improper conduct
would actually have achieved its objective. Our
position would be that the deliberate conduct of a
smear campaign, with full awareness on the defendant’s
upcoming trial and with an intent to affect the publio’s attitude toward the defendant, sufficiently constitutes an "endeavor" to obstruct justice.

I also agrea with the conclusion reached in the
second memorandum, namely that a belief that the smear
campaign was somehow desirable in the interests of
"national, security" would not make out either an
affirmative defense or a negation of the specific intent to affect justice "corruptly".

Attachments,

I.~TER~ATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF jUSTICE

Memorandum
¯o

: Philip Lacovara

FROM

: Richard Weinberg ~~

SUBJECT:

rATE:

September 24, 197B

Obstruction of Justice -- Fielding Break-in
This memorandt~uwill discuss the various elements of a
prosecution purs~ant to 18 U.S.C.. ~ 1503. Most in~ortantly
the memorandum will discuss the mental elements of the crime
particularly the ambiguous term "specific intent." The key
statutory phrases are "corruptly," "endeavor," and "influence,
obstruct, or impede, the due administration of justice."
As the discussion below ir~Icates it is difficult to predict
how a court will r~act to a prosecutorial effort to convert
a conspiracy to break and enter for the purpose of
obtaining a psychiatric file on a defendant in a criminal
case, into a conspiracy to obstruct Justice by high
government officials.

I
To sustain a successful prosecution under 18 U.S.Co
~ 150B the Gover~mentn~st prove that the defendant

WATERGATE SPECIA L PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

: Philip Lacovara

DATE: September 26, 1973

: mchar Weinberg
SUBJECT: National Security As A Mistake of Law

This is an addendum to n~ preceedlng memorandum on
obstruction of Justice. The problem is the possible validity
of a national security defense to a charge of obstruction of
Justice. The validity of the defense itself will not be
discussed, but rather whether a good faith belief in its
v__a!i..dlty at the time the. o~-Irn’ln~’l offenae w~ committed
’can_.. be asserted, to avold, llabilit,~ under ~ 1503.
If the defense is that the conspirators engaged in
activity to obstruct Ellsberg’s trial, but since they
were acting to protect the national security they had a "good"
motive, the problem would be rather simple since proof of
good motive is not a defense to a crime. Bob Palmer’s
memorandum of September 19, 197-3 adequately deals with this
~spect of the defense, and one example of its relation to

-2-

a ~ 1503 prosecution should suffice. In Kong v. United State.s.,
216 F.2d 665 (gth Cir. 1954) the appellant’s conviction was
based on his uring a Juror not to convict another defendant
in a pending proceeding. The court held that the appellant’s
"purpose" in seeking to influence was immaterial:
Kong contends the court erred in not giving
an instruction that his "purpose" in seeking
to influence the Juror must be shown to be
corrupt before he could be found guilty.
We agree with the appeilee that if one
conmits such a felonious act, it is
immaterial that he has the highest motive,
such as in a case ~ere he personally
knows an indicated person has a complete
alibi, because the accused was with him
at a distant place when the crime
occurred. The government, as well as
the accused, is entitled to due process
of law.
The more serious fonn~lation of the national security
defense in a ~ 1503 prosecution is inextricably tied to the
problems of intent discussed in n~ precceding memorandum.
In this context the defendants will assert that they lacked
the mental state required to render their actions criminal
-pursuant to ~ 1503. The defer~.nts will contend that they
lacked the specific intent to impede the due administration
of Justice in that they did not act "corruptly" with an

-3evil or wicked purpose.
Even in this context a successful assertion of the national
security defense seems unlikely. _l/ As my preceedlrg
memorandum states the courts have held that any endeavor to
"influence, obstruct, or impede, the due adminstration of
Justice" is aoneka "corrupt" mental state, and a conviction
will lie if the actor intended so to "influence, obstruct,
or impede ."
The national security defense posingthe most serious
problem is ?~hat commentators and Judges refer to as a "mistake
of law,." The formul,a.tlon ,,of that defense is that the defendants
had a good faith belief that their activities were necessary to
protect the national security, and that since their actions
were necessary to protect the national defense this was a valid
legal defense to a § 1503 prosecution even though their legal
position subsquently proved erroneous. The mistake of law
theory has been defined in these terms:
Mistake of law: If an actor honestly
and reasooably although mistakenly,
believed the law to be other than it
was, and if his conduct would not
have been criminal had the law been
as he believed it to be, then his
mistake is a defense if he is cDmrged
with a crime of which a ’specific
intent’ is an element and if his
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mistake was incompatible with that intent,
but not otherwise, ~z[chael and Wechsler,
Crlmi~] Law and its Administration 756
(1940 ed. ).
However, a more recent articulation of the defense appears,
in the proposed ~ 609 of the National Commission on Reform of
Federal Criminal Laws:
§ 609. Mistake of Law.
Except as otherwise expressly
provided, a person’s good faith belief
that conduct does not constitute a
crime is an affirmative defense if
he acted in reasonable reliance upon
a statement of the law contained in:
(a) a statute or other
enactment;
(b) a Judicial decision, opi..nion,
order or Judgment;
(c)" an administrative order or
grant of permission; or
(d) an official interpretation
of the public servant or body charged
by law with responsibility for the
interpretation, administration or
enforcement of the law defining the
crime o
The 1 Working Papers of the National Commission on Refonm of
Federal Crimloal Laws 136-141. originally suggested that the
mistake of law defense be formulated in terms of a person
(a) who ~ad "taken affirmative steps to assure himself that
conduct in which he proposes to e~gage will not violate the

-5law and (b) who, as a result of having taken such steps and
in reliance on whatever information he my already have had,
believes reasonably and firmly that the conduct will not violate
the law." Id at 139.
As the ccmnentary to the proposed mistake of law defense
suggests the defense is not favored, and both formulations are
rather narrowly drawn. The "Plumbers" would find no relief
from criminal liability under the former statement of proposed
~ 609. This expression of the mistake of law defense wo~ld
even preclude the lay conspirators from contending that they
relied on the assurances of legality from two attorneys
Colson and Ehrllchmsn. One reason the original mistake of
law proposal was rejected was "the attendant difficulty of
proving complicity of the lawyer is ellmlnated." Workln~
Papers supra at 138, n.
The second and original formulation of the defense also
presents potentially insuperable difficulties for the defendants.
Can Colson and Ehrlichman prove by a perponderence of the
evidence that they took affirmative steps to ensure that
obstruction" of justice Onder specific circumstances did not
violate the law, and that they firmly believed their conduct
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did not violate the law? Such a defense has a greater
force as to non-lawyers, but the defendants charged in
the proposed indictment With violating ~ 150B are all
attorneys.
But even accepting a broad reading of mistake~of~
law-defense, the ~atio~al security defense is at its
best, an ~nt that the conspirators’ good faith
reliance on what event.ually proved to be an erroneous
legal position negatived the necessary "corrupt" intent
required by this specific intent statute.
MY tentative view ~s that while the national security
defense is plaugible as a defense to the break-in and the
examination of the psychiatric files, there can be no
reasonable belief that the

re uired

an obstruction of the right to a fair trial. For exan~le,
the national security could conceivably require an effort
to obtain information on Ellsberg to determine if he gave
sensitive documents to foreign goverzm~nts or if his
psychiatr.ic records revealed a personality profile of an
individual not to

trusted With goverr~nent documents.

These purposes ~~Justify the break-in and the
subs.equent search of the files. But they certainly

can’t justify an effort to obstruct a fair trial.
Under the rubric of a good faith mistake on the validity
of a national security defense, are there any Justifications
for influencing the outcome of a trial? One possibility is
a scenario whereby defendants~ argue that it ~as in~erative
to destroy Ellsberg’s credibility to ensure that he not
became a martyr and serve as encouragement to others desiring
to steal secret documents. Since a prime purpose of the
criminal Justice system is to deter others from en~ag~
in conduct proscribed by statute, permitting a mistake of
law defense on the grounds t~at the actions were necessary to
deter others would negate and corrode the criminal justice
system itself. One arm of the government cannot indict the
accused and then permit another group of government officials
to engage in activity destructive of the right to a fair
trial.
Another possible scenario Justifying the defense is as
follows: The national securit~ required the goverrrnent to
publicly discredit Ellsberg on the contingency that he might
reveal additional information. By destroying his credibility

then the public will not believe him if he claims to have
sensitive material or if he reveals the contents of that
~aterlal. Thus, we intended to destroy his credibility,
but not to deprive Ellsberg of a fair trial. This unintended
result was an unfortunate consequence of lawful activity.
I am dubiousthat a defendant can success~lly invoke
a defense which is premised on the view that the goverrment
can indict, t~j, convict, and incarcerate a citizen while
high officials of the government participate in intentional
conduct resulting in an obstruction of that citizen’s right
to a fair trial. An analogy exists to Roviaro v. United States,
B5B U.S. 5B (195T) ~nd its progeny. If the goverrment
believes the identity of an informer n~st remain secret and
the testimony of the informer is in~ortant to a defendant’s
case, the government cannot continue the prosecution without
disclosing the informer’s identity. Thus, the government
cannot try an accused while at the same time taking affirmative
steps deprivirg the defendant of due process of law.
¯ Thus, without having researched the scope and substance
of the natiorml security defense itself, I doubt its
successful assertion under the mistake of law frsmework~ to
a ~ 150B,prosecution.

~ ~

Footnote

_l/ This of course does not mean that the defendant’s assertion
that they lacked the specific intent to violate § 1503 is
insubstantial, Rather as indicated in the preceeding
memorandum there are se.rlous obstacles t~ § 1~03
p~o~e~ut~on b-~-~U~ "t~-$-Gove~rr~nent ~,~ unable to meet t~e
b~urden of provin$ that the conspirators acted with the
._s~eclfic intent to obstruct th~-~due administration of justice.
This is an entirely different isi~e than whether~-t~
national security defense negates the necessary mental
element to convict under ~ 1503o

V,!
WATERGATE SPECIA L PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
Kaye : rmr
TO
: Philip Lacovara

FROM :

DATE:

David Kaye

SUBJECT: The Fielding Break-In as a Section 241 Cpnspiracy
"Our people may tolerate many mistakes of both intent
and performance, but, ~.Kth unerring instinct, they know
that when any person is intentionally deprived of his
constitutional rights t.hose responsible have committed
no ordinary offense. A crime of this nature, if subtly
encouraged by failure to conden~ and punish, certainly
leads down the road to totalitarianism." J. Edgar
Hoover, F.B.I. Law Enforc~du~_ut ~l!etin, Sept. 1952,
P..,!- I_/
This memorandum focuses on a few of the obstacles to
charging that the agreement to acquire the contents of Dr.
Fielding’s files on Ellsberg by "covm~.~" meara constitutes a
violation of 18 U.S.C. Section 241, Generally speaking, for this
agreement to be a Section 241 offer.de the alleged conspirators
must have had the specific intent to i~jure Fielding iu the
exercise of his Fourth Amer~ent r~_~t to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures. If the evidence were to show
that the alleged conspirators expressly agreed to obtain the
files by a warrantless and unco~_~ent_~ entw into Fielding’s
office, knowing that such ~_n entry ~,~s ~robibited by the
Constitution, these requirements ~’~ld plainly be met and an
ideal Section 241 case made out.
For the purposes of tb_~s r.erorari~"~, however, it will be
assJg.ed that: (!) at least some of the alleged conspirators
(~lich~an and Coison) did not agree that the Ellsberg files
should be procured by a surreptitious entry; and (2) all the
potential defendants who did co~p~e to break and enter had

l/ As quoted in Irvine v. California, 347 U.S. 128, 149 (1954)
]~Fr~_<~urter, J., dissenti~).

-2a booa fide belief^t~t they were acting in furtherance of
national security anti,that therefore they did not conspire
to commit an unreasonable search and seizure. This first
assmmption leads to the conclusion that those potential
defendants who were unaware 6hat an illegal entry ~s
contemplated should not be indicted for conspiracy;
however, a defensible t _heo_~y for imposing individual,
substantive liability on these persons can be constructed.
The second assumption does not pose as formidable an
obstacle to prosecution under Section 241. If a citizen’s
constitutional protection from ~.~a~rantless "national
security" break-ins ~s definitely es~a$1ished in the law
at the time of the alleged conspiracy, then the subjective
good faith of the conspirators should be irrelevant.
I. .~The Specific Intent Re~ulrement of Section 241
The path to these conclusions, although relatively
direct, begins in the t~icket of dicta concerning criminal
intent in the civil rights statutes. The Supreme Court
~as never explained the nature of the intent element of
a Section 241 conspiracy in cleer or comprehensive terms.
In United States v. Guest, 383 U.S. 745 (1965), the Court
held that the protection afforded by Section 241 embraces
all Fourteenth Amendment rlg~g~hts. 3/ To s~ount the
objection that the fluid and fluctuating quality of these
rights rendered this read~.~g of t~_ne statute unconstitutionally vague, the. Court, citir~ Scre’,~ v. U~_~ted States, 325
U.S. 91 (1945), and United States v. ~.#illiams, 341 U.S. 70,

_2/ The entire Court, ~ith t.he exception of Justice Harlan,
who dissented on other grotu~s, concurred in this portion
of Justice Ste~rt’s opinion for the Court.
3/ The indictment in Guest alleged, inter alia, that defendants
conspired to iojure, oppress, t~.~reaten, and intimidate Negro
citizens of the U~_ited States Ln the free exercise and
e~Joyment of the right to the e~aal utilization of public
facilities as well as the rig~nt to travel freely to and from
the state of Georgia.
~

-393-95 (1951) (dissenting opinion), reasoned that "[s]ince
the gravaman of the off erle is conspiracy, the requirement
that the offender mnst act with a specific intent to
interfere with the federa! rights in question is satisfied."
383 U.S. at 753-54.
The specific inter~ requirement spoken of in Guest
first mentioned by the Court in Screws v. United States_, su__u~,
a police brutality case ~n w~hich a sheriff and others acting
~th him beat to death a citizen in the course of arresting
~im. A plurality of the Court 4/ introduced the requirement of specific intent to the predecessor of Section 242 as
a device for making that section precise enough to avoid the
vice of vagueness. Observ-lng that the word "willfully"
(found in Section 242 but not in Section 241) 5--/ generally
means an act done ~th a "bad purpose" or ’~vil motive," the
plurality opinion construed Section 242 as connotir~ "a
purpose to deprive a person of a specific constitutional
r!ght~." I_~d. at 101.

4/ Justice Douglas’ pltu~alityoe~on~-’.~ v~s
concurred in by three
~ther Justices. Justice ~atl~e, ~a~_utaining that the specific
intent requirement was ~n tu~ecessa~y ~mnovation, conctu~red oraly
in the result. Justice ~pl~ also teok the position that a
showing of .specific interf~ ~s notr~ed, and dissented from
the majority’s order ra~g the case for a new trial with
instructions to be given on specific ~ntent. The remaining
three Justices dissented on tb~ grotu~ that" the statute v~s
,_a~=~, ~u United States v. Williams,
hopelessly vague. Six years -~^~
341 U.S. 70 (1951), Justice Do,~glas’ plurality view was
accepted by an ove~eL.~i~g - :~
"~ ~ of the Court.
~e~rm~
5/ 18 U.S.C. Section 241 m~2~es it an offense for two or more
p--ersons to "conspire to i~jure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate
~_ny citizen in the free ~~=~: ~_~ or enjoyment of any right or
privilege secured to ~ by the Constitution or laws of the
Ur~ted States .... " 18 U.S.C. Section 242, on the other
~_nd, penalizes an person w~ho ’hnder color of any law, statute,
ordir~nce, regulation, or custom, willfully subjects any
ir~bitant of any State, Territory, or District to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immnnities secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States .....
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The specific intent requirement of Screws is thus a
composite of two distinct elements. First, the purpose
~must be specific: the defendant must intend to deprive
his victim of a federal r~_ght. This element of. purpose
is what is traditionally meant by specific intent. See
W. LaFave & A. Scott~ J~., Criminal Law Section 28, ~
202 (1972). Second, the right must be clearly established
in the law at the time the defendant acts: it must be
"a r’~sght which has been n~de specific either by the
express terms of the Constitution or laws of the United
States or by decisions interpreting thegn." 341 U.S. at
104. 6/ It is this second element that is the novel
feature of the specific ~utent defined in Screws. Such
intent exists~ in short, v~n the defendant acts in
intentional "defiance of announced rules of law." Ibid.
Yet, the first component of the specific intent
described in Screws -- +vha~
~ the defendant act with the
particular purpose of deprivL~ another of federal, rights
~ i~ superfluous in terms of the va~aeness rationale. 7--/
As stated in Screws., the function of the eonstitutional
requirement that a crimir.~l sta~ate be definite is to
give fair warning of what conduct is forbidden. Id. at
103-04. As long as the constitutio~_l ari statutB--ry
rights protected by the civil ri~ts statutes are welldefined, violators of these rights can bemdly claim they
lacked adequate notice t~t mi~n.t be V~_ished. As long
as their acts were voltuntary, the~~ p~poses.--(and, a
fortiori, their motives) are ~aterial. Cf. Note, State
Police, Unconst~tutio~!Iv O,’~~ -~-..~.e ~ Section

6/ Justice Douglas also spoke of "a federal right made definite
b--y decision or other ~ale of law," "a defined constitutional or
other feder~l r’~ght," and ’:a constitutional requirement which has
been made specific sr~ definite." Screws v. United States, 3~1

u.s. lO3-O5 (19 5).

7-/ It could be argued, however, that the traditional purposeful
element of specific intent is required as a means of implementing
the Congressional intent implied by the use of the word "willfully."
But "willfull" has a "variable and uncertain meaning," National
Co.~n’n on Reform of Federal Crimiual Laws, Final Report 29 (1971),
"(Con ’ t )

-5242 of the Civil R~ts Statute, 7 Start. L.Rev.. 76, 85
(1’954). Moreover, were the requirements to be interpreted
literally, the statute, for all practical purposes, would
be rendered meaningless. An official may desire to search
a home, punish a prisoner, or keep demonstrators off the
streets, but what official v~nts to violate the constitution for its own sake?
This dissonance between the logical premises of the
Screws opinion and its stated conclusion can be reduced
without dispensing ~lth the first element of the specific
intent requirement. One might interpret Screws as
permitting the offensive purpose to be readily inferred,
if not conclusively presumed, from the definiteness of
the right at stake. The underlyi~ theory would be that
on who voluntarily behaves in a manner that inevitably
deprives another of a well-defined federal right ac?s in
at least reckless disregard of the existence of the
right and tb~t this reckless disr_egard suffices to
demonstrate, the bad purpose spoken of in Screws. 8F
It has been suggested tb~t a r~z~Joer of lower courts
have read .Screws in a s~nuilar fasb_~on, 9/ and there is

(fn. 7 con’t)
depending on "the context in ~Ach it is used," United States
v. Mnrdock, 290 U.S. 389, 395 (1933). Its meanizg in Screws
was derived from the va~aeness doctrine and the assumption
that Congress added the word to ~<e the statute "less severe."
Requiring only a generally "bad ptu~p, ose’’ and a clearly defined
right would b~ve been eq ~ually cor~istent with these premises,
rec.~ess
co~uct ~y establish the requisite
8/ In general,
~ "~
~-ulpability to sh~:~ ~fi~lf qu!ness, althoug~ some statutes may
use "willful" to denote a i~.er level of culpability. Sere
National Com~.’n~, sup_~ note 7, at Section 302(I) (e).

9/ Monroe v. Pap___~e, 365 U.S. 167, 207 (1961) (Frankfurter, J.,
~issentin~). See also United States v. O’Dell, ~462 F.2d 224,
232, n.10 (6th.~ Cir. 1972) (dict~); United States v. Ragsdale,
438 F.2d 21 (9th Cir.), cert. d~nied, 403 U.S. 91~ (1-97i). "

-6language in Screws to support this view. i~0/
At the same time, it should be kept in mind that for
some federal rights to be violated, there must be a certain
proximity between an official’s subjective purposes and the
federal r’~AT4hts. Although a defendant need not formulate his
objective in constitutional terms, ll/ his purpose in .
acting must be closely connected witB--certain rights for

10/ Screws v. UniteS. States, 325 U.S. 91, 104 (1945)~ (citation
omitted) :
One who does act with such specific intent is
aware that what he does is precisely what the
statute forbids. He is under no necessity of
guessing whether the statute applies to him
¯ . . for he~ either knows or acts in reckless
disregard of.its prohibition of the deprivation of a defined constitutional or other
federal right.

104-05:
He violates the statute not merely because he
has a bad purpose but because he acts in defiance of announced rules of law. He who defies
a decision interpreti~ the Constitutional knows
precisely what he is doi~.g. If sane, he hardly
may be herald to say that he ~mew not what he
did .... ~en the~ act ~,,~llfully in the sense
in ~hich we use the "~Drd, they act in open defiance or in recP_less ~e~d of a constitutiona! regiment which ~2_s been made specific
and definite.
In fact, one citation ~_n the opinion suggests that the
purpose requirement may be satisfied by nothing more than
criminal negligence. In Or,.aeche~rria v. Idaho, 246 U.S.
343, the Court held that an I~aho statute t--~~ht other~.~se have been void for vagueness was saved a ,general. provision of Idaho law that "there must exist a ~ ~ur41on, or
joint operation, of act and intent, or crimi~ ne ¯ ence."
See 325 U.S. at 102.
~ gl~g
Se__~e als___£o note II infra.
ii/ Screws v. United States,

325 U.S. 91, 102 (1945); (ton’t)

him to deprive his victim of such a right. Consider,
for example, a sheriff who, like Scre~s., beats a prisoner
whom he thir~<s is resisting arrest tp the point of death.
If the sheriff acts because he intends to punish the
prisoner for atten~pting to escape, his intent is closely
connected to the suspect’s right to due process, and a
prin~ facie case of a deprivation of t~a right is set
forth. On the other ~m0d, if the sheriff acts solely
because he holds a grudge against the suspect and seeks
only personal vengeance, the proper nexus is missing and
only an ordinary mnrder has been conmtitted. Cf. United
States v. ~gsdale, 438 F.2d 21 (5th Cir.), cert.
403 U.S. 919 (1971).
The Court did not consider the specific intent requirement of the civil rights statutes agaLu u~til United States
v. Williams, supra, the second case cited in ~ with
regard to the intent element of Section 241. Like Screws,
Williams arose from a brutal breat~_~g of suspect, done
unde~ color of state law, this t~me to extract a confession. T~ issue that divided the Cosset, m~ the principal
subject of the oplnions,~ "~s whether Section 241, like
Section 242, protected rights secu~ed by the Fourteenth ~
Amendment. 12/ The point that is of ~terest here,

(fn. ll con’t)
The fact t~at the defe~ts may not have been
thinking in co~titutior~l terms is not material
where their aim v~s not to enforce local law but
to deprive a citizen of a ri~at and that right
was protected by the Cor~titution. When they
so act they at least act in reckless disregard
of constitutio..ual prohibitions or guarantees.
12/ Four Justices, in an op~uion written by Justice
~U-_.~ukfurt~r, concluded that in contrast to Section 2~2,
Section 241 applies only to interference with rights which
arise from the relation of the victim and the federal government, and not to interference by state officer~th rights
which the federal government merely guarant~.~from
abridgement by the states. These Justices also stated (Con’t)

-8however, is that Justice Douglas, who had written the
prevailing opinion in Screws., led the dissenting plurality
in Williams and stated that the specific intent required
by Screws in the context of Section 242 necessarily
would be demonstrated by proof of a conspiracy to interfere v~th federal rights, conspira~c~ bein~ a specific
"
intent crime. 341 U.S. at’~--~
Fi~ally, in Guest itself Justice Stewart spoke to the
specific intent requirement of Screws in the context of
Section 241. In discussing the count in the indictment
charging a conspiracy to interfere with the right of
interstate travel, the Justice first empD~sized that the
right involved had been firmly and repeatedly recognized
in the Court’s decisions. In the te~ology of Screws,
the right had been "made specific." Justice Step,art then
proceeded to examine the other element of the specific
intent defined in .Screw_____s by considering the nexus between the conspiratorial purpose and the constitutional
right. He stated:

(fn. 12 con’t)
’ "
in dictum that because it lacked t~ ~o,rd "willfully,"
Section 241 could not be said to re_cuire the specific intent
found essential to sustaining Section 2~2 in Screws. Justice
Black concurred solely on the ~ou_nd t~t!~thei.prosecutions
were barred by res judicata. Justice Douglas, writing for
the dissenting plurality of fo~ Justices, argued that
Section 241 applies with full force to Fourteenth Amendment
rig~hts. This dissenting vie-,~-~,~ adopted by a unanimous
Court in United States v. ~ice, 383 U.S. 787 (1966).
13__/ Guest and Price seem to foreclose the somewhat facile
argument made by tb~ aut_~r of Note, Nay the Intent to
Violate the Federal Civil F~ats Statute be Established
b~ ~a Presmmption? ~0 Geo. L.J. 566 (1952), that Section
241 requires ~ lesser" ~-~an~a~:d of intent tb~n Section 242
but is constitutional nonetheless.
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-9This does not mean, of course, tb~t every
crimina! conspiracy affecting an individual’ s
right of free interstate passage is within the
sanction of 18 U.S.C. § 241. A specific
intent to interfere ~th the federal right
must be proved .... Thus, for example, a
conspiracy to rob an iuterstate traveler would
not, of itself, violate § 241. But if the
predominant purpose of the conspiracy is to
impede or prevent the exercise of the right
of interstate travel . . . the conspiracy
becomes a proper object of federal law . . ~..
383 U.S. at 760. 14/ Justice Brerman, the Chief Justice,
~d Justice Douglas, concuzTed in part. Parap.hrasing the
Williams dissent and the Screws opinion, they explained
that the specific intent element of Section 241 requires
"proof that the persons charged conspired to act in defiance,
or in reckless disregard of an ar~nounced rule making the
federal right specific and definite." 383 U.S. at 786.
To sumrarize, the specific inte~nt that must be proved
in a Section 241 prosecution is of tyro parts. The federal
right must be "specific," i.e., readily discernible by a
competent attorney; and, the ptu~pose of the agreement must
be to interefere with a citizen’s exercise or enjoyment of
such a right. However, the purpose need not be defiued by
the conspirators in these terms. Ix" the purpose as actually
conceived is reasonably related to the exercise or enjoyment of a definitively establisDed feder@_l right, and if
the purpose, when fUlx"illed, ~ould ~rely infringe upon
the right, then the specific ~.~_tent recfairement should be
satisfied. What ~opens ~en the conspiracy creates only
a risk of interference v~th fedez~al ri~ohts is the subject
of the next section.

14/ The dictum concerning predomirmnt purpose should not be
given too much weight. Norm...~lly, a specific~ intent crime may
be committed even if the recuisite intent isJ>qt~one of
several coequal purposes. ~ur’ thermore, the"~B~ti6n of the
opinion in ~hich this statement ~2s made was .not supported
by a majority of the Court. Finally, even if the dictum
does demand that one purpose be singled out as dominant,
its application should be confined to the facts of Guest
-- a conspiracy in which not one of the conspirators is
a public official.
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Significance of Lack of an Intent to Agree on the
Break-In as a Means of Acquiring Information on
Ellsberg

Although there is ample evidence of a conspiracy to
acquire and di~emiuate derogatory information on. Ellsberg,
it may be difficult to prove beyond a reasormble doubt that
Ehrlicbm~n and Colson intended the information to be
obtained b~ means:of, in Htuut’s words, "a bag job."
Consequently, for the purposes of this memorandum, it will
be assumed that iu initially agreeing t~t the information .
should be obtained or in later authorlzirg the acquisition
of Fielding’s notes, Ehrlichnmn or Colson acted in reckless
disregard of the possibility the Fielding’s office would
be broken into. On the basis of this assumption, this
section will considerwhether a violation of Section 242
or Section 241 is set ’out. The crucial question is whether
a reckless disregard for the fact t~hat one’s actions may
lead to other acts culminating Lu ir~tu~y to a citizen’s
constitutional ri~ts ~applies t_~ specific intent dis-

is u~aally reckless disregard of t~ existence of constitutionally rights tb~t is referred to, and not
reckless disregard t_hat certeZ~,n factual results should be
expected to follow from ~n act. ~v~tb~eless, t~ ~l~..ck
~t~lP~n~roSh~~S~oe~o~ raisedispOsitive’the
problem of subjectively tkuexp_ ected but objectively predictable consequences yie!d~g deprivations of Civil
rights. See gener~ly, ~ote.~ State Police, Unconstitutionally Obtained E~_dence~ and Section 242, su~
at 78L79 n.16 In police brutality cases, for instance,
the injury is almost always intentional rather t~an
reckless. But there is no fundamental reason why reckless
disregard of factual risks should nbt Supply the purpose
element of the specific intent requirement. There is no_
absolute rule t__hat reckless__conduct is no~ reached by a
stat~Gte requir~ ~--~lfulness~. See note ~8 supra. No
vagueness problem ~---~e raison d’etre of the specific

- ll intent requirement in the civil rights statutes w is
present when an official who orders others to procure
information and thereby acts in conscious disregard of
the means that may be utilized is himself ~punished. 15__/
~here an official realizes (or. arm~blvo where a reasonable man would have recognized) that his’authorization
creates a serious risk that the data he demands will be
obtained by clearly unconstitutio~21 means he cannot be
heard to complain that Section 242 v~s so indefinite
that he could not have known he ~uld be punished for
his reckless conduct. Using Section 242 to reach
reckless disregard of likely factual consequences, like
its well-established use in penaliz~_ng reckless disregard
is therefore_ proper.
md Reckless Disre~zrd. ~ether the specific
241 prosecution can similarly be supplied
by proof of reckless disregard is considerably mo#e complicated
and dubious. The temptation is to e~aaSe the spec.ific intent
implicit in Section 242’s demand for"v~ll~ul!’ depriva.tions~ "
with the specific intent required to have any conspiracy
under Section 241. Indeed, the op~_~or~ in Guest an~ the dissent
in Williams do precisely this. The transplantation works well
enough when the conspiracy consists of mu agreement to
commit an act which is itself mu ob’~_ous intereference with "
a well-defined constitutional r’~t.Th_en the agreement is a
conspiracy because it i~ an ~ee~ to con~mit an illegal act,
namely a Section 242 deprivation. Beca:ase the intended act
necessarily interferes v~_th a firmly established federal right,
the conspiracy is, in Justice Br.erz~u’s phrasing, in defiance
or reckless disregard of the existence of the right and therefore subject to Section 241.
Arguably, the same result oug~ht to follo~ where the act
which the conspiracy is interAed to effectuate is not itself
a violation of a citizen’s federal right but obviously creates

15/ Conscious disregard on the part of Colson is easily
di---scerned in Colson’s repeated attempts to maintain
"deniability." "A mind intent upon willful evasion is
inconsistent with surprised innocence." Screws v. United
States., 325 U.S. 91, 104 (1945).
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- 12 a grave risk that such a violation will occur. For exarsple,
a unit of National Guardsmen assigned to restore order to a
riot stricken area agree that they will carry loaded arms
iu violation of their orders. A young, inexperience~ and
poorly trained Guard~n shoots and kills an unarmed
civilian who was v~J[kLug out of a gutted appliance store.
It could well be contended that the Guardsmen who conspired
to carry loaded weapons conspired to commit an act that was
in reckless disregard of the constitutioD~l rights of citizens.
If so, as v£th Section 242, one could ask whether there is
any theoretical reason a Section 241 prosecution should not
lie. At this point, the ar~Tent runs up against the black I#
ons_~ "//
letter rule that "_there is ~o ~ac
"
t~o commit a~c~ defined in ter~_~f recklessly
~ neg]~gent~y_caus~a resu!tj" LaFave & Scott., ~
§ 61, at 466 (citation omitted).
Perhapsthis obstacle c~u be overcome, but further
inquiry along these l~_es would be fruitless for the
f~ll6wirg reason. The ~ea~ant here is not to commit
an act that would very probably interfere ~th Field’.~3g’s
Fourth Amendment right. ~ne ~eament is to collect and
distribute derogatory ~_~or~ation on Ellsberg. Framed
more narrowly, it is to procure Fielding’s notes on
Ellsberg without FieldLug’s co~ent, if a party to the
agreemer~did not agree to have the material obtained by
an u~reasonable search ~ and ou~ hypothesis assumes a
lack of agreement on this po~ut ~ then he did not enter
into an illegal agreement. 16/ ~udividuallly, he may
have acted recklessly ~_n a~_~ee-’=rg "~her the circumstances
that the material should be ac~ed, but he ha~ not
conspired to act recklessly.

l~__/ This assumes tb~t th~ only basis for illegality is the
ur~easonable search. If the object of the were otherwise
illegal under federal law ~ if, for instance, its object
,.~re to obstruct justice, then the agreement would be a
true conspiracy. As such, the conspirators might be held
vicariously liable for the acts of co-conspirators in
ftu~therance of the conspiracy. Se__~e, e.g., Note, Developn~nts in the Law ~ Cr~_ana!] Conspiracy., 72 Harv. L.Rev.
920, 993-95 (1959)’; 16 ~.... Ju_~. 2d, Conspiracy, ~ l--4~-~t
i34-35 (1962). This ~,~uld mean that even those conspirators who did not intend a break-in would be liable for
the substantive offense related to the break-in, namely,
violation of Section 242. However, the vicarious liability
doctrine cannot be used to extend the party dimension of a
conspiracy.

- 13 Significance of A Bo~a Fide Subject Belief t_hat the
Break-ln Was Not an Unreasonable Search and Seizure
In Pierson v. Ray, 386 U.S. 547 (1967), the Co~Jrt held
that the defense of good faith and probable cause v~s available
to police officers sued under 42 U.S.C. Section 1983, the civil
campanion to Sections 241 and 242, for n~_kirg an illegal arrest.
A group of Black ntinisters had attempted to use a "~nites Only"
~iting room in Mississippi bus terminal. The police officers
who arrested the ministers defended on the ground that they did
not arrest the ministers for the purpose of prese_~wing the
custom of segregation in Mississippi, but solely for the purpose
of preventing violence on part of a cro~ they cl ~aimed had formed.
The Court of Appeals held the defense of good faith ~vms not
available under Section 1983, but the Supreme Court disagreed.
It stated"if the jury found that the officers reasonably
believed in good faith that the arrest vas cor~titutional, then
a verdict fo~ the officers would follow even thousht the arrest
was in fact unconstitutional." !d. at 557.
The applicability of the holding in Pierson to the realm of
cri~dmal liability, however, can be disputed. ~though it would
seem that if good faith absolves an official] of civil liability
then it should surely shield him from cr~!~.el liability, the
considerations that led the Pierson Court to _~eco~=qize the good
faith defense do not pertain to cri~d_~! statutes. Pierson did
not derive the defense from the particular spec~ic intent so
essential to Sections 241 and 242.~,~e,~ the opposite, the
Court in Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167 (196!), D~d already held
t~hat a Section 1983 co---~l "a~nt should not be diam..Assed for failure
tostate that the .officers had a specific intent to deprive a
person of a federal rig~at. Pierson’s approval of the good faith
defense flowed from the Court’s con~ction tbet Section 1983
"should be read against the bac~otu~i of tort liability" and
the Cou_~t’s determination that "[~ of the background of
tort liability, in the case of policy officers making an
arrest, is the defense of good faith a~..d probable cause." 386
U.S. at 556-57. Conversely, where the parellel state common
law tort action does not recognize a defense of good faith,
such good faith will not be a sufficient defense to a § 1983
action based on that tort.
E.g., Eslinger v, Thomas, 476
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F.2d 225, 229 (4th Cir. 1973); W~trl v. Kern, 407 ~.2d 781 (Sth
Cir. 1969). Likewise, since the criminal law ordinarily does.
not recognize as a defense good faith belief in legality ~17__/,
Pierson does not support the innovation of allo~ng it to be
raised in Section 241 or 242 prosecutions. The only inquiry
pe~tted in this respect by Screws and its proge~ is
whether the right infringed ~s definitely and specifically
established, 18/ a matter that seems to be purely a question
of law. 19__/-

Furthermore, even if the Pierson good faith defense were
applicable here, a similar analysis indicates that it may not be
of ranch comfort .to possible defendants. Pierson requires the
good faith belief to be reasonable. Screws shows that a belief
in legality is never reasonable when the. constitutional right
~ stake is clearly defined and well established. - Taken together, Screws and Guest reveal that an ~eement to conmtit
an act that necessarily infringes constitut!o~l rights (or,
arguably, t~at merely creates a grave ris.k~ of doing so)
constitutes the specific intent needed to violate Section 241.
If the rights truly are definite, then action ur~ertaken with
this intent is at least reckless and inexo_~_b!y culpable. See
Screws at 104. Consequently, defendants sbou!d not be allowe7
to introduce evidence of a subjective belief t~t the sur-

17/ See Palmer, On Good Motives, Memor~h~. of August 7, 1973.
Se---ction---{ 241 and 242, in particu~_ar, b~ve never been thought to
allow the defense that an official believe6 his criminal actions
to be legal. See United States v. F~sda!e, 438 F.2d 21 (5th
Cir.), cert. denied, 403 U.S. 919 (197!); Uz~[ted States v. Buntin,
l0 F. 730----~C.~. Ohio 1882); Cf. Ur.._~ted States v. Konovsky, 302
F.2d 221 (7th Cir. 1953). ~

18/ See p. 4 supra. Naturally, t_his is also a considegation in
civil actions. ’---~] police officer is not charged with predicting
the D~t~_~e course-of co.nstitutior~-~al law." Pierson v. Ray, 386 U.S.
547, 557 (1967).
19/ Screws does not require the judge to instruct the jury to
find ~qether or not the right allegedly infringed is defiralte.
The judge makes that detenmination and instructs the jury that
it ~.nst find that the defendant "had the purpose to deprive the
prisoner of a constitional right, e.g., the right to be tried
by a cour~ rather than by ordeal." 325 U.S. at 107.

- 15 reptitiousentry was cons~itutioD~l. 20/ They should be
confined to arguing that Fielding’s ri~t to be free from
unreasonable searches, as interpreted by court .~decisions,
~.ms too indefinite to provide fair notice that the break-~u
~,~s unconstitutional. Only if they were to prevail on this
issue 21___/ would the factual question of whether the belief
was sincerely held and reasonable under the circumstances
be material.
IV.

Significance of Good ~.~otives

While the lega! significanoe of ~u argttment by defendants
that they believed in good faith that the bre~_k-in ~ms constitutional tuz~s on whether the Fourth Amendment right to
be free from warrantless trespasses for national security
purposes ~as "definite" at the time the co~piracy came into

20__/ Bu__~t c__~f. Hill v. Rowland, 474 F.2d 1347 (4th Cir. 1973).
21/ A careful examinational of the proqo_osit!on that trespasses
in the name of national sect~.ity are excepted from the warrant
requirement will not be undertaken here. Of course, if the
national security aspect were not present, the illegality of
the search would be as clear as s_uy constitutional proposition
can be. The general right to be free z_~rom nnreasonable searches
is ~rrefragably established in our cor~ti~at!o~al jurisprudence.
That this right is protected by the ci~_l rights statutes is
no lo.~er open to serious question, if, in fa6t, it ever was.
See,~e.g., Monroe v. Pape, 365 U~S. 167 (19~l); Irvine v.
~a-~iz~-~a, 3-~ ~.s. ~ 137 (1953); cf. Bivens ~. ~-~x Unkno~n
Agents of Federal ~reau of N~cotics,--g03 U.S. 390 (1971). The
Supreme Court has specifically stated -- time and time again
t~hat v~rrantless searches are presun~_tively unreasonable. E.g.
Coolidge v. New Fe~pshire, 403 U.S. (1971). Indeed, the opinion
in Wolf v, Colorado, 338 U.S. 25 (1949), was w~itten in response
to a search and seizure remarkably similar to the one here.
Police ~nt to a doctor’s office ~,~thout a warrant, seized the
doctor’s appointment books, and searched through them. The
existence of a .constitutional violation was not questioned. See
I~_ne v, California, 347 U.S. 128, 133 (1954).

- 16 existence, the argument that their motivation -- to defend
the national security -- was good is immaterial. Many, if
not most, Section 241 and 242 violations are con~nitted by
officials whose motives are "good" in this sense, but that
has never been regarded as any sort of a defense. For
example, beating a prisoner force a confession may involve
an equally "good" motive N uncoverir~ and investigating
criminality -- but no one in United States v. William~s, supr_~a,
s~ ~aggested that this motive might absolve the defendants from
criminal liability under Sections 241 and 242. Likewise, in
United States v. Ragsdale, su_u~, a sheriff told a prisoner
who repeatedly left the jail unlawfully that _~e would either
Swear out a warrant against the prisoner for escape or would
give the prisoner six strokes v~lth a restraluing belt..The
sheriff testified at trial that he considered his actions
a form of prison discipline and that his thoughts were thus
free from malice. The Fifth Circuit held, however, that if
the jury believed that the sheriff strapped the prisoner for
the crime of escape and did so^an alternative to instituting
a Jud~cial proceeding against the prisoner, they could properly
infer the intent necessary for a Section 242 conviction. The
court bluntly disposed of any defense predicted on good motives,
stating:
Noble motives and p~tu~e thoughts cannot bar the conviction of one who
admits intentional, action which violates the proscriptio~ of a statute
declaring tb~t action cr~Nn~_l, and
a judge can propar!y ~ustruct as
to what acts the sta~e condemns . i.
Id. at 26. The noblest of motives and the purest of thoughts
ar--e not more of a defense here.

In short, ~aking the fact~l concession that not all of
the possible defend~uts a~eed that Fielding’s office would be
broken into leads to the conclusion that as to these persons,
no Section 241 conspiracy can be shown to have existed.
Nonetheless, cases interpreting Sections 241 and 242 leave

- l? room to argue that by acting with reckless disregard for the
rights of others, these persons committed the substantive misdemeanor offense specified in Section 242. Accordingly, if
we ~ant to be in a position to advance a reckless disregard
theory as a secondary argument for finding criminal liability,
a Section 242 count pertaining to the appropriate persons
should be added to the indictment.
Granting the second concession that all the alleged
conspirators believed in good faith that they were not acting
in defiance of Fieldir~’s constitutional rights produces no
additional technical obstacles to a Section 241 prosecution.
The fundamental question is whether the specific lutent
¯ requirement that the Fourth Amendment right be "specific"
and "definite" is satisfied here. If the requisite definiteness is demonstrated, the trier of fact need o~!y consider
whether there was an ageeement ~o make a ~rrantless,
unconsented entry. 22__/ ~.

22/ It should be emphasized that this conclusion is predicated
so--lely upon an examination of the details of Section 241 and 24.2~
If the criminal law in general recognizes an affirmative
defense of belief in legality, these sections migh~ not preclude
a defendant from submitting such a defense.
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EPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

DATE: Sept. 28, 1973

SU~ECT:Possible National Security Defense in
Connection with Plumbers Operations
Bob Palmer’s memorandum on this subject, circulated earlier
today, carefully traces the history of national security claims,
especially against the background of electronic surveillance
operations, and also analyzes the. arguments that might be made
in connection with a national security claim that might be made
by the plumbers .... ~
My own judgment is that his memorandum underestimates the
likelihood that the Supreme Court will in fact hold that foreign
intelligence gathering may be conducted by tapping telephones
without prior resort to a judicial warrant. I base this conclusion on several factors. First, Justices WhiTe and Stewart,
who would certainly be the swing voters, have taken great pains
in Katz, Alderman, and Keith to distinguish foreign intelligence
gate~ng £rom other ob3ec-~-6~ves served by electronic surveillance. The Court itself in Keith was careful to reserve the
question of foreign intelligence surveillance without prior
court approval, and although Bob Palmer’s memorandum is quite
sound logically that many of the same ar~=ments for executive
discretion in foreign intelligence surveillances were rejected
in the domestic security context of Keith, nevertheless each of
the arguments he discusses has a spec~a--~flavor when truly
foreign policy, international subversion, or espionage/sabotage
intelligence is being sought. The Justices are practical-minded
.enough to perceive these distinctions and, I believe, to conclude that the Fourth Amendment’s "reasonableness" test leads
to a different result when foreign intelligence collection is
at issue. Second, lower courts, including courts of appeals,
have recognized this distinction, even after Keith, and have
sustained warrantless foreign intelligence surveillances even
though similar types of activities for domestic criminal or
intelligence purposes were regarded as illegal. And third,
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this kind of activity is so firmly entrenched in international
affairs and in federal governmental practice that it has
assumed a level of presumptive reasonableness that could not
be claimed for surveillance of domestic radical groups (where
First Amendment concerns complicate theFourth Amendment issues),
This analysis does not suggest, however, that I conclude
that the plumbers had a legalright to break into Dr. Fielding’s
office to collect information about Dr. Ellsberg. As Bob
Palmer’s excellent memorandum indicates, there are a number of
distinctions that can be drawn. One possible line of distinction is to separate surreptitious entries for the purpose of
planting microphones to generate continuing intelligence
information from an entry designed to seize particular evidence.
In.a sense the former might be considered the more pernicious
because of its continuing nature. But as his memorandum
argues, when the object of a particular~entry is the seizure
of a particular physical item,,.the situation comes much closer
to the traditional protection offered by the Warrant Clause of
the Fourth Amendment and makes resort to a judge for screening
of the particular objective more feasible. Although the 1967
decision in Katz repudiates the distinction between trespassory
and non-trespassory invasions of privacy as relevant in determining whether the Fourth Amendment applies, it.seems to me
that the distinction is still viable for determining (i) what
kinds of invasions of privacy are "reasonable" under otherwise
similar circumstances and (2) whether a deliberate invasion of
the security of home or office may be criminal while a nontrespassory monitoring of conversations would not be. After
all, fQr hundreds off_years AnglO~ law recognized unconsented entry O~tm_h~__p~e~LiS~Su_Qf_~~m~lum in se
(T~Fthe aS~enc~9_f~i~_~ircumstances). By con~s~
eavesdropping is a statutory crime of relatively recent vintage
and in its non-trespassory form was not even covered by the
Fourth Amendment until 1967. This distinction seems clearly
recognized in the g~vernment’s practic~ which regarded
surreptitious entry ~hile sometimes pragmatically necessary}
as clearly illegal,.while at the same time m wiretapping was
treated as permissible.
Turning to _our particular investigation, I believe we
should be chary^taking too broad a position in arguing against
the existence of a national security defense in the foreign
intelligence area. As recently as September~2~, 1973, Attorney
General Richardson confirmed that the Department of Justice
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still regards warrantless electronic surveillance as proper and
legal in this area. Second, as Bob Palmer’s memorandum points
out, there are unquestionably circumstances in which we should
not challenge (or undermine) the legality of surreptitious
entries tocollect foreign intelli~ence, such as in connection
with the surveillance of foreign nationals and operatives.
Note, however, that all of the practices that have taken
place in the past and that are and should be defended have
taken place under extremely tight and carefully regularized
procedures assuring that the President, whose constitutional
power is invoke~ has specifically authorized the type of operation being proposed and that the chief legal officer of the
United States approved each particular operation conducted in
the exercise of that power.

Therefore, my conclusion is that We can advance substantial
arguments with a reasonably good prospect of success that there
was and is no "national security" justification: where a
surreptitious entry is made into the home or office of an
American citizen to seize identifiable material in the absence
of approval by the President or Attorney General and without
probable cause, exigent circumstances, and reason to believe
that the person whose rights are at issue is an agent of a
foreign power. That seems undeniably to be the situation here
and seems as far as we need to go in contesting the assertion
of a national security defense.

cc: Bob Palmer
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The .National Security Defense in Pros~mations for the Fielding
Break-in.
SCOPE NOTE

This memoranda wi!l consider the. foll~i~ng points:
Whether, assu~tng the Fiel.~ling Break-in was undertaken as a national se~ity operation, there is mn
exception to the Fot~th ~_~_~nc~ln~_nt’s ~..~_z~__~unt re<5_ ~ire~..nt for unconsented entries ~nd s~-~ches of private premises d~t are undertaken pursuant to the
President’s power to corduct foreign relations and
to safeguaxd the national security from foreign
Whether, if no such exception in fact exists,
pal-ticular defendants might have ~had a "good faith"
belief that there is sud~ an exception.

-2I. LEGALITY OF UNCXINSENTED ENTRY AND ~ CONDUCTED FOR FOREIGN
INTELLIGENCE GATHERING PUPPOSES.

In United States v. United States District Court, 92 S. Ct. 2125,
2139, n.--20 (1972) (hereinafter’ "Keith"), the Supr~ne Court, while
rejecting the contention that the P--~ident, acting through the Attorney
General, has constitutional authority to conduct warrantless "dcmestic
security" wiretaps, broadly reserved the question of
Whether warrantless surveillance,
though impermissible in d~mestic
security cases, may be constitutional where foreign powers are

involved.

Since the Court has receded from its former reliance, in approaching
Fourth Amendment problems, on a distinction between government surveillance
that involves a physica! trespass onto private premises and those (like
wiretaps) that do not, Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967), the_re
is room for a legal contention that if warrantless foreign security ~-iretaps are constitutionally permissibl~-(as the Court suggested in Keith)
then warrantless break-ins must be also constitutionally permissible
when conducted for foreign intelligence gathering. The point is of
considex~able importance to us, given the obvious "foreign security"
overtones of the entire Ellsberg matter. Various defendants, both
actual and potential, have already begun to invoke the national security
as an umbrella for their activities. See, e.g., S. Tr. ~- 5397 ,
where Lawyer Wilson staked out a national s~n~rity positlon for Ehr-i-~--cl~
during his Senate testimony.
A. The Fourth Amendment and Governmental Surveillance Activities.
We may as well begin at the beginning:
The right of the people to be secure
in their persons, houses, papers and
effects, against unreasonable searches
and seizures, shall not be violated,
and no warrants shall issue, but upon
probable cause, supported by oath or
affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched,
and the persons or things to be seized.
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I. Government Surveillance Practice. A key aspect of this problem will~be to pin do~a% precisely %~%~’t the government has been doing
over the years in the name of nationa! security. That is perhaps more
directly pertinant in com~ection with the question of a particular defendant’s "good faith" -- insofar as the reasonableness of his belief
and conduct will alr~st certainly be determined in part by contrasting
it with past practices. But it is also relevant in a practical sense
to the legal status of the defense itself. Four of the present m~be~s
of the Court -- Justices Burger, ~%ite, ~rshall andRehnquist ~
served at high levels in the Justice Department and are presumably
aware of what has gone before, i/ It is therefore likely that their
.views, in particular, and perhaps those of the other Justices as well,
on the central question of the "reasonableness,, of particular government surveillance tactics will be colored by what
~anam±e
"rea- -’-" men"
before them have thought to be appropriate national security measures.
Unfo.rt~_ tely our information is only sketchy at this point. We
have recelved frcm Henry Petersen a folder that purports to be a complete set of memoranda reflecting the Justice Department’s electronic
surveillance policy, but this set of materials contains only one document for the period following Septe~i~r 27, 1965 -- a memorand~n
dated October i6, 1972, from Kleindie.~st to De~rtmm~t and Agency
~eads outlining procedures to be foll~,~ed in monitoring conversations
with the consent of one of the parties. The 1965-to-present period
is obviously a crucial period that we will have to know more about.
Since that has also been the period of greatest public debate about
the "national security" problem it is inconcievable that there is
not any further recent Justice Department material. Even the material
that we have pertains only to FBI electronic suz%,eillance practices.
It cantains nothing descriptive of other agencies’ activities, although there is much in the material suggesting extensive electronic
surveillance was occurring elsewhere.

Finally, and a crucial gap in our knowledge, we have nothing
that documents non-electronic -- surreptitious entry -- surveillance
policy, although recent statements by FBI officials, and undocumented
references in newspaper accounts of the "Huston Plan," assert that
there has been a long-standing practice of surreptitions entries in

_i/Justice ~ite was an active participant in the formulation of electronic
surveillance policy during his tenure as Deputy Attorney General in the
Kennedy administration Justice ~i~rshall, as Solicitor General, participated
in the certiorari stage of Katz. Justice Rehnquist’s responsibilities at
the Office of Leqal Counsel~---LTost certainly b~-ought him. into contact ~th
the legal aspect~ of surveillance policy. On the other hand, I have seen
nothing to sugges~ that Justice Burger, ~.~ile Assistant .Attorney General,
Civil Division, during the Eisenhower administration was actively familiar
with surveill~ce matters.
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a variety of situations. We ~rill have to fill in these holes before
we will be in a position finally to assess any "national security"
defenses.
The limited material that we do have suggests that there has,
since at least 1940, been a consistent gover~nent practice of warrantless of electronic surveillance, involving both trespassory and nontrespassory tactics, in national security cases. For all practical
purposes the government has ignored both Section 605 of the FCC Act,
47 U.S.C. ~ 605, prohibiting interception ~/nd divulgence of wire
~ications, and pertinent decisions establishing the illegality
of certain surveillance tactics. The government’s consistent legal
position has been that statutory and constitutional limitations,
while consequential in criminal prosecutions because of the exclusionary rule, do not relate to the government’s "lawful intelligence
gathering function." These observations clearly emerge from a review of the Justice Department electronic surveillance menoranda,
which are sunrnarized and attached hereto as an appendix.
While a n~re comprehensive sunmary of past practice must await
receipt of more information, what we do have indicates trouble ahead
for us. At mir~m~n it strongely suggests that we heavily concentrate
on developing evidence to show, entirely a~ ~rt frcm whether there is
or is not a national security defense available in break-in cases,
that these defendants were not motivated by national security considerations in the Fielding adventure.
2. "Pre"-National Security Case Law. In other .~than n~tional
_ ~s~ity ~,~_~h~__rule is clear: the government may lawfull~--under~ke~a~"-search," within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment, only if
it has received prior judicial authorization, since a warrantless
search is ordinarily "per. se" unreasonable. Katz v. United States,
supra, 389 U.S. at 357.---~hi’--~le there may be rc~m for debate over
whether certain kinds of government intrusions into individual privacy are "searches"or "seizures" within the meaning of the Fourth
Amendment, 2/ there has never been any doubt that a warrantless
unconsented-entry into a doctor’s office for the purpose of rumaging
through his files constitutes a Fourth Amendment search subject to
the warrant requirement. Wolf v. Colorado, 338 UoS. 25 (1949).

See e.g., Katz v. United States, s ._~, 389 U.S. at 366-67 (Black, J.,
ssenting); ~ v. James, ~6~ ~.~. 369 (1970).

On the other band, there are a "few .~. carefully delineated"
exceptions, designed to safeguard legimate law enforcement needs
that would be frustrated by the rigid application of the warrant
requirement. See, e.g. Chimel v. California 395 U.S. 752 (1969);
Terry v. Ohio,--~7i2 U.S. 1--~-9~8). ~se exceptions -- in general
to protect the physical safety of law enforcement officials and to
prevent destruction of evidence, Keith, s .upra, 92 S. Ct. at 2137 m
reflect the traditional formulation that the ~Fourth ~dment does
not prohibit all searches but only those that are "unreasonable." Thus
while ordinarily the "reasonableness" of a search depends u~on whether
a warrant has been issued to authorize it, Coolidge v. New H~a~_ shire,
403 U.S. 443 (1971), "the Fourth ~endment is not absolute in "its
terms." Keith, supra, 29 S. Ct. at 2135.
The Fourth Amendment "surveillance" cases decided by the
Supreme Court deal principally with three categories of governmental
activities: non-trespassory electronic surveillance of private
conversations - generally by means of telephone wiretaps, but
occasionally by means of microphones; trespassory electronic surveillance by means of microphone "bugs" secretly installed during
an unconsented entry; and finally, an unconsented entry and physical
The rule for the latter two categories has never been anything
but clear; unconsented warrantless official entry onto private premises -- whether for the purpose of implanting a "bug" or to search
through private effects -- is a violation of the Fourth Amendment
and evidence gathered as a result of such activities is inadmissible
in any criminal prosecution of the persons whose Fourth An~ndment
rights were violated. E.g. Irvine v. California, 347 U.S. 128 (1954);
Wolf v. Colorado, su~ra.-----~/
On the other hand, the Supreme Court initially took a different
view in cases of non-trespassory surveillance. ~hen the surveillance
consisted solely of wiretapping, Olmestead v. United States, 277 U.S.
438 (1928),or non-trespassory bug’~ing," Goldman v. U~ited States,
316 U.S. 129 (1942), the Fourth Amendment was thought not to apply
since without a trespass, there could be no "search" in the constitutional sense.

3/ Irvine and Wolf, while finding Fourth ~dment violations respectively
~n a "bedroom bu--~" and a break-in, were decided prior to announc~rent of
the exclusionary rule of ~ v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961), and consequently the state convictions invol~-~ ~ere affirmed. On the other hand~
in a m~morable display of sensitivity to the Fourth Amendment issues,
Justice Jackson’s vitriolic condemnation of the practices exposed in
Irvine prompted Attorney General Brownell to write to Hoover, ~ of
5/20/54, that warrantless bedroom surveillance should be avoided "whereever possible" except when important national security intelligence
or evidence "can only be obtained by the installation of a microphone in
such a location."

-6Considerations akin to the distinction between trespassory and
non-trespassory activity have also colored the Court’s approach to
the use of ’Wired-for-sound" government agents and informants. The
general rule for such cases, was and apparently still is that the
government my, without a warrant constitutionally employ "wiredfor-sound" agents to seek consented entry to privacy premises for the
purpose of monitoring or recording conversations with a person unaware
of the monitor or recording, and that evidence gathered thereby may
be introduced in a criminal prosecution against a person that has
been monitored or recorded. E.g. United States v. White, 401 U.S.
745 (1971); Hoffa v. United S~tes, 3-~U.-~. ~3 (1966-~ Lopez v.
United States-~73 U.S. 427 (1963); On lee vo United State-~3
U.S. 747 (1952). H~wever, in such cases ]~e go~t’s
latitude, based on a consented entry, extends only to the gather~-~g
of "conversational" evidence, and does not ~nccmpa. ss the right to
rummage through personal papers during the momentarily absence of the
person that has consented to the initial entry. E.g. Gouled v. United
States 255 U.S. 290 (1921).
Over the years the trespass/non-trespass distinction was increasingly attenuated by decisions striking down searches on the
basis of a finding of minor and technical trespasses. For
in the "spike mike" case, Silverman v. United States, 365 U.S. 505
(1961), a microphone was inserted by means of a thumb tack into a
heating duct on premises occupied by the subject. The 5~preme Court’
held that such activity was subject to the Fourth ~t’s warrant
requirem~_nt because it amounted to the "usurpation" of "an intergal
part of the premises occupied by the petitioner." 365 U.S. at
.
Finally in ~ v. United States, ~, the Court, recognizing
what was already Implicih ~ its decisions, overruled Olmestead and
Goldman abandoned the trespassory-non-trespassory distinct~’~n, and
held non-trespassory elec~tronic surveillance subject to the constraints
of the Fourth Amendn~t. 4/ The Court moved to a "risk analysis" for
electronic surveillance c~ses, see United States v. White, supra, 401
U.S. at ._~__~_. (Harlan, J., dissenting), that makes the w-~rrant requirement appllcable when the government seeks to monitor, record or surveil
activities as to which an individual has an "justifiable reliance"
of privacy. 389 U.S. at 353.

4/ Katz involved a non-trespassory "bugging" of a public telephone booth~.

-7Two things are notable, for our purposes, in this survey of
the non-national security d~Hx~__t: first, w~lile there was
dodS~ about the appllcation of t!~e warrant requlrement to nontrespasso~y surveillance, it was always recognized that a warrant
was required before government could actually make an unconsented
physica! entry onto private premises since, as the Supreme Court
~ted in Keith, supra, "physical entry of the hcme is the chief
evil against ~%ich the wording of Fourth Amendment is directed,"
92 S. Ct. at 2123; and secondly, even when t!~e gov~t is onpremises with consent, it never has had freedc~n to make a surreptitious search of private effects, e.g. Gouled v. United States, .supra.
3. Section 605 of Federal ~ications Act of 1934. As enacted
in 1934 the Federal Cenm~mications Act contained the following provision (47 U.S.C. ~ 605):
No person not being authorized by
the sender shall intercept any ~
munication and divulge or publish the
e~ist4nce, contents, substance, purport, effect, or meaning of such intercepted cozrmanication to any person.5_/
After some early uncerta~!Ity, Section 605 was held applicable to
cases of wiretapping by federal officials and barred the use in Federal
courts of evidence obtained by federal officials from unauthorized wiretaps. Nardone v. United States, 302 U.S. 370 (1937). This rule was
later extended to bar use of the "fruits" of illegal interceptions as
well as the interceptions themselves. Nardonev. United States, 308
U.S. 358 (1939). See also Weiss v. United States, 358 U.S. 321 (1939).
Section 605 was effective in preventing the use of illicit wiretap evidence in federal criminal prosecutions. Hc~ever it did not
affect the government’s reliance on wiretapping, and other electronic
surveillance techniques, in general intelligence gathering. As reflected in the various meaoranda sunmarized in the appendix, beginning
in 1940 the government took the position that Section 605 only prohibited the interception and divulgance of wire cc~rmanications; it
did not prohibit the initial interception itself. Moreover, it was
the official view that dissemination of wiretap info~.~tion within
investigative agencies was not ’:divulgance" within the meaning of the

5/ In Olmstead, Chief Justice Taft had invited
U.S. at
:

such legislation, 299

Congress .may of course p~ct the
secrecy of telephone n~ssages by
m~king ~h~?~ %T~n intercepted,
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statute. 6_/
The issue of Section 605’s application to inter_ceDtion vel non was
never authoritatively resolved prior to its replacement by Title III
of C~nibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, 18 U.S.C. §
2510-20 ("The 1968 Act"). 7/ United States v. oplon, 185 F. 2d
629 (2nd Cir. 1950), did how--ever suggest that the statute prohibited
interceptions as well as divulgances. ~%ile this presented investigative agencies, notably the FBI, with the difficulty of confronting
defense demands for disclosure of wiretap information, it did not alter
the government’s legal position or investigative practices -- which
continued to rely ~n~the view that in_terception itsel_f was not for4. The Emergence of the "National Securit~y" Exce~otion. The first
suggestion of a "~atio~l security" exception for o~herwise illegal
warrantless electronic surveillem.ce c~?e in Katz v. United States, sups,
the same cases in which the Court for the fir~time brouqht non-tr~passory surveillance within the ambit of the Fourth Amendment at all.
In Katz, the court suggested, 389 U.S. at 358, n.23, that
perhap---~ "safeguards other than prior authorization by a magistrate would
satisfy the Fourth Amendment in a situation involving the national
security." Justice White, undoub~dly relying on his experience as
Deputy Attorney General, was more ~_xpllcit, 389 U.S. at 364:
We should not require the warrant
procedure and the magistrate’ s judgement if the President of the United
States or his chief legal officer,
the Attorney General, has considered
the requirements of national~security
and authorized electronic surveillance
as reasonable.
In the wake of Katz,-naturally, the government i~ately began
to take the position that warrantless national security taps and bugs
were lawful. While a holding of legality for such taps would make them
directly admissible into evidence in criminal prosecutions, the Kat___~_z

(Fn. 5 con’t)

inadmissible in evidence in
federal criminal trials, and
thus depart from the cc~on law
of evidence.

_~See Brownell, The Public Security and Wireta~ing, 39 CORN. L.Q. 195
-~54); Rogers, The Case for Wiretapping, 63 YALE L.J. 792 (1954).
7--/ Title III authorizes the use of electronic surveillance, including
wiretaps, pursuant to a court order for certain types of crime.

-9suggestion has been chiefly significant for the uncertainty it has
created as to the government’s obligations under Alde~an v. United
States, 394 U.S. 165 (1969), to disclose to a crim-[nal defendant
the contents of all illegally intercepted conversatio~ to ~ich
the defendant himself was overheard; the per curiam opinion in
Giordano v. United States, 394 U.S. 310 (~-~9) makes clear that disclosure n&~d not be made if the surveillance was lawful.
Prior to the Supreme Court’s Keith opinion, the leading case
was United States v. Clay, 430 F. ~["I-~5 (5th Cir. 1970). There,
Clay had been overhead on five separate occasions. The govermnent
con~-~ded that four of the taps had been illegal under Katz and
transcripts of these were turned over to Clay in accord~%nce with
Alderman. Tne fifth tap had been utilized for foreign intelligence
~a~hering. Relying on the Katz suggestion the Government clain~d
it was legal and therefore, under Alderman, need. not be turned over
to the defense. The district court Sustained the government’s position:
In determining whether to employ wiretapping, the President or the Attorney
General must make a judgment based on
foreign poli~y considerations. It
would not be feasible for the executive to attempt to bring to the Court’s
attention all the factual and policy
considerations supporting the decision.
Moreover, it is the executive, not the
judiciary, which alone possesses both
the expertise and factual backgreund
to assess the reasonableness of such a
surveillance. Frc~ a purely practical
standp.o, int, it is ridulous to place on
a United States Cc~maissioner the burden
of deciding what is and what is not a
threat to national security. The court
does not believe the judiciary should
question the decision of the executive
department that such surveillances are
reasonable and necessary to the protection of the national interest.
¯ United States v. CI~, Cr. No. 67-H-94 (SD. Tex. 7/14/69). On appeal,
~he Fifth Circuit affirmed, and agreed with the district court’s con-~
clusion that it would not be practical to require the executive to
secure prior judicial approval for foreign intelligence gathering

- i0 wiretaps, since the courts are without the relevant information a~
experience needed to determine whether a particular tap is necessary
and reasonable. Since the taps in question had occurred prior to
enactment of the 1968 Act, the Fifth Circuit was also required to
read a national security exception into Section 605 of the FCC ~t,
430 F.2d at 171:
We do not read the section as forbidding the President, or his representative frcm ordering wiretap surveillance to obtain foreign intelligence in the national interest.
C__~, decided prior to Keith, turned on the courts’ view that
there was a general exception t-~the warrant requirement for national
security cases. Thus, while the tap in question ~s utilized in t~he
course of foreign intelligence gathering, the court did not consider
whether or not there was a difference between d~nestic and foreign
security cases. A number of other cases follo~d CI~ in recognizing
a general national security exception from the warrant requirement, in
cases where the evidence in question was ascertained to be foreign
intelligence material, but without considering ~ether different, rules
should apply in foreign and dcmestic situations. See, e.g., United
States v. Dell’.~nger, 69 Crim. 180 (N.D. Ill. 2/26/7~; 8_--/--United States
v. Brown, 317 F. 2d 531 (E.D. La. 1970), reversed on other grounds, 456
F. 2-a-~12 (5th cir. 1972); United states v.. Butenko, 319 F. Supp.
66 (D.N.J. 1970); 9/ U.S.v. Enten, Crim.’ no. 166-71 (D.D.C. 10/8/71),
aff’d on other grounds, __ F.2d
(D.C. Cir. 1973).

8/ In Dellinger, Judge H~ffman recognized a general exception for national
~ecurity cases. While the case was on appeal, the Supreme Court handed
dc~n Keith. ~ Because of inadequ_ acies in the record, the Seventh Circuit was
unable to determine whether any portion of the challenged wiretap information had a foreign affairs connection’. Since other, clearly domestic, taps
required that the case be sent back for an Alderman hearing, the court
also res~nded for a factual determination as to w’netb~r any of the taps were
foreign affairs matters and reserved judgmemt on the question of whether it
would recognize an exception for foreign security cases. 472 F. 2d 340,.
391 (7th Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 93 S. Ct. 1443 (1973).
9/ The extended subsequent history of this case, at one point a Supreme
~ourt companion to Alderman, need not be described except to note that the
case is n~ back before the’ district judge following a 3rd Circuit ruling
(Fn. con’ t)

United States v~ Smith, 321 F, Supp~ 424 (C.D, Cal. 19711, anticipat~d the Supren~e court’s Keith opinion and rejected a national
security exception for domestic s------~rity taps while reserving the
issue in foreign security cases in light of the "president’s long
recognized inherence p~er with respect to foreign relations,"
321 F. Supp. at 426.
Howe~_r, prior to Kei_~.~, .only one court had clearly sustained
warrantless foreign securlty wlretapp~ng while recognizing t/fat a
warrant would be required in domestic security cases. United States
v. Hoffman, 334 F. Supp. 504 (D.D.C. 1971). Since Keit~ there b~ve been
two opini6ns sustaining warrantless foreign security w-~etapping.
United States v. Brown, 15 Crim. L. Rept. 2518 (Sth Cir. 8/22/73);
’zweioon v. }~[itch~ Crim. Rept. 2355 (D.D.L. 8/1/73). i0___/
5. Keith: Rejection of
’
,~D~_ .s.tic
Security.
Exception.
Keith,
the gov~t argued at s~Te ±engr_n,
government
brief’
3~0-34Inthat-~-in gauging the reach of the warrant requireme~t, it is not possible
raeaningfully to distinguish between domestic and foreign security
situations:
In both situations the.determination
to undertake surveillance requires the
evaluation of a multitude of subtle and
ccmplicated facts and considerations
whose very nature requires d~t they not
be made public and %~lich are not appropriate for judicial scrutiny.
Moreover, no sharp, and clear distinction can be drawn between "foreign"
~nd "domestic" information. The line
betweenthem frequently blurs and overlaps and surveillance that originally
involved., foreign intelligence informat_ion may quickly extend to domestic
activity and vice versa. Organizations
that appear to be wholly dcmestic may
(Fn. 9 con’t) that, prior to Enactment of the 1968 Act, Section 605 of the
FCC Act prohibited the admission of all unauthorized wiretap evidence, including foreigh security surveillance material. The taps in question in the
case took place in 1962-64.
10/Zweibon was a suit by ~s of the Jewish Defense League for civil
~ma~es growing out of warrantless FBI ~,~retaps on JDL offices in response to
the JDL program of harrassment of Soviet diplomats. In addition to Holding
that the Four~Amendment does not require a warrant prior to foreign security
wiretaps the court also held that Title III of the 1968 Act does Dot create
a cause of action for damages with respect to the exercise of the President’s
national security powers. See 18 U.S.C. Section 2520.
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in fact have significant foreign ties
as may Americans national connected
with such organizations. To attenlot
to compartmentalize national security
into rigid separate segments of
"foreign" and "domestic" ignores the
realities of the way in which m~ny
organizations and individuals whose
activities must be kept under surveillance to protect the national
security operate, and the manner in
which intelligence operations must
be conducted.
While the Court did not adopt the gov~t’s position, neither
did it reject it.
Indeed Justice Po~ll’s opinion for the six-members
mjority Ii/ gives no indication that the Court even considered the point.
The Court preferred to dispose of the case on the specific facts before
it -- involving the power to conduct %~u~rantless surveillance of a
"domestic organization:"
A group or organization (whether forreally or infornmlly constituted~ "composed of citizens of the United
States and which has no significant
connection with a foreign power, its
agent or agencies.
92 S. Ct. 2133, n.8.
In capsule form, the Court’s analysis in rejecting a domestic
security exception was as follows: "national security cases" involve
a "convergence" of First and Fourth Amendment values not present in the
ordinary criminal prosecution; the Court’s duty in such cases is to
balance the responsibility of the government to surveil against the
right of citizens to privacy and freedom of expression; if the government must wiretap, the issue is whether the rights of the people would
be advanced by requiring prior judicial authority; since executive
officials cannot be expected, and are not intended, to be disinterested
on the question whether surveillance is reasonable in particular circumstances, the right of citizens would be advanced by a warrant

ii/ The Chief Justice concurred in the result, without writing an opinion.
~-~tice Rehnquist did not participate. Justice White concurred in the
result in a separate opinion. See infra, p.
.

requirement; 12/ therefore an exception would be recognized only.
if the go~t demonstrates that application of the warrant
requirement in dcmestic security cases would frustrate the legitimate national security interests that the surveillance is designed

to feg rd.

The Court eonsidered and rejected three of the grounds offered
by the government in support of an exception from the warrant requirement. 13__/ First, it was argued that, on the facts of the particular
case, the warrant requirement should be held inapplicable because the
surveillance involved had been part of a long range general intelligence-gathering program rather th~%n an attempt to gather evidence
for a specific criminal prosecution; hence the normal "probable
cause" test would not be an appropriate one. ’~ne Court found this
facet of the government’s position,if anything, a reason for enhanced
judicial adherence to the warrant requirement, 92 S. Ct. at 2138:
Official surveillance, whether
its purpose be criminal investigation or on going intelligence gatherings, risks infringement of constitutiona!ly protected pri~racy of
speech. Security surveillances are
especially sensitive because of the
inherent vagueness of the dc~estic
security concept, the necessarily
broad and continuing nature of intelligence gathering, and the temptation to utilize such surveillance to
oversee political dissent.

12/ Significantly, neither in Keith nor in the "foreign security" arguments that have follc~ed it has the government contended that the Fourth
Amendment does not apply. Rather the position has sinply been that in this
limited class of cases, surveillance that has received the specific prior
approval of the Attorney General (rather than a judicial officer) is
reasonable. The Court’s general reference to the insufficiency of prior
scrutiny by "executive officers of government," 92 S. Ct. 2136, suggests
that the Court was not impressed with the argument that the Attorney General’s
involvement adds anything to the procedural acceptability of warrantless
surveillance.
"
13__/ A Fourth ground - that permitting the Attorney General to authorize
warrantless national security surveillance would prc~ote uniformity in the
standards governing such surveillances - was not considered explicitly by
the court, perhaps -- because’ it is a factor that applies generally to
w~rrantiess surveillance and thus proves too much.
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As for the argument "that internal security matters are too subtle
and complex for judicial evah.mtion," id.
If the threat is too subtle
or complex for our senior
law enforcement officers to
convey its significance to a
court, one may question
whether there is probable
cause for surveillance.
Finally, the Court rejected the contention t_hat the warrant requirement would "fracture the secrecy essential to official intelligence
gathering." i__d. In essence, the COurt’s position ~ms that judges too
can keep a secret, and that danger of disclosure from clerical or secretarial personnel can be avoided by allowing the government itself to
provide clerks and secretaries.
The opinion was not a total loss for the government however. The
Court closed by suggesting that, in national security surveillance cases,
the government need not necessarily s~w the same -kind of probable cause
that ~uld be- required for a warrant .in an ordina~qf criminal case. Since
the focus of the surveillance itself is imprecise and predictive of
future dangers, rather than directed to specific past conduct, the Court
indicated that dcmestic security surveillance warrants might issue on
the basis of a "less precise" showing of probable cause of need to surveil than would be permissible in ordinary criminal cases. 14___/

14/ 92 S. Ct. at 2139-40. The Court quoted its opinion in Camara v. Municipal
~urt, 387 U.S. 523, 535 (1967):
In determining whether a particular inspection is reasonable- and
thus in determining whether there
is probable cause to issue a warrant for that inspection - the need
for inspection must be weighed in
terms of these reasonable goals of
oode enforcement.
It was also suggested that Congress may have considerable latitude in
specifying w-~rrant procedures for national security cases in order to
enhance security and ensure expeditious action.
ConcurrJmg in the result, Justice White adhered to his stated views in
Katz t_hat a warrant is unnecessary even in dcmestic security cases where a
surveillance has been specifically authorized by the Attorney General. ~reover he found congressional approval of such a procedure implicit ~n Title
III of the 1968 Act. He noted to reverse only on the ground that the Attorney
(Con’ t)
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6. Distinction Between Foreign and D~mestic Security Surveillance.
As set forth supr_a, p. 11-12, in Keith the government’s position was
that ~ n~anin~.f~al.d~.’st~c.tion ~could be. drawn between foreign and dcmestic
securlry cases In aetermlnlng ~ne reacn of the warrant requirement.
Indeed, about a year before he left office, Attorney General Mitchell,
in a speech to a Kentucky bar group, 15__/ made the following remarks:
[N]ational security is indivisible.
You cannot separate foreign frc~n
domestic threats to the government
and say that we should meet one less
decisively than the other. I don’ t
see hc~ we can separate the two,
but if it were possible, I ~uld
say that experience has sh~. greater
danger fr~n~ ~e so-called domestic
activit[.
Since Keith, neither the government nor court opinions sustaining
an exception for foreign security cases have been successf~d in articulating a satisfactory basis on which to distinguish foreign from
domestic security for warrant requirement purposes. The government’s
position has been developed in a series of post-Keith briefs in various
foreign security cases. For the most part these b-b--~fs seem to be
virtual paraphrases of one another, and can be summarized in general
as follows.
Since Marbur~ v. Madison, 1 Cranch 137, 165 (1803)
it has been settled that the Constitution invests the
President "with certain important political powers" the
exercise of which is oormlitted to his discretion and is
not subject to judicial scrutiny. One of these "political"
powers not subject to judicial scrutiny is the power to
conduct foreign relations, United States v. Belmont, 301
U.S. 324 (1937), where the President~ ~ids, in addition

(Fn. 14 con’t) General’_s affidavit in support of the surveillance did not
{u~fficiently reflect the necessary finding of national security need
established (in his view) by 18 U.S.C. § 2511(3).
"
Reprinted in 35 Ky. S.B.J. 26, 31 (July 1971).
15__/
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to power oonferred by Congress,
the very delicate, plenary and
exclusive power of the President
as the sole organ of the federal
government in the field of internation relations -- a power
which does not require as a
basis for its exercise an act of
Congress.
United States v. Curtiss-Wri@ht Ex~ort Corp., 299 U.S. 304,
320 (1936). In discharging his foreign affairs responsibilities,
the President necessarily has inherent power to take whatever
steps he deems necessary to protect against foreign threats
to the national security, 16__/ a power that necessarily ccr~orehends authority to employ secret intelligence-gathering tactics
Totten v. United States, 92 U.S. 105 (1876).
While it is not oontended that the Fourth Amendment
does not apply at all to foreign s_~urity s ~urveillance, nevertheless tb~ Fourth ~2nendment only forbids unreasonable surveillance. See Elkins v. United States, 364 U.S. 206 (1960).
And for a number of reasons warrantless foreign security surveillance is not unreasonable: first, the President and the
Attorney General are in a position accurately to gauge the

16/ The co~iste~nt practice of Presidents and Attorneys General for more
than three decades in conducting warrantless foreign security surveillances
demonstrates the vitality of this principle, formulated by Madison in considering the power of the government to secure itself against "foreign
danger" as foll(~s:
The means of security can only be
regulated by the means and the
danger of attack. They will, in
fact, be even determined by these
rules, and by no others. It is
main to oppose constitutional barriers to the impulse of self-preservation.
It is worse than vain; because it plants
in the Constitution itself unnecessary
usurpations of pc~_r, every precedent of %4nich is a germ of unnecessary
and multiplied repetitions.

THE F-~DERALIST, NO. 41, pp. 261-2. (~d. Lib. Ed.)
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need for particular surveillance ~%ile the courts and
magistrates are not; second, foreign security surveillance
involves "a far different kind of inquiry than the courts
now r~ake" in the ordinary warrant situation, one that does
not easily lend itself to a~lysis under a "probable cause"
test; and finally foreign security surveillance ordinarily
does not have an explicitly criminal focus and therefore
presents less of a threat to individual rights.
The foregoing, I think, includes all of the major ~ points the
government has offered. In addition, there was a pre-Ke~th hint that
the ~t would simply ignore any judicially declared limits on
¯ the pc~er to conduct warrantless national security surveillances (in
effect a threat to revert to pre-Katz practice), see United States v.
Smith, 321 F. Supp. at 429-430. HaZily that pos~-~on has apparently
not been advanced again.
Unfortunately it would not add much to go through a close analysis
of the decisions recognizing a foreign security exception. With the
exception of United States v. Hoffman, supra, all the pre-Keith cases
rely principally on the general infeasibi-~y of judicial scrutiny in
all instances of national security surveillance and therefore recognize
a general national security exception -- the precise view rejected in
Keith. Hoffman and the t~o post-Keith caseS, United States v. Brown
and Zw~ibon v. Mitchell, ~, s~Tply proclaim a nore limited ~nfeasibility of judicial review (for foreign security matters) and
leave it at that. So we are left, so far as developed precedent goes,
to parse the government position set forth ~.
General reliance on a C~rtiss-Wright type foreign affairs inherent po%~rs position, it seems to me, does not advance the analysis
a step. In Curtiss-Wright itself, the Court was explicit in cautioning
that the President’s "delicate, plenary and exclusive" foreign affairs
powers ~a~st "like every other governmental po~r...be e~ercised in
subordination to the applicable provisions of the Constitution," 299
U.S. at 320, presumably including the Fourth Ar~t. ID~eed the
government had conceded as much in staking its position heretofore
an argument, not that the Fourth Amendment does not apply, but rather
that warrantless foreign security surveillances approved by the Attorney
General are reasonable.
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In any event, after the clear holding in Keith that the "national
security" saving clause in the 1968 Act, 18 O.S.--~. 2511 (3), 17/
does not amount to an affirmative grant of pow=~r to the Pres~ent,
this case would seem to fall generally within the ambit of Youngstc~n
Sheet and Tube Co. v. Sawy~ er, 343 U.S. 579 (1952), wb~re the Supreme
Court denied the existence of any presidential power "implied frcm
the aggregate of his powers under the Constitution" to abridge the dcmestic
property rights of citizens without the assent of Congress. 18/
Nor does the Fielding break-in lend itself to palatable claims
of "emergency" authority -- either the dramatic kind that (%ith legislative authorization justified the detention camps in Korematsu v.
United States, 323 U.S. 214 (1945) a~ the curfew in }Liraba.~!ashi v.
United States, 320 U.S. 81 (1944), or the more mundane version that
today justifies warrantless searches to protect police safety or to
~r~.serve evidence. ~ v. Ohio, supra; Chimel v. California, ~_~_.
This was a case of "surveill~c-~e o~ ~ ~reviously ~di--~-~ ~-~endant
in circumstances that afforded more than enough ~ to seek a search
warrant or a subpoena for Fielding’s files. The prosecution memorandum
records that the main "foreign security" ingredient, the possibility
that the "Pentagon Papers" had been delivered " to the Soviet ~nbassy,

17__/ "Nothing contained in this chapter or section 605 of the Ccm~unicatio~
Act of 1934 (48 Star. 1143; 47 U.S.C. 605) shall limit the constitutional
power of the President to take such measures as he deems necessary to
protect the National against actual or potential attack or other hostile
acts of a foreign power, to obtain foreign intelligence information deemed
essential to the security of the United States, or to protect national
security information against foreign intelligence activities."
18__/ Indeed this case is arguably a fortiori to Youngstown since it is
hardly clear that Congress could empower t~e President to dispense with
the warrant requirement, while in Youngstown it was conceded that
Congress could have authorized seizure of the steel mills.
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the evening of September 3-4, 1971. It is significant that shortly
after the break-in, on the strength of an affidavit stressing
"national defense" concerns, the prosecution team in California was
able to obtain a search warrant for material belonging to Ellsberg
in storage in a footlocker at Bekins Van & Storage Co.
The only %~kness in relying on the availability of a warrant
or subpoena is the problem that Fielding’s files, unlike the Bekins
footlocker, might have been unavailable because of the Physician
(Psychotherapist) - client privilege, a point I have not yet explored.
Fielding had, on that basis, earlier declined an FBI request for an
interview regarding Ellsberg. Nevertheless, it is significant that
the option of seeking a warrant or subpoena apparently ~.~s not explored
by the plumbers.
Apart from the question of "inherent power," a foreign security
exception from the warrant requirement must rest on a shc~ing t_hat
warrantless foreign s~n~rity surveillance is reasonable. This in
turn requires a showing t!~t foreign security cases are different
from domestic security cases, which after Keit!% are subject to the
~rrant requirerent.
’The government’s remaining arguments do not make such a showing.
They amount to a re~r~ing of three arguments made and rejected in
Keith: that the courts are not equipped to deal with the "subtle
and complex" issues presented by foreign security cases; and that
long range surveillance needs do not readily reduce to convenient
presentation in a probable cause framework; and that foreign security surveillances are not usually undertaken for the purpose of
securing evidence to be used in a criminal prosecution. 19__/
I see no reason to suppose that these will be any more convincing generally for foreign security than they were for domestic
security. The "non-criminal" focus of foreign security surveillance
certainly does not safeguard against "the t~sptation to utilize such
surveillance to oversee political dissent," Kei___~_~, _~, 92 S. Ct.
at 21380 And the inprecise and predictive character of foreign
surveillance requirements can be acccmcdated by adapting the nature

19/ The government has apparently abandoned an effort to convince the
~urts that they are a security risk.
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rather than by dispensing with warrant procedures altogether,__id"
at 2139-40. The only troublesome point may be the "subtlety and ccmplexity" of foreign security issues. It is likely to be the rare
federal judge that has had exter~sive foreign affairs experience.

While comfortable with and.° competent to _a~lyze problems of when to in~
sist on limiting the surveillance of dcmestic radicals and subversive,
a judge might be less inclinded to second-guess the propriety of
particular efforts to monitor the evaluation of another country’s
posture and intentions t~ard us. And insisting on a warrant requirement for foreign security cases would of course be a sterile thing
unless judg,es %~re prepared to assert some meaningful limitation on
otherwise unrestricted surveillance activities. This suggests the
possibility of a narrow foreign security exception in a very restricted category of surveillances -- one that would permit warrantless surveillance of certain types of official foreign installations
such as embassies and consular offices.
ADart from the legal aspects of such an "exception,
" frcm a purely\
practical standpoint we should be prepared to concede the possibility \~//
of scrne kind of foreign security exception, although without affirmatively
ass~ing it ourselves. On two separate occasions, Katz and Keith,
a majority of the Court has been at pains to reserve--~--spects of~
national security issue. Justice ~ile could clearly except foreign
j_i’
security surveillance and Justice Stewart’s con.currance in G ord no v.
(
United States, s~ra, suggests that the issue is yet to live one within
th~. c~ort. Thi~n-~icates that it ~uld be_ tactically desirable to
|
develop a posit.ion that contemplates a possible exception in scrne mani-~ /
festly distingulshable situation and thus not .be forced to ~argue that ~
"this case requires total foreclosure of any national security exception/,~/.~
The embassy-type situation presents that opportunity. It is
precisely there, where the exigencies of foreign intelligence gathering
call for continuous surveillance that in dcmestic situations would be
condemned as "Big Brother" appression, that the government’s justification for surveillance is likely to be least focused and susceptible
of cogent rationalization,, even though such surveillance is thought by
executive officials to be essential. It is also a situation in which
it is possible to suggest that the Fourth Amendment is altogether inapplicable, a result that avoids rationalization of warrantless
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foreign security surveillance with the Fourth Amendment (and thus avoids
making tautologies of "reasonableness" and "probable cause" in the foreign
security area The argument is this: er~bassies and other premises
under the official control of foreign p~rs are enclanes that are
closely analogous to foreign territory; 20/ U.S. surveillance of
aliens abroad is not subject to the Fourt~ Amendment; moreover the
practice of hoist country spying on resident diplomats is a practice
of such conceded universality that it has become part of the woodwork of the law of nation (thus of the law of this nation) ; therefore warrantless surveillance of embassies is not unconstitutional. 2_!/
In fact there is reason to _suppose that the embassy-type situation may be what principally concerns the Court in looking at the
foreign sc~n~rity problem. In the first place that is frequently the
context in which particular defendant are overheard. See, e.g.,
United States v. Enten, suDr_~a. It may %~ii have been si~-~ti~ that
~as involved last term when the government disclosed during the Ellsberg
trial that it had overheard Leonard
_Boud’.l~. on a foreign security wire~
tap. Justice Douglas, dissenting frcm a denial of certiorari to revie~

20/There may be millage to- be had in support of this point in what I
~_lieve is the rule that aliens born on embassy grounds are not automatically entitled to U.S. citizenshiF while those born elsewhere in
the country are so entitled.
21/ In arguing such a position it would be inportant to stress that
~antless embassy surveillance is to be tolerated not because it
is inherently reasonable under the Fourth Amendment but rather because the Fourth Amendment does not apply. That would avoid the
potential mischief that might silently creed in~ Fourth Amendment
doctrine were the courts to e~brace the principle that there are kinds
of non-e~ergency Fourth Amendment surveillance ~hat can be reasormble
without prior judicial approval. Cc~pare Korematsu v. United States,
supra, 323 U.S. at__ (Jackson, J., dissentir~g). But see, ccntra,
~elo .~ments .’.In t_he Law - The National Security Interest an~Cl~
~iberties, 85 HARV. L~ REV. i13’0,’ 126"8 (1972)
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the failure to disclose the contents of t_he tap to the defense team,
Russo v. Byrne, 93 S. Ct. 433, 435 (1973), ~ted:
~W]e should ... take the case to
resolve what i~u~ity the Executive
Branch has in setting up schemes
of pervasive surveillance of
foreign nationals that is unrelated
to espionage.
Of course an exception for embassy surveillance may pose as
many problems as it resolves -- for instance the problem of what to
do in cases in which U.S. citizens are overheard and damand access,
during a criminal prosecution, the very situation in Russo and Enten.
On a superficial level that problem might be finessed-~----taking--~
position that such a situation is really no different from one in
which a U.S. citizen is overheard on a wiretap in a foreign country 22/
an~~bre to the point here, that is a problem not raised in this case;
if the Court is not prepared to sit still for embassy taps because of
the possibility tbmt U.S. citizens may incid~nt!y be overheard, there
is little reason to suppose that it would sanction a warrantless foreign
security break-in of a citizen’s home or office.
Once beyord the embassy situation, however after Keith it is just
not possible to construct a reasonable basis on which to suggest that
any non-emergency foreign security surveillance might be exempt frcm
the warrant requirement. This is as true for surveillance of aliens
as it is for surveillance of citizens since, absent emeraencv circumstances, once admitted within our borders aliens are entitled to the
protections afforded by the Bill of Rights, including the Fourth
~t, Au Yf Lan v. U,S. I!~gration ~& National Service, 445 F.2d
217 (D.C. Cir. ), cert. denied 404 U.S. 864 (1971). See also AlmeidaSanchez v. United States, 41 U.S.L.W. 4970 (1973); Johnson v. Eisentrages,
339 U.S. 763 (1950’). M~re in~portantly outside the ~ssy-type situation the unique characteristics asserted to support warrantless foreign
security surveillance quickly beccme less plausible. When the go%~rnment seeks to expand its surveillance beyond official foreign premises,

2~/ Indeed several courts upholding foreign security taps have accorded
~e siqnlfic&nce to the. ~.act that the particular ~.efendant was not
target of the surveillance. United States v. Clay, supra; United
States v. Butenko, supra.
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in which it has a continuing interest almost by definition, to specific
individuals (4%ether citizen or alien) or d~nestic locations, it is fair
to require that it have some. specific reason for doing so, on pain of
being found to be acting "unreasonably." And if there are specific
reasons, there is no good reason for not requiring that they be presented to the magistrate -- a requirement that is reinforced by the
likelihood that, in general, such specific surveillances will more
often be crime-oriented and therefore within the traditional Fourth
Amendment mold. Even for those that are not, Keith indicates that
"probable cause" will not be a straight-jacket.
7. Conclusion. Apart frc~ the surveillance of embassies and
other premises under the continuous control of foreign p~ers, there
is no ground on which to construct a general exception frcm the .warrant requirement for non-emergency foreign security surveillance,
whether the target be alien or citizen and ~ether the grounds
advanced for the surveillance be intelligence-gathering On crime
control. Even if there could be thought to be doubt in the case of
aliens surveilled for purely information-gathering purpo, ses, see
Russo v. ~_~, s__~, there can be no doubt whatever that th~-warrant requirement must apply in a case such as this, "~ere a U.S.
citizen subjected to a Fourth Amendment intrusion during the course
of a governmental investigation of specific criminal activity committed by a specific -- and previously indicted -- individual.
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GOOD FAITH BELIEF IN LEGALITY OF ~~S FOREIGN SEOJRITY
SURVEIILANCE.
i. Electronic Surveillance v. Break-in. Given the explicit
reservation of the foreign security’ ’issue in Keith, there is .a barely
credible (though undeniable) possibility that the Court is prepared
to hold that all foreign security surveillance is exempt from the
warrant requiren~nt, at least whe/1 accc~panied by regular internal
executive procedures, such as approval by the Attorney General, that
the Court feels will restrain abuse. 23/ More importantly, there
is the utter certainty that Keith will serve as the basis on which
our defendants will lay claim to a good faith belief that the Court
would recognize the foreign security exception, a belief that would
preclude a conviction for violation of Fielding’s civil rights: 24__~
For that reason it would be convenient if we could by-pass the problem altogether by successfully portraying the national security
issue as one that from the first in Katz, has arisen exclusively in
cases involving non-trespassory electronic surveillance and has never
had any arguable relevance to break-in cases such as this, involving
the "chief" Fourth Amendment evil of physical entry.
While the possibilit~y that the Court %~ili recognize a genera!
foreign security exception is re~Dte, t2~e "good faith" problem is
very real. Following Katz, t!~e Justice Department had publicly
taken the position hha~--~-~ needed no warrants for national security
cases. And it was not until more than nine months after the Fielding
break-in that the Court decided the domestic security issue in Keith.
If this had been a case of electronic surveillance of Fielding’s
office, we would probably face almost impossible problems in getting
civil rights convictions since we would have to concede the reasonableness of reliance on the Katz caveat as to national securlt~
cases, and rely entirely on proof ~ une ~’lelding surveillance
was not motivated by national security concerns. On the other hand,

23/ But see supra p. ,13, n. 12,
24/ It is also possible that defendant’s might claim a foreign security
~-efense for the plan to try Ellsberg in the press N the basi, s of the
proposed obstruction charge. For example Colson might claim it was necessary to blacken Ellsberg as an unstable left-wing subversive in order to
undermine his credibility at hcme and abroad and thus soften the inpact
of any further disclosures he might have made of classified material.
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I think we can defensibly take the position there is such an obvious
difference between electronic surveillance and simple break-in-andsearch tactics that it would have been utterly unreasonable to have supposed that Katz, an electronic surveillance case, held out the possibility tb~t~antless ngn-electronic-surveillance ~.~uld be tolerated.
In other %ords, assuming t/he reasonableness of reliance on _Kat__z for
electronic surveillance practices, though Katz did not actually
decide t!~e issue even as to electronic surveillance, 26__/ our defendants
acted unreasonably in extrapolating the equivocal F~tz caneat beyond
the electronic surveillance area. 27__/
At the outset, I do not think we can expect to succeed on a
straignt-forward trespass/non-trespass distinction even though .Ka__~_
and Keith both involved non-trespassory surveillance. That %~s an
elusi%~ distinction to ~aintain in Fourth Amendr~_nt cases even
before Katz; and Katz itself was grounded expresslv on the practical
"realiSt in ~circumstances the ~magnitude of invasion of privacy

25/ A claim of "good faith" belief in these circumstances requires a
~n~nstration tbmt belief was "reasonable" in the circumstances as
defendants saw them. See 9enerally LAFAVE and SCOTT, CRIMINAL LAW ~ 47,
p. 366-368 (1972).
26/ But Cc~pare Hall and Seligman, Mistake of Law and Mens Rea, 8 U.
~. L. Rev. 641, 672 (1941), suggesting ’that’ reliance on a lo~r court
decision on legality of certain behavior should not be viewed as reasonable while the decision is on appeal.
27/ We will be helped in making this distinction by the apparent fact
--~t it was at one point recognized by some of the ~%ite Hotuse principals themselves. Newspaper reprints of the "Huston Plan," which urged
the use of the "technique" of "surreptitious entry," contain the disclaime tlmt "use of this technique is clearly illegal; it amounts to
burglary." On the other hand, the newspaper acoounts also note that
"the FBI, in Mr. Hoover’s younger days, used to conduct such operations
with great success and with no exposure" -- suggesting that .upon
further digging we may run hard into the unsettling problem that distinguished public figures have been accessories to burglaries for many
years.
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by non-trespassory electronic surveillance, 2_~ may be as great or
greather than those occasioned by a physical entry. It %~id be "
~ after K~.tz .to gi.v~, successf~, rehash. ~to a tr_e ~.s~s. ss~_cg-~e .spas~
~on mase~ on tne assertes specxal canger tha~ tre~s poses
to Fourth ~t values. Secondly, add perhaps more ~poi~%ntly,
materials ~ized in the appendix suggest that trespassory warranless national security bugging has had a long and venerable history
within the Justice Department; condemning it as criminel Z~havior
would attaint at least one sitting member of the Court, Justice White,
together with every Attorney General and President back as far as
Jackson and FDR.
A general distinction between electronic surveillance, trespassory or not, and break-ln-and-search tactics is more Viable.
Ar~ts favoring scme form of national-security/intelligencegathering exception from the warrant requiremant all rest on assunl0tions about the necessarily open-ended, "targetless" and predictive "
orientation of such surveillance. ~hether trespassory or not, as an
investigative technique electrcrdc surveillance is uniquely suited to
that kind of monitoring activity and one having a reasonable belief
in a naticr~l security exception might also ~ly believe that it
enc~passed electrcrics surveillance tactics -- particularly since the
national security issued was first posed in an el~c surveillance
case.
On the other hand, the "Huston Plan", though allegedly later discarded, shows that our defendants were clearly aware that break-in
tactics do not lend themselves to the kind of on-going monitoring prochances of getting caught are sizabie, given the level of protection
afforded embassies and other locations that are likely candidates for
nrmitoring-type surveillance. And the consequences of getting caught~

in terms of eubarras~ent within the internal cumunity, are im~mse.

28/ "IT]he ~Itin~te invasion of privacy," Williams, The Wiretapping._-~vesdropp_inq Probl~m, A Defense Covnsel’s View, 44 MINN. L. REV. 855,
866 (1960), quoted in HALL, et al, MDDERN CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 338 (1969).
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for "coverage;" tb~~ latter~ "clearly illegal," was to be imed only
when the gov~t had something specific in ~mind -- "vitally needed
foreign cryptographic material" or "urgent security targets." But
this is precisely the kind of situation in which meaningful prior
judicial scrutiny is possible.
Ccm~n understanding of break-in tactics as the "chief evil"
proscribed by the Fourth Amendment long ante-dated the application
of the Fourth Amendment to non-trespassory electronic surveillance
in Katz, and w~uld have put any prudent man on notice that break-in
ta~"-~ and electronic surveillance are not fungible alternatives

from a legal standpoint.

Assuming ar~uendo the reasonableness of reliance ~n Katz’s
equivocal caveat for warrantless electronic surveillance,~--~ould
have been unreasonable to go beyond the facts of Katz "by even a
fraction of an inch," see"Silverman v. UnitedStat-~supra, 365
U.S. at 512. Mistaken reliance on Katz to justify warrantless
electronic surveillam~e at least ~ly fits within the rubric of
cases that excuse conduct the legality of which was affirmatively
suggested by subsequently discarded judicial decisicms. " ~See LAFAVE
noth~n~re than a contenti"-~--that there can be no criminal liability
until the courts condemn the specific factual course that a particular
defendant elects to pursue.
2. Failure to Obta~..E~p. licit Prior Approval for the Break-in.
The strcngest argument available in response to any national security
or "good faith- contentions may be the si~p_le point that the plumbers
never sought or obtained authorization for the break-in from anyone
with evan arguable authority to give it.
While the Supra~e Court was not particularly impressed with the
point in Keith, tb2 g~t has consistently cast its "reascr~bleness"
argur~mts-~erms of a procedure that permits warrantless surveillance
only when specifically authorized by the President, either acting himself or through the Attorney General, his "chief legal officer." At
least in the absence of some indication that th~ President had explicitly
delegated authority to approve warrantless surveillance to Ehrlichman
or Krogh, a showing that neither the President nor the Attorney General
had approved of the Fielding operation ~uld support the view that the
principals all knew that they were acting outside the scope even of the
u~x~ertain legal position then being developed by the Justice Department
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There has to my knowledge been no suggestion that the approval
of the Attorney General was sought or obtained. As to delegation of
authority to Ehrlichman or Krogh, Ehrlichman has testified before the
grand jury that the President did not specifically authorize the
Fielding break-in, indeed did not even know it had occurred until
March of this year. According to Ehrlichman, in their initial meeting
with the President on the Plumbers operation Ehrlichman and Krogh were
directed only to coordinate leak-plugging by the various agencies;
their initial mandate did not extend to "field work" at all. 9~1ile
Ehrli~ believes that at some later time the President was made
aware that the group was itself engaged in investigakive w~rk, that
falls far short of the kind of Presidential aoquiesance called for by
the government’s position in contemporaneous national security
surveillance litigation.
The question of authorization is central to any national security
defense, particularly in the foreign security d~rain, since it is the
President’s power that is being asserted. A procedure based on an
explicit delegation to a particular officer of power to authorize
warrantless surveillance is not necessarily inconsistent with the "
notion that it is the President’s~power that is ~eing
~ _ .i
exercised. On the other hand an approach that lodges powerto authorize where ~here my be a desire to surveil, which seems t~ be
the basis for the Plumbers’ operations, cannot possibly be characterized
either as an exercise of Presidential puwer or as a good faith effort
to cc~ply with Fourth ~t limitations.

This memoranda will s~ize in the order in which they
appear, the various memoranda contained in a green loose leaf
binder, labeled "Electronic Surveillance," transmitted to this
office by Henry Petersen under date of July 25, 1973. l_/
October 2~ 1941 - Hoover to Jackson: Requests a
"legal opinion" concerning interceptions of phone
messages in connection with "espionage, sabotage
and subversive activities." Refers to discussions
between FDR, Jackson and Hoover, in which "it was
suggested that the Federal Conmtmlcations Act
prohibited only the ’intercepting and divulging’"
of wire communications. Memo also requests
specific authority for institution of seven
wiretaps of particular persons or locations.
2. October 6~ 1941 - Fab$ to Jackson: Then Assistant
Solicitor General Fahy provided legal opinion to
Attorney General that
(a)
(b)

Section 605 of FCC Act not violated
ur~less there is both inception and
divulgance o
The cemmnnication of wiretap contents
by Federal investigative employee to
superior is not "divulgance" wltkln

l! The binder contains a number of memoranda for the period
[931-1938. For the most part these were written before the
passage of the FCC Act, outlawing "interception and dlvu~ce "
of wire commm_Ications; are concerned with problems not pertinent
are
either
redundant
or not
directlyl
relevant
have also been
o~tted,
here;
and have
not been
summarized.
A Ifew
other memoranda..,
that
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(c)

meaning of statute.
Statute not intended by Congress to
apply to the President when acting
as Conmmnder-in-Chief. Therefore,
does not bar divulgance to the
President.

October 9~ 1941 - Attorney General Biddle~: Refers
t6 press conference in which Biddle publicly
announced goverrment position that Section 605
is not violated unless there is both interception
and dlvulgance, and that government would so
co--~true the act "until the courts decide
otherwise."
October 22~ 1941 - Biddle to Hoover: Principally
devoted to approving a list of wiretaps for which
FBI had previously requested authority. Final
paragraph of memoranda sets forth f~ture procedure:
This will confirm our understandin~,
under which your memoranda ~s furnished,
that hereafter, you will obt ~ain written
approval from me before institutln~ any
technical surveillance [~Iretaps].
November 19~ 1941 - Biddle to Hoover: Refused supplementaryrequest by FBI for wlretap authority on
following ground:
Substantially all of those involved Commanist
activites; or they do not relate to any
espionage activity, arfl I do not think we
are warranted, certainly not at this time,
in authorizing the surveillance.
March 29~ 1939 - Hoover to Edw. Kent (?): Responds
to TreasuryDepartment r_~quest for coi.aents of
DJ on Treasury Department’s proposed bill to
permit wlretappingby federal law enforcement
officers.

-3"I believe, fra~kkly tb~t the Department ~II subject itself to Justifiable
criticiam ar~. potential embarrassment if
if it approved or endorsed any proposed
legislation designed to legalize the
placing of wiretaps and the utilization
of evidence obtained from these taps in
Federal Cou~ts. ~nile I concede that
the telephone tap is from time to time
of limited value in the criminal
investigative field, I frankly and
sincerely believe that if a statute
of this kind were an enacted the
abuses arising therefrom would far
outweigh the value which might accrue
to law enforcement as a ~ole.
feel that this legislation in the form
in which it is presently drafted is of
such a sweeping nature that the
Department would embarass itself by
championing the cause of this legislation."
March 15~ 1940 Order issued by Attorney General
Jackson: Outstanding FBI regulation prohibiting
wiretapping v~ithout the Director’ s authorization
rescinded. Replaced with provision outlawing
wiretapping altogether.
So

May, 21~ 1940 - FDR to Jackson: Notes recent
Supreme Court’s decisions outla~f~ng use of
wiretap evidence obtained by federal officials.
Suggests these decisions not intended "to
apply to grave matters involving the defense
of the nation." Memor then fully delegates to
Attorney General power to authorize electronic
surveillance of "persons suspected of subversive
activities." Memo requests these be kept to a
minimnm and be limited "insofar as possible to
aliens."

-4July 17~ 1946 - T. Clark to Truman: suggests FDR
policy on wiretaps be continued, but expanded to
include "cases vitally effecting the domestic
security, or where h~n life is in Jeopardy."
Memo contains notation of concurrence by Tr~mn.
I0.

October 6~ 1951 - Hoover to McGrath: Asserts that
all wiretaps have received, specific approval" from
Attorney General. Notes problems posed by 2d
Cir. decision in _Co_~ m defense attorney
demanding disclosure of wiretap contents. Also,
"as you are a~re," FB! used microphones installations in a limited number of cases. In some but
not all cases installations required a trespass.
Memo asserts microphones, as well as wiretaps,
yielded information "highly pertinent" to defense
and welfare of the oational.

Ii.

Feb~y 2!.~ ~-952 - McGrath to Hoover:
The use of microphone surveillance
which does not involve a trespass would
seem to be permissible under the present
state of the law, United States v.
Goldstein, 316 U.S. 129. Such surveillances as involve trespass are in the
area of Fourth Amendment, and evidence
so obtained and from leads so obtained
is inadmissible.
The records do not indicate that this
question dealing with microphones has ever
been presented before; therefore, please
be advised that I cannot authorize the
installation of a microphone involving.
a trespass under an existing law.

12,

December 9~ 1952 - Hoover to Brownell (AG designate):
transmits memo of December 5, 1952, describing that
FBI wiretap policy from begin~ to present.

-5May 20~ 1954 Bro~aqell to Hoover: Reappraisal of
policy goverrzLng microphone surveillance in light
of Irvine v. California, 347 U.S. 128, (1954).
Reaffirms FBI authorization for microphone use
in connection with "espionage agents, possible
sabotors, and subversive person." Memo
nevertheless recognizes the inadmissibility
of such evidence and its fruits in a Judicial
proceeding. Justifies use of microphones as
in aid of FBI "intelligence function in connection with internal security matters."
Memorarhum closed as follows:
"It is my opinion that the Department should adopt that interpretation
which will permit microphone coverage
by the FBI in a manner most conducive
to our national interest. I recognize
t~at for the FBI to fulfill its
important intelligence function,
considerations of internal security
and the natio~l safety are paramount
and, therefore, may compel the unrestricted use of this technique in
the national interest."

14. March 8~ 1955 - Hoover to Brownell: refers to fact
that during World War II FB! was able to enlist
co~poration of local telephone companies in
establishing "central monitoring points" mak~
it easier for the FBI to "patch" into particular
telephone lines. After the end of the war, telephone companies indicated they would no longer
cooperate in such fashion. This resistance ~s
overcome by displayirg to telephone officials
copy of Truman approval of Clark suggestion for
continuation of FDR policy (expanded to include
cases of domestic security and Jeopardy of human
life).

15. March 30~ 1955 -Bro~nell to Hoover: indicates legal

basis for administration position on wiretap policy
and procedure still based on FDR authorization to
Jackson.

16. March 26, 1955 - Hoover to Assistant AG O!ne~: in course
of correcting certain mistakes Fade by Olney in Senate
testimony, Hoover states that "there ~ave been a few
instances when the Deputy Attorney General authorized
wiretaps in the Attorney General’ s absence."

17. April 18, 1955 - Hoover to Brownell: Describes Hoover

meeting v~ith Representatives Celler and Keatirg to
discuss FBI ~,~Lretap policy. Records Hoover as telling
Celler snd Keati~g that FBI policy continues to be
that established by FDR in 1940. Taps only approved
by AG; Hoover without authority to do so. Celler
commented on absence of DJ prosecutions under sec.
605. Hoover said DJ policy was to "defer to prosecution by local authorities." Memo gives no
indication that either Hoover or the Congressmen
thought that FBI wiretaps might be subject to
criminal prosecution.

18. May 27, 1958 - Hoover to Rogers: Rogers newly

appointed Attorney General. Hoover described
Bureau Policy re ,~dretaps. Chief reliance on
1940 memo from FDR to Jackson.

19. Jmn1_~y I0, 1961 - Hoover to Kennedy: againan

introductory memo by ~-BI chief to new Attorney
General introducing latter to Bureau Policy re
wiretaps. Substantially repeats previous memos
emphasizing Bureau Policy to seek explicit approval
of Attorney General.

20. May 4~ 1961 - Hoover to Byron ~nite: Memo pre-

paratory to Kennedy appearance before senat re
technical [wiretap] and microphone surveillance.
Reliance for microphone surveillance policy based
c~lefly on 1954 Brownell memo authorizing
"unrestricted use."

21.

March 13~ 1962 - Order issued by Attorney General
Kennedy: FBI regulations amended to rescir~

-7regulations prohibiting wiretapping. New
regulations generally prohibit "improper
illegal, or unethical tatics."

22. March 30, 1965 - Hoover to Katzenbach: FBI policy

not to request phone taps except in cases involving
kidnapping and espionage. Memo recites that in
response to a suggestion by Katzenbach, Hoover
has set up a procedure for microphone surveillance
similar to that in effect for wiretap s’m, veillance,
i.e., microphone surveillance to be approved by
Attorney General.

September 14, .1965 - Hoover to Katzenbach: In response
to LBJ directive wiretaps cut back; microphones and
portable recorders eliminated. Acknowledges abuses by
"other agencies and departments" thatled to public and
Congressional "alarm." Asserts FBI policY has only
been to. surveil in cases of Intern~A secttrltv, esoi~e
and organized crime. Complains t~t FBI needs ~ower
to conduct electronic surveillance in all those areas.
~, "use of microphones in the field of organized
".crime has produced extremely valuable intelligence
data.

24.

September 27; 1965 - Katzenbach to Hoover: Responds to
Hoover memo of 9/14/65. Agrees that undue limitations on
"special investigative techniques" unnecessarily impedes
protection of the country against subversion and organized
crime. Therefore, it is unnecessary to restrict such
techniques as drastically as Hoover
memo of
September 14 indicates. Where microphones do not involve
trespass or questions of admissibility of evidence, they
are to be conti~med where appropriate "without further
authorization from me." Wiretaps and microphones
involving trespass are to be used only on authorization
of Attorney General, "except in emergency Circumstances
they may be used subject to my later ratification."
However, "all such techniques [shall] be confined to the
gathering of intelligence in national security patters."
Specifically, "in light of the present atmosphere,"
wiretaps and microphones involving trespass are not
~ authorized against organized crime.

25.. May 9, 1941 - Eoover to the Assistant to the Attorney
General: Requests legal opinion re admissibility of
evidence obtained through microphones installations
in the course of national defense investigation.

.July 4, 1944 - Holtzoff to Hoover: Provides legal
opinion on ac~r~ssibility of evidents from microphones
surveillance. F~mo advises that evidence obtained
throug~h trespass or other illegal means not amounting to illegal search or seizure does not bar admisibility; evidence obtained by an unlawful search and
seizure is not admissible against the person whose
rights have been violated although it is admissible
against any other person. Memo also responds to a
series of hypothetical situations presented by the
Bureau. One hypothetical asks of admissibility of
photographic n~terial obt~ined by temporary removal
of records from office of subject. Legal recommendation was tb~t evidence is inadmissible because
obtained "by means equivalent to an illeg~_ search
and seizure." As to evidence gathered from a microphone installed by means of an actual trespass,
legal recommendation was that evidence so obtained
"sho~Id be ad.uissible." Memo seems to distinguish
between "trespass plus search" (illegal) and trespass not accompanied by actual search beyond implanation of microphones (legal).

27. April 10,1952 - Assistant Attorney General, Crimi~e~_
Division to Hoover: responds to various hypotheticals
posed by Bureau.’ Answers to hypotheticals indicate
that distinction between bare trespass and unlawful
search and seizure had been abandoned. Evidence is
i~admissible if obtained by trespass.
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28.

December 22~ 1953 - subordinate to Chief~ Internal
Security Section: Discussion of Department Policy
in response to Bureau hypothetical involving illegal
entry or physical trespass in connection with
microphones surveillance. Refers to earlier meetirg
in which
Both you and I emphasized that under
no c~rcumstances would Attorney General
authorize the comm.ission of a trespass
on other illegal entry. It was pointed
out specifically that were he to do so,
it would be incompatible ~[th the duties
and responsibilities of his office.
Left Bureau free, however, to install microDhones
(without specific authorization) in natio.nal
security emergencies where "there exist a bona ~ide
doubt as to whether or not the facts legally
constitute trespass."

29. April I; 19.54 - Bro~.mell to Hoover: gives FBI

"full back~ing" of Department of Justice in utilization
of microphone surveillance techniques. Suggests that
previous department interpations as to what constitutes
trespass in the installations of microphones has been
"far too narrow" in connection with microphone
surveillance
Except under those circumstances where
the courts have clearly indicated that trespass
is involved, the Department should adopt the
broadest interpatlon possible to permit
microphone coverage by the FBI without trespass.

Even in circumstances where there clearly is a trespass:
I recognize, of course, that the FBI
has an intelligence function of equal importance to t1"~t of developing evidence for
prosecution and there may be instances where
the use of microphones by the FBI is
warranted in the ~ational interest regardless of the method of installation.
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30.

March 30, 1965 - Hoover to Katzenbach: Hoover
recomends that "all government agencies refrain
from wiretappirg unless there ~.~s specific
approval in each instance by the Attorney
General who is the chief law officer of the
goverr~ent." Refers to the fact that such
a practice is not currently in effect and
t~at in other departments there are many
instances in which subordinates tap telephones
without specific approval even of the head of
the agency involved, mmch less the approval of
the cabinet officer in charge of the department.

31.

June 30., 1965 - LBJ to Heads of Executive Departments
and Agencies: Records LBJ strong opposition to
~dretapping as an investigative technique. Lays
down follov~ng guidelines:
- except in national ~ecurity investigations, no federal personnedl perm!tted to
intercept telephone conversations except
with consent of one of the parties;
- no interceptions undertaken without
prior approval of Attorney General.
¯

32.

As to microphone surveillance, each agency directed
to "consult with Attorney General" to determine
whether agency pratices are lawful.
December 7~ 1966 - Description of FBI public position
re wiretapping and microphone surveillance. The Bureau
policy described as permitting wiretaps in national
security investigations. Records that prior to
June 1965 Bureau policy permitted wiretaps also in
cases involving threats to human life. However, in ¯
all cases, Bureau policy has been to seek specific
authorization of the Attorney General. Similar
policies have governed electronic microphone
surveillance.
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33.

October 16..~ 1972 - Kliendienst to Heads of
Executive Dep-~ment and Agencies_.: establishes
guidelines and reo~ulations for "monitoring
private conversations ~ith the consent of a
party." Distinguishes between electronic
surveillance ~rlth consent, "which in most
circumstances is constitutiorally
impermissible without court order," and
monitoring the conversation ~ith the
consent of one but not all participants.
Requires specific advance approval of
Attorney General or his designee for
institution of any consenual electronic
surveillance.
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: Messrs. Cox, Ruth, Merrill,
Breyer, Bakes, Rient, Kre~ndler,
and Feldbaum

DATE: October 4, 1973

: Philip A. Lacovar~!~’

SU~ECT:

Specific Intent Requirement of Sections 241 and

David Kaye has prepared a brief memorandum dealing
with some of the doubts raised at our meeting yesterday
about whether specific knowledge of the basic facts
without knowledge or reckless disregard of their constitutional implications is sufficient for a civil
rights conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 241. The memorandum
takes the position that the Special Prosecutor’s
"primary theory" is consistent with most of the case
law and is supported by the Fifth Circuit’s decision
in Ragsdale. The memorandum also argues.that the concern about the effect of such a theory on conventional
law enforcement is~ overstated.
While I remain objectively reluctant, I agree that
the "primary theory" has substantial support in logic
and policy, and is consonant with the thrust of the
decisions in this field. In light of the clear strategic advantages to sidestepping difficult factual
questions about the national security motivations of
the prospective defendants, I am prepared to recommend
that we proceed with an indictment under 18 U.S.C. 241
and seek to fob off any reliance On national security
materials by arguing: (i) that the Fourth Amendment
protection against governmental entry into private
premises admits of no generalized exception when the
purpose of the intrusion is to secure information
relevant to national security and (2) that this constitutional right was sufficiently defined as of 1971
so that any person who specifically intended to commit
acts of that sort violated section 241.
Attachment
cc: David Kaye ....
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: David Kaye ~

str~jEc"r: The Spec.ific Intent Requirement of Sections 241 and 242

For whatever it may be worth, I offer the following
unsolicited thoughts on the interpretation of the intent
element of 18 U.S.C. ~ 241 and 242 proposed by Mr. Cox. It
should come as no surprise that the Cox theory strikes me as
entirely plausible. Except for a different analysis of the
second criterion formulated by Mr. Cox (intent to invade
"interests"), my memorandum on Section 241 was intended to
express similar thoughts. See Kaye, The Fielding Break-In as
a Section 241 Conspiracy, Sept. 27, 1973, at 5-7, 9 & 14. And,
a similar description of the specific intent defined in Screws
has been presented before. Se~ Note, State Police~ ~nconstitutionally Obtained Evidence and Section 242 of the Civil Ri~hts
S.t.a..t.ute, 7 Stan. L. Rev. 76 (1954).
Although the internal logic of the theory has not been
faulted, the ~heory has been challenged on policy grounds. It
is said that if this interpretatio~ of the statute were accepted
and if it were to serve as the basis for frequent federal prosecutions of police officials, law enforcement would be crippled.
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Passing the pra~matlc point that the criminal provisions of the
civil rights statutes are some of the most underenforced of our
criminal laws ar~ there is no reason to think t~at explicit
Judicial acceptance of the proposed interpretation of these laws
will inspire a sudden surge of federal prosecutions of Fourth
Amendment violators, the objection, even in purely theoretical
terms, seen~ exaggerated. Even under the Cox interpretation,
careful police officers who make an honest mistake iu evaluating
whether they have probable cause to search (assumizg they are
working within an established exception to the warrant requirement) would not be subject to Sections 241 or 242. The reason
is that probable cause is not a phrase that is susceptible to
comprehensive advance definition. A certaiu fuzziness is
¯ inherent in the concept. Consequently, it will not usually
be possible for a court to find that the citizen’s right to
be free from unreasonable searches and seizures in the clrcumstances that would lead a careful police officer to make
an honest mistake of judgment is sufficiently well defined
to meet the first criterion of the Cox theory. By and large,
the requisite definiteness will be present o~ly when the
search falls well outside the bord~rllne cases of probable
cause, that is, only when there is no semblance of probable

-3cause but the officers searched anyway. If the factual judgment
of the officers on the scene was so egregiously wrorg, is prosecution for their blatant misjudgment, which is of constitutior~_l
magnitude, so undesirable?
It is said, however, that even if proper policy admits
such a result, Congressional intent does not. It is true, of
course, that in 1935 Congress passed a statute making malicious
warrantless searches criminal. 18 U.S.C. § 2236. But what the
acts of a 1935 Congress have to do with the intent of an 1870
Congress is no small question. "The views of a subsequent
Congress form a hazardous basis for inferring the intent of an
earlier one." United States v. Price., 361 U.S. 304, 313 (1960).
The strongest inference that can be drawn from the differences
between Section 2236 and Sections 241 and 242 is that as a rotter
of prosecutorial discretion one ought to charge federal officers
who wilfully infringe Fourth Amendment rights with a violation of
Section 2236 rather than with the broader 241 or 242 violations.
Unless one maintains that the Reconstruction Congress that ermcted
the predecessors Of Sections 241 and 242 intended the legislation
to apply to all constitutional deprivations except those involving

the Fourth Amendment, then the conclusion that Congress intended
to make official searches and seizures crimiral m without regard
to the officer’s knowledge of constitutional law and without
submitting the question of the definiteness of the law to a jury
m seems inescapable. After all, it was not until some 75 years
after the law was enacted, and some 36 years after Section 242
was amended, that anyone suggested that any kind of specific
intent was required.
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TO

: Leon Jaworski
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: Philip A. Lacovar~’~l~j~

DATE:January 9, 1974

SU~ECT: Fielding Break-In -- Unconstitutionality of
Warrantless ".National Securi.ty" Searches
In connection with any prosecution under the Civil Rights
Act for the Fielding break-in, we must anticipate that the
defendants, whether or not Charles Colson is included, will
argue that the President’s "national security" power legitimized that surreptitious entry.
We have done a considerable amount of research on the
legal issues that would be raised by such a claim. As the
attached memorandum from Peter Kreindler indicates, the government’s internal position on the national security power to
engage in wiretapping and buqging has had a rather checkered
development since 1940, but it seems fair-.to say that at no
time did any r~ponsible official of the Department of Justice,
including the Federal Bureau of Investigation, %ake the
position that t~e Fourth Amendment permitted warrantless
searches and selzures in national security cases. This conclusion is based on the files that we have informally obtained
from the Criminal Division, but they may not be complete. We
should nail dovm this history by asking the
to supply us with copies of all memoranda _~ttorney
~ ared and General
"
circulated within the Department of Justice zoncerning
the
power of investigators to engage in surrepti
zious entries in
conducting investigations or gathering evide~ce in national
security matters.
Attachment

Mr. Ruth
Mr. Merrill
Mr. Kreindler
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Memorandum
TO

:

Philip A. Lacovara

PROM :

Peter M. Kreindler~l~

SUS~CT:

Fielding Break-in--Unconstitutionality of
Warrantless "National Security" Searches

Jan. 7, 1974

Prior to Mr. Cox’s dismissal, I had done some research into
the state of the law regarding warrantless "national security
searches" prior to the Supreme Court decision in Katz v United
States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967). In view of the recen-~emo~anda
on th~s subject, I thought it would be helpful to give my
thoughts
discussion
focusedCourt,
on the407
relevance
of United since
Statesmost
v.United
Stateshas
District
U.S. 297.
it was the "con~(!972). Also’ ~avid Shapiro contends ’that e"
~dered view of the Department of Justlc that electronic
surveillance and "similar invasions" of the 4th amendment
rights were "justified as a proper exercise of the President’s
inherent authority under Article II, section 1 of the
Constitdtion. He states that it is his understanding that the
FBI routinely made ,,surreptitious entries" in order to
affix wiretaps. I summarize the deve.lopments of Department
policy below.
’ e
law
In my opinion, irrespective of FBI practlc , the case
prior to Katz and progulgated policies of the Department of
Justice d~--n-6t afford a reasonable basis for concluding that
a surreptitious entry to conduct a warrantless physical
search in September 1971 might not be violative of the 4th
amendment. I believe precedent draws a firm distinction
between trespassory and non-trespassory searches and between
electronic surveillance and physical searches. If that is
the case, Katz, instead of decreasing the prophylactic
scope of th-~th amendment, increased it. Any uncertainty
in the 4th amendment area with respect to electronic surveillance
should not be considered as raising doubts as to the illegality
of trespassory physical searches, including the break-in into
Dr. Fielding’ .s office..s~
u
I. CASE LAW
Historically, the evil which lay at the ~eart of the 4th
amendment was the forceful entry onto a person’s premises
to search his papers and effects. The Supreme Court in
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Olmstead v United States, 277 U.S. 438 (1928) , holding that
wiretapplng did not constitute a violation of the 4th amendment, stressed two factors: first, the search was not of
"natural things--the person, the house, his papers, or his
effects," 277 U.S. at 464, and second, the wiretap did not
involve a "trespass upon any property of the defendants."
Although the protection of the 4th amendment has been extended
so that neither of these elements is any longer controlling,*
constitutional history reveals a particular sensitivity to the
warrantless, unconsented search of a person’s premises to
obtain tangible evidence. "The Fourth amendment, and the
personal rights which it secures, have a long history. At the
very core stands the right of a man to retreat into his own
home and there be free from unreasonable governmental intrusion."
Silverman v United States, 365 U.S. 507,511 (1961). See also
On Lee v United States, 343 U.S. 747; Goldman v United States,
316 U.’S. ~9; Gouled v United States, 255 U.S. 298; Weeks v
United States 232 U."S. 383; Bo[d.y United States, 116 U.S. 616.
The case law during this period suggests that the interests of
national security do not create an exception to the warrant
requirement. In United States v Coplon, 185 F.2d 629 (2d
Cir. 1950) (L.Hand), the Second Circuit revised a conviction
for conspiring to deliver defense information to Soviet
agents on the grounds that evidence seized during a warrantless
search incident to an illegal arrest and evidence gained from
ille~al wiretaps were inadmissible. Judith Coplon, an employee
of the Defense Department, was suspected of espionage activity.
After observing surreptitious meetings between her and a
Soviet agent, FBI agents arrested her and searched her purse,
discovering papers disclosing defense information. The
Second Circuit ruled that the warrantless arrest violated the
4th amendment because there was no likelihood that Coplon
would escape. It was irrelevant, the Court said, that Coplon
might dispose of any incriminating evidence. Because the
arrest was illegal, the search violated the 4th amendment.
The court also ruled that wiretaps of Coplon’s telephones,
made at the personal direction of the Attorney General, violated
section 605 of the Federal Communications Act.
* The 4th amendment now extend~ to the recording of oral
statements as well as the seizure of t~ngible items,
Silverman v United States, 365 U.S. 505 (1961), and includes
non-trespassory governmental invasion of reasonable expectations
of privacy. Katz v United States, 389 ’U.S. 347 (1967).
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The Coplon decision is important for two reasons. First,
a warrantless search was ruled invalid, even though there
was probable cause to believe that it would (and in fact
did) reveal evidence of espionage activity. Second, the
court did not recognize that the President or Attorney
General has inherent constitutional power to authorize
wiretapping in the interests of national security. The
court offered the following observation at the close of
its opinion:
"Perhaps, also, the powers of the Bureau. to
arrest without warrant should be broadened;
and perhaps it would be desirable to set
limits--as, for example, in cases of
espionage, sabotage, kidnapping, extortion
and in general investigations involving
national security and defense-- the
immunity from ’wiretapping’ of those who
are shown by independent evidence to be
probably engaged in crime. All these are
matters with which we have no power to deal,
and on which we express no opinion; we take
the law as we find it; under it the conviction
~cannot stand." 185 F.2d at 640."
Ten yea~s later the Supreme Court ruled that evidence (instrumentalities of espionage) seized during warrantless
searches of a foreign agent’s hotel room were admissible.
Abel v United States, 362 U.S. 217 (1960). The two searches
w--~ upheld on separate grounds--one as incident to a
lawful administrative arrest, and the second because petitioner
had vacated his room. There was no suggestion in the Court’s
opinion that there is any greater power to search without a
warrant in espionage cases that in ordinary criminal investigations. Indeed, Justice Brennan’s d~ssent, joined by
Warren, Black, and Douglas, argued that the 4th amendment
must be enforced without regard to the nature of the crime
or the criminal.

II. Justice Department Policy
Following the Supreme Court’s decision .in Nardone v.
United States, 302 U.S. 370 (1937), that Section 605 of the
Federal Communications Act barred the use in court of evidence obtained from unauthorized wiretaps,* President
Roosevelt "authorized and directed" the Attorney General,
"after investigation of the need in each case, to authorize
the necessary investigating agents that they are at liberty
to secure information by listening devices direct to the
conversation or other communications of persons suspected
of subversive activities against the Government of the
United States, including suspected spies."** Memorandum of
President Roosevelt for the Attorney General, May 21, ~40.
President Roosevelt explained his reaction to Nar~one:
"I have agreed with the broad purpose
of the Supreme Court decision relating to
.wire-tapping in investigations. The Court
is undoubtedly sound both in regard to the
.use of evidence secured over tapped wires
in the prosecution of citizens in criminal
cases; and is also right in its opinion
that under ordinary and normal circumstances
wiretapping by Government agents should not
be carried on for the excellent’reason that
it is almost bound to lead to abuse of civil
rights.
~However, I am convinced that the Supreme
Court never intended any dictum in the
particular case which it decided to apply to
grave matters involving the defense of the
nation."

* Section 605 prohibited the interception and divulgance
of the contents of any intercepted wire com~unicat~’-~-~on, unless
authorized by the sender.
** In a memorandum of November 19, 1941, to Hoover,
Attorney General Biddle indicated that he would approve
surveillance only of individuals or groups suspected of
espionage activity. He disapproved proposed surveillance of
"communist activities." On July 17, 1946, however, Attorney
General Clark wrote to President Truman advising that President Roosevelt’s directive of May 21, 1940, be extended to
apply to "cases vitally affecting the domestic security, or
where human life is in jeopardy." Clark says the suggestion
was prompted by "an increase in subversive activities here
at home." The President concurred.

¯
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authorization, which foreshadowed subsequent Department
policy, related only to wiretapping, then a constitutional
activity. The Department took the position that this
~c~ivity, since it was designed solely to obtain intelligence
information for internal investigatory use and not for
divulgance, was legal. There is no basis here for concluding
that warrantless trespassory searches -- particularly those
going beyond electronic surveillance to include seizure of
tangible evidence -- were justified by interests of national
security and would not be in violation of the Fourth Amendment.
The FBI, however, did not restrict its surveillance
activities to arguably legal investigatory methods. HooVer
explained Bureau practice to Attorney General McGrath in a
memorandum of October 6, 1951:
"As you are aware, this Bureau has also
employed [in addition to wiretapping] the
.use of microphone installations on a highly
restrictive basis, chiefly to obtain intel~ligence information. The information obtained from microphones, as in the case of
wire taps, is not admissible in evidence.
In certain circumstances it has been
possible to install microphones without
trespass, as reflected by opinions rendered
in the past by the Department on this subject matter. In these instances the information obtained, of course, is. treated as
evidence and therefore is not regarded as
purely intelligence information.
"As you know in a number of instances it
has not been possible to install microphones
without trespass. In such instances the
information received therefrom is of an
intelligence nature only. Here again, as
in the use of wire taps, experience has
shov~ us that intelligence information highly
pertinent to the defense and welfare of this
nation is derived through the use of microphones."
Thus, despite his recognition that trespassory surveillance
was illegal, Hoover had approved it. McGrath’s response was
unequivocal. Although McGrath approved the use of nontrespassory microphone surveillance, he concluded that
surveillance involving a trespass was in the "area of the
Fourth Amendment." "The records do not indicate that this
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~n dealing with microphones has ever been presented
before, therefore, please be advised that I cannot authorize
the installation of a microphone invclvin~ a trespass under
existing law."* Memorandum of February 21, 1952 (emphasis
in original).
The Department’s position changed radically under
Attorney General Brownell. On May 20, 1954, he addressed
the following memorandum to Hoover in light of Irvine v.
California, 347 U.S. 128:
It is clear that in some instances the use of
microphone surveillance is the only possible way
of uncovering the activities of espionage agents,
possible saboteurs, and subversive persons. In
such instances I am of the opinion that the national.
interest requires that microphone surveillance be
utilized by the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
This use need not be limited to the development of
evidence for prosecution. The FBI has an intelligence function in connection with internal security
matters equally as important as the duty of developing evidence for presentation to the courts and the
national security requires that the FBI be able to
use microphone surveillance for the proper discharge
of both of such functions. The Department of Justice
approves the use of microphone surveillance by the
FBI under those circumstances and for these purposes.
: I~do not consider that the dec~ion of the
Supreme Court in Irvine v. California, supra, requires a different course. That ~case Is readily
distinguishable on its facts. The language of the
Court, however, indicates certain uses of microphones which it would be well to avoid, if possible,
even in internal security investigations. It is
quite clear that in the Irvine case ~ne Justices of
Supreme Court were outraged by what they regarded as
the indecency of installing a microphone in a bedroom.

* Hoover promptly addressed memoranda to the Deputy
Attorney General requesting an opinion as to whether evidence
gained from specified hypothetical microphone surveillances
would be admissible. The Assistant Attorney General in
charge of the Criminal Division addressed each one of the
"novel" situations, which he described as going "beyond the
orbit of any direct authority," identifying those involving
technical trespass.
6

ey denounced the uti.l~zation of suc~h_m_~_.t_ho_d.s of
investigat, ion in a gambling case as snoc~n9
The Court s action is a clear indication of the
need for discretion and intelligent restraint in
the use of microphones by the FBI in all cases,
including internal security matters. Obviously,
the installation of a microphone in a bedroom or
in some comparably intim.ate location should be
avoided wherever possible. It may appear, however,
that important intelligence or evidence relating to
matters connected with the national security can
only be obtained by the installation of a microphone in. such a location. It is my opinion that
under such circumstances the installation is proper
and is not prohibited by the Supreme Court’s
decision in the Irvine case.
Previous interpretations which have been furnished to you as to what may constitute trespass
in theinstallation of microphones, suggest that
the views expressed have been tentative in nature
and have attempted to predict the course which
courts would follow rather than reflect the present
state of the law. It is realized that not infrequently the question of trespass arises in connection
with the installation of a microphone. The question
ofwhether a trespass is actually involved and the
second question of the effect of such a trespass upon the admissibility in court of the evidence thus
obtained, must necessarily be resolved according to
the circumstances of each case. The Department in
resolving the problems which may arise in connection
with the use of microphone surveill~nce will review
the circumstances in each case in the light of the
practical necessities of investigaticn and of the
national interest which must be protected. It is
my opinion that the Department should, adopt that
interpretation which will permit microphone coverage
by the FBI in a manner most conducive to our
national interest. I recognize that for the FBI
to fulfill its important intelligenc~ function,
consideration of internal security anl the national
safety are paramount and, therefore, may compel the
unrestricted use of this technique in the national
interest.
The memorandum is somewhat ambiguous. Al~5ough Brownell
indicated that a trespassory tap "is prop~ and is not prohibited" by Irvine, he approved microphone surveillance when
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oz in~erna~ ~=~ ~= ...~,I~ Find the surveillance
intere
..........
~unt whether or no~ ~n~ uuu~ ......
trespassory.and thus illegal.
There ~s no question about the interpretation by the
Bureau. Hoover wrote to Deputy Attorney General White on
May 4, 1961, explaining the Bureau’s position on microphone
surveillance:
In light of this policy [set forth in
the Brownell memorandum], in the internal
security field, we are utilizing microphone surveillances on a restricted basis
even though trespass is~neeessary to assist
in uncovering the activities of Soviet
intelligence agents and Communist Party
leaders. In the interests of national
safety, microphone surveillances are also
-utilized on a restricted basis, even though
t£espass is necessary, in uncovering major
criminal activities. We are using such
coverage in connection with our investigations of the clandestine activities of top
hoodlums and organized crime. From an
intelligence standpoint, this investigative
technique has produced results unobtainable
through other means. The information so
obtained is treated in the same manner as
information obtained from wire taps, that
is, not from the standpoint of evidentiary
value but for intelligence purposes.
Apparently, this policy was not changed.
The last two memoranda of note involve the policies of
the Johnson administration. On June 30, 1965, President
Johnson established the following "basic guidelines to be
followed by all government agencies":
(I) No federal personnel is to intercept
telephone conversations within the United
States by any mechanical or electronic
device, without the consent of one of the
parties involved (except in connection
with investigations related to the national security).
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(2) No interception shall be undertaken or
continued without first obtaining the
approval of the Attorney General.
(3) All federal agencies shall immediately
conform their practices and procedures to
the provisions of this order.
Utilization of mechanical or electronic devices to
overhear non-telephone conversations is an even more
difficult problem, which raises substantial and unresolved questions of Constitutional interception.
I desire that each agency conducting such investigations consult with the Attorney General to ascertain
whether the agency’s practices are fully in accord
with the law and with a decent regard for the rights
of others.
Every agency head shall submit to the Attorney
General within 30 days acomplete inventory of all
mechanical and electronic equipment and devices
used for or capable of intercepting telephone conversations. In addition, such reports shall contain
a list of any interceptions currently authorized and
the reasons for them..
Despite Johnson’s "desire" that each agency’s practice with
respect to electronic surveillance be "fully in accord with
the law," Katzenbach advised Hoover that he would continue
to approve trespassory microphone surveillance for the
"gathering of intelligence in national security matters,"
even though he recognized that it presented "difficult
¯ problems because of the inadmissibility of any evidence in
court cases and because of current judicial and public
attitudes regarding their use." Memorandum of September 27,
1965.
In summary, while it is true that, beginning with
Brownell in 1954, successive Attorneys General approved
trespassory microphone surveillance to gather national
security intelligence, this always, was done with the awareness that evidence obtained would be inadmissible. This
hardly provides a firm basis for someone, reviewing these
memoranda in retrospect, concluding that this practice did
not violate the Fourth Amendment. But more importantly,
the memoranda do not suggest that warrantless surreptitious
entry to obtain tangible evidence was an acceptable

igatory tec.hnique.* Since history as well as the case
.law had distinguished overhearings from seizure of tangible
evidence, one cannot assume that warrantless surreptitious
entry accompanied by a physical search in the interest of
national security is "reasonable" in Fourth Amendment terms
merely because trespassory electronic surveillance in the
same circumstances might be. Finally, all the memoranda,
including those of President Roosevelt and President Johnson,
specifically.prohibit warrantless surveillance except upon
the personal approval of the Attorney General.

* It should be emphasized here that the memoranda in
our possession were collected in response to a request for
"all Department and Presidential memoranda discussing the
government’s policy concerning electronic surveillance."
Although some memoranda refer to investigatory techniques
going beyond electronic surveillance, we should supplement
our request to the Department to include surreptitious
entry.. This is particularly important because of various
allegations that the FBI has engaged in such activity.
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Memorandum
TO

FROM

: William Merrill

DATE: January 22 1974

: Philip A: Lacovar

SU~Ecr: Civil Rights Act Prosecutionin Connection
with Fielding-Break-in
As you know, one of the legal issues that is involved in
the Fielding prosecution is whether some "official immunity"
renders Colson, Ehrlichman, and the others free of criminal
culpability. Colson and Krogh (in his perjury prosecution)
have already made arguments to this effect. I call to your
attention a recent dictum, apparently carfully considered, in
the Supreme Court case of O’Shea v. Littleton,
U.S.
(42 U.S.L.W. 4139, 4144, January 14,-~gT~--~hic--~meets t-~s
kind of contention head on and indicates that any immunity that
may be implied for civil damage purposes does not carry over to
a criminal prosecution:
Kq%ate~er may be the case with respect to
civil liability generally, see Pierson v.
Ra_~, supra, or civil liability for willful corruption, see Alzua v. Johnson, 231
U.S. 106, 110-111 (19~-~-~ Bradley v.
Fisher, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 335, 347, 350,
354 (1872), we have never held that the
performance of the duties of judicial,
legislative, or executive officers, requires or contemplates the immunization
of otherwise criminal deprivations of
constitutional rights. Cf. Ex parte
_V_irginia, i00 U.S. 339 (1879). On the
contrary, the judicially fashioned doctrine of official immunity does not
reach "so far as to immuniz@ criminal
conduct proscribed by an Act of Congress
¯ . ¯
Gravel v. United States, 408 U.S.
606, 627 (1972).
cc: Messrs. Jaworski, Ruth,
Kreindler, Palmer, and Kaye
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Memorandum
TO

: ~qilliam H. Merrill

DEPARTMENT OF~~~~

DATE: April i0, 1974

FRO~ : Philip A. Lacovara

subJEct: "National Security" Defense in Fielding Break-in Case

As we expected, counsel for Charles Colson will be
seeking discovery of a great volume of material that is
classified or covered by a presumptive Presidential
privilege in order to support a "national security"
defense to the civil rights conspiracy charge. Since
it is virtually certain that the White House would
refuse to make some or all of this material available
and since we might in any event conclude that the disclosure of genuinely classified information would not
be in the national interest, we must take the position
that this request for discovery should be denied as
irrelevant to the issues at trial. That is, we must
argue that a deliberate warrantless entry into the office of a doctor to search for confidential information
constitutes a clear violation of the Fourth Amendment
irrespective of the motives for the entry.
I have assigned David Kaye and Robert Palmer to
begin drafting the memorandum..of law in response to
-that anticipated motion.

cc:
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Jaworski
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Breyer

